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Abstract
The marginal participation of the Indigenous Fijians in business has been a grave concern 

to the national governments as well as the Indigenous Fijians themselves. Despite various 

initiatives by the governments to address this issue, there has not been much success. This 

research investigates the manner in which three attributes of attitude, namely, values, 

motivation and competencies have affected the capacity of the Indigenous Fijians to 

achieve performance excellence in business. A total of fifty businessmen/women from the 

urban, semi-urban and rural areas of Fiji participated in the survey. The investigations 

reported that there was a significant difference between the attitudes of the urban and rural 

populations relating to the manner in which they conduct their business while the semi-

urban respondents showed characteristics of both the urban and the rural categories. Their 

attempts have been to approach their businesses from the urban perspectives but since the 

majority of their customers are from traditional background, this compels them to adopt 

traditional perspectives to the management and operations of their businesses, a 

characteristic of rural category. This research argues that careful attention to the value 

systems, focused motivation and provision of relevant and adequate competencies will 

significantly enhance the capacity of the Indigenous Fijians to achieve performance 

excellence in business. Success in the above is imperative for the longer-term social, 

economic and political peace and stability of the Republic of the Fiji islands. 

This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 provides the background to the research 

and introduces the research problem. Chapter 2 provides a review of literature on attitude 

by discussing the three attributes of attitude, namely, values, motivation and competencies 

and the manner in which these affect personal performance excellence in business. Chapter 

3 discusses the research methodology by outlining the procedures and methods used to 

investigate the research hypothesis while chapter 4 analyzes and presents the quantitative 

and qualitative results of the research. Chapter 5 discusses the results of the data analysis 

in relation to the three major hypotheses and presents valuable recommendations while 

chapter 6 provides the conclusion and suggests opportunities for further research.
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Acronyms
Word Meaning 

Doka Feeling of respect 

Dua vata Togetherness

Gauna vakaviti Fiji or Fijian time 

i tokatoka i tokatoka Extended Fijian family 

kalou vakayago Is associated to the ancestral gods 

Kalou vakayalo Is associated with Christ 

Kalou vu Ancestor god 

Kerekere To incur indebtedness and is predicated on notions of reciprocity

Mana Supernatural powers 

Mataqali Family group, clan 

Matinitu State

Soli Subscription

Tauvu People of linked stock 

Vakasivia In excess 

vakaturaga Depicts ideal behavior among Fijians which embodies respect 

Vakawasoma Frequently

vanua A socio-political association cemented by social and economic

Vasu Sister’s son (particularly oldest sister’s oldest son

Veilomani Loving and friendly to one another 

Veinanumi To be considerate of others 

Veiqaravi vakavanua Involves (ceremonial offering) of 

Veivuke Giving a helping hand 

vikakimatani/veitabani Relationship allowing freedom to joke, tease and play tricks 

upon each other 

Vunivalu Paramount chief of the Bau- Cakobau’s title 

Yalo vata Of the same spirit

yaqona Also known as kava/grog. Piper methysticum; plant and drink 

used for ceremonial and social purposes in the Pacific

Yavusa Clan
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Linking Attitude to Performance in Indigenous Fijian 
Business

Chapter One Introduction and the Research Problem 

1.1 The Research Problem 
Qarase (2000) in his address to the Fifty-Fifth Session of the United Nations General 

Assembly outlined that “in our general standards of living, even though indigenous Fijians 

and Rotumans own 84% of the land in Fiji, they have, on average, the lowest level of 

household income, and they also lag well behind the other communities in almost every 

aspect of life in a rapidly expanding market based economy”.  

Source: Qarase (2000: 15)  

Since 1987 Fiji has earned its reputation in a number of ways. Some of these have brought 

pride and joy to its citizens while some have humiliated them both within the nation and in 

the international arena.  

Developments in the tourism industry have attracted the attention of individuals far and 

wide while local rugby players have brought fame and glory to the country. Golfer Vijay 

Singh has put Fiji at the top of the world in golf while Serevi commands the legendry title 

of “maestro” in rugby sevens. 

On the other hand, the four coups that Fiji has experienced has not only had detrimental 

economic consequences on national and international trade but has also brought deep 

rooted animosity and mistrust between as well as within the two major ethnic groups living 

in Fiji, the Indigenous Fijians and the Indo-Fijians1. It has tarnished Fiji’s image as a 

democratic state and has damaged international relations, particularly with traditional 

allies, New Zealand and Australia. Similarly displacement of Indo-Fijian farmers from 

1 Hereafter Indigenous Fijians are referred to as Fijians and Indo-Fijians as Indians. 
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their sugar cane farms due to expiry of agricultural leases and marked increases in crime 

both in nature and intensity has made all races living in Fiji seek migration opportunities in 

other countries. This has resulted in enormous brain drain and shortage of skilled 

tradesmen and professionals to man economic activities for national development.   

Events that have unfolded in Fiji not only have devastating consequences to the country 

but have serious implications for the South Pacific region as well. New Zealand academic, 

Dr. Henderson of University of Canterbury states that Fiji is so important as the HQ of 

many regional organizations that when Fiji undergoes upheavals, the whole region is 

destabilized (Fiji Times, 16 June 2007: 1).  

The question many ponder over is why this small nation continues to be hampered with 

problems. The challenges faced by the two major ethnic groups, Fijians and Indians, have 

its roots since the early days of colonization. The Indians were brought under an indenture 

system to work on sugar plantations and their struggles to get political representation made 

them come in direct conflict with the Fijians (Kaplan and Kelly, 1994; Lal, 1992: 30).

During the colonial era the management of the country was kept under tight control of an 

expatriate colonial regime. Colonialists played the third party role of keeping the two races 

apart while colonial objectives were met with minimum opposition. After independence 

and before the April 1987 general elections Fiji’s leadership was in the hands of the Fijians 

and they were comfortable with holding the reigns of power as they tried to assist Fijians 

venture into business activities.

Matters came to a head with the election of the Bavadra government in April 1987. For the 

first time, traditional holders of power and their supporters saw the reigns move to a Fijian 

commoner with a union background and his largely Indo-Fijian followers. The reaction 

from traditionalists was almost instantaneous with an orchestrated destabilization 

campaign that culminated in the military coup of May 1987. This gave birth to the coup 

culture that has continued to haunt Fiji. Within a span of 20 years there have been 4 coups 

in the country - one in every 5 years on average.  
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Some relevant questions that demand answers are as follows:  

� Why have the relations between the 2 major ethnic groups, the Fijians and the 

Indians been antagonistic rather then cooperative at least at the political level.

� Why have the real aims and objectives of staging the 1987 coup made a 360 degree 

turn-around when compared with the aims and objectives of the December 2006 

military take over of the government?  

� What does the future hold for the people who wish to make Fiji their home?  

� When will the social, economic and political situation be conducive to making the 

different races of people living in Fiji sound enough to enable racial harmony and 

tolerance?  

� Where have the genuine and friendly smiles that won the hearts and minds of 

friends and strangers gone?  

There is mistrust and suspicion between the 2 races, each accusing the other of displaying 

indifference and disregard towards realization of the other’s aims and aspirations.  

In his early announcements, Rabuka declared he had staged the coup because of his 

personal concern about increased Indian power antagonizing Fijian insecurities as his real 

motive. Rabuka’s interpretation of Fiji’s race relations was further developed in his own 

story of the coup (Dean and Ritova: 1988) one of the earliest books to have appeared on 

the subject. Foremost among Rabuka’s fears and those of Fijians in general, was the 

perceived threat posed by Indians to Fijian-owned land and leadership. 

Deryck Scarr, an academic at the Australian National University and the author of several 

books on Fiji’s history, has given a fundamentally racial explanation for the coup in his 

book Fiji: The Politics of Illusion (1988). His main argument was that ‘beneath a facade of 

racial harmony there were deep-seated tensions between Fijians and Indians, and that the 

coup was made inevitable by a Fijian fear of dispossession once a government with an 

Indian majority had been elected’. Premdas (1993: 105-106) also echoed similar 

rentiments when he wrote that the May, 1987 coup was a result of fear of Indian 

dominance in Fiji.  
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If the Fijians and Indians blame each other for the state of affairs they find themselves in, 

there would be no end to this deteriorating blame game as the society in general continues 

to head towards social, economic and political uncertainty. The December 2006 takeover 

of the Qarase government is the latest coup and as the trend has taken its course since 1987 

the question in the minds of many is when the next one will be?  

Fijians accuse the Indians of holding economic control of the nation while continuing to 

try to gain more political empowerment as Paul Davies puts it: “the short answer is that 

Indigenous Fijians feel themselves to be on the receiving end of the discriminatory 

exercise of economic power and a social, economic and political order whose evolution 

has been marginalizing and eroding their identity and values.” 

(http://maorinews.com/karere/fiji/davies.htm)

Fijians continue to play a minor role in the business sector as compared to the Indians and 

this has a bearing on their economic well-being. Rao in his doctoral thesis (2004) Culture 

and entrepreneurship in Fiji’s small tourism business sector writes that Fijian 

entrepreneurship is at an ‘infant’ stage of development. Of the 11,000 registered businesses 

in Fiji, only 100 are owned by Fijians (Daily Post, 18 December 2001). The economic 

disparity between Fijians and non-Fijians appeared to be a major contributing factor in the 

toppling of the two civilian governments in 1987 and 2000.

Not only is there ill feelings regarding the economic sector, other social aspects are also a 

cause for concern of the Fijians. As Homona puts it that in Fiji the Indians in general have 

retained their own language and culture, few bothering to learn the Fijian language and to 

adapt to the Pacific view of life. To all intents and purposes they have created an Indian 

homeland in Fiji, preserving intact their own language, religious and educational 

institutions and customs, seemingly without any acknowledgement of the host culture. This 

too causes much consternation among Fijians and indicates cultural imperialism by the 

Indian communities (http://maaori.com/rhimona).   
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On the other hand the Indians complain of being treated as second class citizens in Fiji 

with entrenched provisions in the Constitution that give the Fijians supremacy in important 

areas such as when changes are to be made in land matters. Other initiatives such as 

affirmative action programs and laws passed by the Fijians dominated governments have 

forced the Indo-Fijians to the sidelines as Paul Davies puts it: 

“that the system of affirmative action which, among other things, tries to ensure that at least 50% of all civil 

service positions are filled by Fijians and Rotumans. The practice of the Fijian controlled government, by 

this new constitution, embodied many additional avenues of affirmative action, with scholarships for tertiary 

education and access to bank loans being two of the most controversial. The ire of many Indians has also 

been raised by what they see as preferential opportunities for promotion being given to Fijians, within not 

just the civil service but also statutory bodies and government controlled industries. Also arguably 

discriminating against the Indian community is the government’s fiscal policy in that claims abound that 

some 80% of total taxes are paid by Indians while government expenditures on infrastructure, civil service 

salaries, scholarships, assistance to business etc. benefit disproportionately Fijians. Fiscal policy, then, 

provides for a calculated redistribution of income from Indian to Fijian.”

Source: (http://maorinews.com/karere/fiji/davies.htm)

The Indo-Fijians frequently see Fijians as lazy and improvident, living for today with little 

thought for the needs of tomorrow while the Fijians regard Indo-Fijians as pushy and 

insensitive, perennially dissatisfied with their condition and forever demanding a larger 

share of the cake (http://maorinews.com/karere/fiji/davies.htm).

One can go on citing numerous examples of visible and latent dissatisfaction amongst the 2 

races to date. These feelings have not come about overnight and in no way can be 

considered as coincidental. The mindsets have evolved since the days of colonialism when 

Fiji’s political independence was being negotiated. The situation seems to be getting worse 

day by day and concerned individuals continue to analyze and forecast as per availability 

of information and personal intelligence what is yet to come and where all these will lead 

to. However before tragedy strikes the communities of this small island nation it is 

imperative that the concerns and mindsets/undercurrents of the Fijians and the Indians be 

understood and initiatives designed and implemented with a view to finding amicable 

solutions for the mutual benefit of all. Furthermore all concerned citizens believe that the 

coup culture in Fiji must stop. Even the architect of 1987 coup Rabuka admits that the 
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coup culture must end as he apologized for staging the 1987 military coup (Fiji Times, 1 

June 2008: 7). 

In short it seems fair to conclude that the economic prosperity of the Indians and their 

constant attempts to seek equal rights in the affairs of Fiji is what bothers the Fijians who 

lag behind in the economic arena and see the Indians’ continuous attempts as tantamount 

to Indian supremacy in their own land. Thus if successful attempts could be made to 

involve the Fijians in the economic arena many of the fears of the Fijians could be 

addressed. Consequently the purpose of this research as outlined in 1.6 below is a strategy 

not only to enhance Fijians management of their business more successfully but 

consequently to feel more secure in their own country.  

1.2 Capitalist Society and the Monetary Economy 
The world has become a global village and Fiji is very much a part of this. The colonel 

rulers introduced the capitalist culture and a monetized economy. This orientation is well 

developed in Fiji and has been embraced by Indians, Europeans and the Chinese whereas 

the Fijian community is still trying to come to grips with it. Western influence and the 

dynamics of globalization coupled with the ease of information accessibility has inundated 

the local population with modern ideas, beliefs, values and systems that continue to 

challenge traditional ideas, beliefs and values.

The current position as regards the economic status of the Fijians and Indians is directly 

linked to the dawn of colonialism in Fiji in 1874. Sir Arthur Gordon resented usage of 

Fijian labor as Lal (1992: 13) states, Gordon had restricted the commercial employment of 

Fijian labor, fearing that ‘if the Fijian people is ever permitted to sink from its present 

condition into that of a collection of migratory bands of hired labor, all hope, not only of 

the improvement but the preservation of the race, must inevitably be abandoned.” Kapman 

and Kelly (1994: 132) further emphasize this by noting that whereas the Fijians were 

insulated from the capitalist labor market by codifications of customary duties, land tenure 

and restrictions in their rights to make contracts, the Indians arrived in Fiji as people of the 

labor market.  
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The Fijians were severely discouraged from venturing into entrepreneurial business 

ventures from the early days of colonialism. One of the major undertakings made by the 

British administration to the Fijian chiefs before the signing of the deed of Cession of Fiji 

was that the Fijians would be governed justly and in accordance with their ancient customs 

and traditions. The pledge to rule Fiji “in accordance with their ancient customs and 

traditions” over the years have come to be interpreted to mean that the aim must be to 

preserve the Fijian social order and Fijian culture. Many subsequent actions have had the 

effect of supporting this position including the refusal of IF to be employed on large scale 

on the copra and sugar plantations (Nayacakalou, 1963: 5). 

Furthermore in the reorganization of the Fijian administration in 1944 it was clearly 

accepted that any move to breakup the Fijian village must be resisted, the basic philosophy 

being that Fijian social, political and economic development can and must take place 

within the framework of the Fijian traditional and culture (Nayacakalou, 1963: 5-6). 

Although protected from wage labor from 1876 on, indigenous Fijians were only allowed to sell produce for 

money and were required to work for chiefs, church, village, and province, with intricately regulated work 

schedules. What they were not allowed to do was to make significant contracts, let alone form companies.   

Source: Kapman and Kelly (1994: 132) 

Thus around 1913 efforts of Apolosi Nawai, a man from the western side of Viti Levu, a 

mission-trained carpenter, to venture into business by setting up the “Fiji Company” (Viti

Kabani) as an alternative to the exploitation of Fijians by European middlemen was 

defeated. With increasing elaboration over the ensuing decade, Apolosi’s company became 

an alternative Fijian polity or, what a European trader named G.L. Barrow, labeled as “a 

malignant cancer in the native loyalty and orderliness”. He was portrayed as an evil against 

the Fijians interests and banished in 1917. Thus an indigenous Fijian seeking simply to 

enter the market and to found his own trading company was deported for disaffection 

(Ibid: 130).
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Fijian society has thus suffered in its attempts to establish a business orientation. The 

protected village environment, lack of exposure and later disoriented, ill-focused and 

confused initiatives of governments and other agencies have led to the current state of 

Fijians businessmenship. In a frantic pursuit of trying to survive within the odds of a 

capitalist world of challenges posed by the more experienced and well resourced players of 

other races residing in Fiji, Fijians have earned themselves stereotypes which depict them 

as no good at business, lazy and too entangled in their cultural lifestyles to the point of not 

being able to take advantage of opportunities provided by governments and other 

institutions.

Taking the ideals, systems and values of capitalist business and expecting the Fijians to 

participate competently without providing them with the necessary competencies, 

motivation and values is like sending soldiers in this modern age of warfare to the 

battlefield with bows and arrows to defend themselves and at the same time expecting 

them to win. This is neither fair on the part of soldiers nor does it speak of any thoughtful 

planning/implementation on the part of the authorities. 

Thus the capacity of Fijians to manage business within the capitalist system is related to 

social, economic and political developments in Fiji. The colonial masters (British) coupled 

with the manner in which successive post-independence governments have provided 

support and guidance to the Fijians has had a significant bearing on their capacity to 

actively become part of the business sector of Fiji. The various initiatives designed and 

implemented by colonial masters and successive governments and the resultant inculcation 

of attitude of the Fijians regarding the manner in which they can be successful in business 

have had significant bearing on the status of Fijians in the business sector in Fiji. 

It is the aim of this research to examine the extent to which attitude affects the successful 

performance of owner-operated Fijian businesses. Through a survey of current Fijian 

businesses, it is expected that interesting information will be revealed to understand the 

manner in which attitude, consisting of values, motivation and competencies affect 
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successful business performance in terms of cost, time and standards. This is presented as a 

model as depicted in Figure 1.1 below.

Figure 1.1: Model for Business Performance Excellence 

According to this model, values, motivation and competencies are considered to be the key 

attributes of attitude. These attributes influence the cognitive, affective and behavioral 

characteristics of a person and develop his/her attitude that dictates the manner in which 

the individual behaves. This overall behavior is essentially the performance feature that is 

evaluated in terms of time (deadline), budget (cost) and standards (quality). This model can 

be applied to any situation, ranging from the simplest activity such as kissing your partner 

to sending a rocket to the moon 

.

1.3 Research Aims 
The overall aim of the research was to study the extent to which employee attitude affects 

the successful performance of duties and responsibilities of indigenous Fijian owned and 

operated businesses. The employees comprised owners who are also working for the 

business. More specifically the study examined:  

1. The manner in which employee values influence personal performance standards, cost 

and time? 

2. The manner in which employee motivation affects personal performance standards, 

cost and time? 

Values

Motivation

Competencies  

ATTITUDE PERFORMANCE
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3. The manner in which knowledge, skills and experiences affect personal performance 

standards, cost and time? 

1.4 Null and Alternative Hypotheses 
Based on the aims of the study, the following null and alternative hypotheses were 

formulated for the present research: 

Ho: The types of values possessed by the Fijian businessmen/women do not 

inhibit their ability to carry out their business to desired performance 

standards, within the budget and in the specified time. 

H1: The types of values possessed by the Fijian businessmen/women inhibit 

their ability to carry out their business to desired performance standards, 

within the budget and in the specified time. 

  

Ho: The manner in which Fijian businessmen/women have been motivated to 

carry out their business does not affects their capacity to perform within 

time, to specified budgets and to desired standards.   

H2: The manner in which Fijian businessmen/women have been motivated in 

business affect their capacity to perform within time, to specified budgets 

and to desired standards.    

 

Ho: The quality and quantity of knowledge and skills possessed by Fijian 

businessmen/women do not inhibit their ability to carry out their business 

within time, to specified budgets and to desired standards.    
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H3: The quality and quantity of knowledge and skills possessed by Fijian 

businessmen/women inhibit their ability to carry out their business within 

time, to specified budgets and to desired standards.    

1.5 Research Purpose 
This research is an exploratory study and its general purpose is to examine the manner in 

which attitude affects performance among Fijian businessmen/women. Previous research 

into performance management indicated that values, motivation and competencies 

contribute significantly towards the success of performance. This study attempts to fill the 

gap that currently exists in the literature on successful business performance of Fijians 

businessmen/women. No studies have yet been carried out specifically focusing on how 

the three attitude attributes: values, motivation and competencies inhibit and/or enhance 

Fijian owned and operated businesses. The results of the findings have significant 

implications for the management of Fijian businesses, government affirmative action plans 

and overall Fijian entrepreneurship.   

1.6 Significance 
The feeling of suspicion, jealousy and indifference between the two major ethnic groups 

has always been existent in some form or other ever since the two groups came in contact 

with each in 1879. These feelings generally existed in its latent form with occasional 

outbursts mainly from political leaders. The arrival of an Indian-dominated government in 

1987 saw these surface in its ugliest forms. The dominance of the Indians in the economic 

life of Fiji was enough to stir bitter feelings but this political dominance was just too much 

for some to digest. This led to the May 1987 military coup by Rabuka that changed the 

course of Fiji’s history (Dean and Ritova, 1998: 105-106). 

The long-term stability of Fiji is significantly dependent on the extent to which the Fijians 

feel secure in their own country. Through their active participation in the business sector 

they should be able to contribute more effectively and meaningfully to the development of 
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the country. Hailey (1992: 4) observed that ‘indigenous entrepreneurship is an integral part 

of balanced development, and that the participation of the indigenous population in the 

local business community is a prerequisite for promoting economic growth and [for] 

maintaining social and political stability’.

Active and successful Fijian participation in business will not only provide them with the 

assurance that they are still in control in their country, but will also assist in improving 

their living standards. As they get engrossed in the day-to-day operations of running 

businesses there would be less of a lackadaisical attitude thus minimizing the chances of 

getting involved in non-productive activities. This in turn will lead to peace, progress and 

prosperity for all citizens. 

This research hopes to contribute towards improving the capacity of Fijians to be more 

successful in carrying out their businesses. It will assist the many stakeholders, both locally 

and internationally with information and strategies to enhance the capacity of Fijians to 

become more meaningfully active in the business sector of Fiji and indeed all other 

indigenous communities around the world that are striving to achieve success in managing 

their businesses more effectively and efficiently.  

More broadly the research will assist in the economic development of the country and 

while it will assist in improving the overall quality of life, it will also help towards making 

Fiji more productive, financially sound and a safer place to live in - “the way the world 

should be”.
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Chapter 2   Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 reviews the literature on attitude and focuses on the three elements that 

determine attitude; namely, values, competencies and motivation (VCM) and the manner 

in which these affect individual performance. Performance has been analyzed under the 

attributes of budget, time and performance standards.  The review of literature is in 4 

sections. The first section covers literature review on attitude while section 2 covers 

values. Section 3 covers competencies and section 4 explores motivation. 

2.2 Attitude 
The following abstract encompasses succinctly what has been taken as the meaning of the 

concept of attitude for this thesis. 

Nobody owns your attitude. It is exclusively yours. You alone control it. It does not belong to your employer, 

your family or the person you trust the most. Attitude is so personal that you can avoid even talking about it. 

You can keep it hidden and protected. Or you can say to yourself:  “Attitude controls my life and I am going 

to make it work for me”  

Source: Chapman (1992: 7)      

2.2.1 Introduction to Attitude  
People are an indispensable part of organizational performance as it is through its human 

resource capacity to utilize the other resources that an organization is able to achieve its 

aims and objectives.  

Effective and efficient organizational performance to desired standards is indispensable for 

appropriate returns on investment. In order for an organization to be successful the 

individual and teams need to carry out their duties and responsibilities effectively and 

efficiently. There is virtually unanimous agreement among human resource specialists that 

the greatest asset of any organization is its people. Apart from factors such as technological 
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capability, availability of funds and capital goods, organizational performance and 

sustainability overwhelmingly depends on the ability of the human resource to perform to 

acceptable standards (Tyson and York, 1994; Mathis and Jack, 1998; Stone, 2005). 

Similarly Bartol, et al. (1998: 439) writes that it is almost a truism to say that one of the 

most important resources which organizations have is their people and that in the mission 

statements of most organizations one will find the inclusion of a statement regarding the 

focus on people, or the achievement of goals and objectives through their people. 

Attitude of people whether they live in the organization as owners and/or employees has a 

significant impact on personal performance and this ultimately affects the success and 

sustainability of the business in general. The manner in which the workforce performs is 

not only critical for organizational success, sustainability and an acceptable return on 

shareholders’ investment but impacts on the political, social and economic health of the 

nation as well as maintenance of peace, stability and harmony in the country.

The capacity of the human resource to perform to optimum levels is dependent on a 

number of factors. Attitude, which not much more than a hundred years ago was used 

exclusively with reference to a person’s posture, is nowadays used to increasingly connote 

the psychological rather than the immediate physical orientation of a person, his mental 

state rather than his bodily stance (Jahoda and Warren, 1966: 7) 

The concept of attitude has interdisciplinary utility and is prominent amongst social 

scientists. DeFleur and Westie (1975: 23) claim that the concept of attitude has found an 

indispensable place in the behavioral sciences while Allport (1967: 3) writes that the 

concept of attitude has been so widely used in behavioral sciences by theorists and 

researchers that it has become the most distinctive and indispensable concept in 

contemporary American social psychology. Similarly Brannon (1967: 146) claims the 

concept to be the most widely used single term in all social sciences.  
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Allport (1967: 3) elaborates that the concept of attitude attributes its wide usage to the fact 

that it is not the property of any one school of psychological thought and escapes the 

ancient controversy of the relative influence of heredity and environment. The concept is 

elastic enough to apply to the disposition of single, isolated individuals or to broad patterns 

of culture. Consequently psychologists and sociologists find it a meeting point for 

discussions and research. On the other hand, because it is so abstract and serviceable a 

term it has come to signify many things to many writers with the inevitable result that it’s 

meaning is somewhat indefinite and its scientific status called into question. It is 

undeniable that the concept of attitude has become something of a factotum for both 

psychologists and sociologists. 

Furthermore, although social psychologists know what they are talking about, the vast 

literature concerning attitude includes substantial controversy about its definition (Smith, 

1974: 19). Similarly Doob (1967: 135-156) puts forward that although social scientists 

continue to discuss the nature of attitudes, and conduct experiments to show that behavior 

is affected by attitude, the problem of what attitude is and how it functions nevertheless 

persists. Thus many writers on attitude, in their introductory paragraph, point out that –

“little explicit agreement is apparent in the published literature”.  

Attitude therefore, is indeed a very extensively used concept with various issues relating to 

its disposition needing further investigation. 

2.2.2 Defining Attitude   
The word ‘attitude’ has been derived from the Latin word aptus that has on one hand the 

significance of “fitness” or “adaptedness” and like its by-form “aptitude” connotes a 

subjective or mental form of preparation for action. The first meaning is clearly preserved 

in modern psychology in what are often referred to as “mental attitudes” and the second 

meaning in “motor attitudes”. Since mentalistic psychology historically precedes response 

psychology, it is only natural to find that mental attitudes are given recognition earlier than 

motor attitudes. Currently it is uncommon to find explicit labeling of an attitude as either 

‘mental’ or “motor” as such practice smacks of body-mind dualism and is distasteful to 
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contemporary psychologists. Today the term implicitly retains both its original meanings: a 

mental aptness and motor set. Attitude connotes a neuropsychic state of readiness for 

mental and physical activity (Allport: 1967: 3-4).

Furthermore Allport (1935) elaborates this by saying that “an attitude is a mental and 

neural state of readiness, organized through experience, exerting a directive or dynamic 

influence upon the individual’s response to all objects and situations with which it is 

related.” Attitude is therefore, formed through experience. Liska (1975: 1) states that in 

sociology the term attitude was first systematically used by Thomas and Znaniecki (1918) 

to explain differential responses to the social structure. Specifically they defined attitude as 

a process of individual consciousness that determines individual activity in the social 

world.

Triandis’s (1971: 2-3) definition that includes many of the central ideas used by attitude 

theorists states that an attitude is an idea charged with emotion which predisposes a class 

of actions to a particular class of social situations. This definition suggests that attitude has 

three components: namely, cognitive, affective and behavioral. Attitude helps individuals 

to understand the world around them by organizing and simplifying very complex input 

from their environment, protects their self-esteem, by making it possible for them to avoid 

unpleasant truths about themselves, helps them adjust in a complex world by making it 

more likely that they will react so as to maximize their rewards from the environment, and 

to allow them to express their fundamental values (Ibid: 1971).  

Somewhat in line with this, Samson and Daft (2003: 462) define attitude as having three 

components, namely cognitive (thoughts), affect (feelings) and behavior. The cognitive 

component includes beliefs, opinions and information the person has about the object of 

the attitude, such as knowledge of what a job entails and opinions about personal abilities. 

The affective component is the person’s emotions or feelings about the object of the 

attitude such as enjoying or hating a job while the behavioral component of an attitude is 

the person’s intentions to behave towards the object of the job in certain ways.  
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Doob (1967: 6) defines attitude as an implicit, drive-producing response considered 

socially significant in the individual’s society. Social psychology was once defined as “the 

scientific study of attitudes”. Brannon (1976: 146) explains that the original and 

fundamental interest of attitude was and is that they are believed to have something to do 

with how people act. He also asserted that there is a general relationship between attitude 

and behavior, i.e. “the actions of an individual are governed to a large extent by his 

attitudes”. This link between attitude and behavior is the focus of the next section of this 

review.

2.2.3 Attitude – Behavior Relationship 
The extent to which the attitude of an individual determines the manner in which he/she 

will behave has been an issue of concern amongst researchers in social science. While 

there is literature to support that individuals behave as per their attitude, there are findings 

to prove otherwise. Schwartz (1968: 232-242) points out that the question of “how 

verbalizations concerning attitudes are related to behaviors” is of continuing concern in 

social sciences.

Allport (1935: 798) famously declared attitude as ‘‘the most distinctive and indispensable 

concept in contemporary sociology’’. Since this bold claim was made literature has 

accumulated generally reinforcing the notion that attitudes often do, as Allport (1935) 

suggested, profoundly influence perception, cognition, and behavior. Equally clear from 

literature, is that although some attitudes exert a powerful impact on thinking and on 

behavior, others are largely inconsequential. Similarly, whereas some attitudes are 

tremendously durable, resisting change in the face of persuasive appeal and remaining 

stable over long spans of time, others are highly malleable and fluctuate over time.  

Festinger (1964: 55-56) writes that attitudes are always seen to be a precursor to behavior, 

a determinant of what behaviors the individual will actually engage in his daily affairs. He 

quotes the respected research of De Fleur and Westie as proving the fact that relationships 

do exist between existing attitudes and overt behavior. Likert (1967: 78) says that many 

studies find a positive relationship between employee attitudes and productivity; i.e. the 
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more favorable the attitudes, the higher the resultant productivity through worker behavior 

(actions).

Doob (1967: 42) claims that almost all writers, no matter what their biases, agree that 

attitudes are learned. However if it is learned then learning, and retention decline of an 

attitude are no different from the learning of a skill, a piece of prose or a set of nonsense 

syllable and they must also involve the problems of perception and motivation. In this 

thesis, perception is closely linked to values as a research domain, while motivation and 

competence make up the other two domains that form attitude. Furthermore, in line with an 

assumption made by Management guru Peter Drucker (1982), “for the purposes of this 

research we will take up the view that attitude does affect behavior.” 

2.2.4 Theories of Attitude 
It is important to understand what the sources of attitudes are and how attitudes change. 

While the theories of attitude are generic in nature, these can still be effectively used to 

understand attitudes within the context of Fijian society. For the purposes of this research 

while it is important to understand the process of attitude formation within the Fijian 

community, it is equally important to grasp fully how the prevailing attitudes of Fijian 

businessmen/women can be aligned with prudent business practices.  The theories will 

further enable the understanding of relationships between values, motivation and 

competencies to attitudes – the model developed and used in this thesis. 

Taylor et al. (1994: 171-172) write that several theories are helpful for understanding 

where attitudes come from and how they might be changed. According to them, learning 

theory regards attitude as habits, like anything else that is learned. Principles that apply to 

other forms of learning also determine the formation of attitudes. People learn information 

and facts about different objects and they also learn feelings and values associated with 

those facts. We can acquire information and feelings by the process of association, 

enforcement and punishment and through imitation. Message learning is considered to be 

crucial to attitude change (although this is quite controversial) while people can be 

persuaded when they transfer an affect from one object to another that is associated with it.    
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The cognitive-consistency approach asserts that we seek consistency among our attitudes, 

and between attitudes and behavior. It emphasizes the acceptance of attitude that fit into 

our overall cognitive structure. Thirdly the motivational approaches to attitude maintain 

that we adopt attitudes that maximize our gains. Each side of an issue has costs and 

benefits, and motivational approaches maintain that an individual will adopt the side on 

which the net gains are greater. Finally, the elaboration-likelihood model considers the 

conditions that lead us to argue against or passively accept a persuasive communication 

designed to change our attitudes (Ibid: 171-172). 

These approaches are not necessarily contradictory or inconsistent with each other. Instead, 

they represent different theoretical orientations and emphasize different factors in 

explaining attitudes and attitude change towards the environment; in this case towards 

business and its performance. 

2.2.5 Attitude and Employee Performance 

Every aspect of a firm’s activities is determined by the competence, motivation and general effectiveness of 

its human organization. Of all the tasks of management, managing the human component is the central and 

most important task, because all else depends upon how well it is done.  

Source: Likert (1967: 1) 

Having established and adopted the stance that attitude does influence behavior, for the 

purposes of this research our discussions regarding behavior will be confined within the 

parameters of the workplace. Furthermore the discussions will be limited to behavior 

within the workplace situation that is directed towards the realization of organizational 

aims and objectives. This means that any “individual” who is working for the organization 

will be engaged in carrying out activities focused on performing duties and responsibilities 

aimed at bringing about desirable organizational performance outcomes.  

Litterrer (1965: 5) points out that the purposes of an organization, whether formal or 

informal, are accomplished by a collection of people, whose efforts, or more conveniently 
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referred to as ‘behavior’, are so directed that they become coordinated and integrated in 

order to attain the objectives of the organization. In order to bring about maximum 

performance outcomes of desirable standards, within the specified timeframe and cost it is 

imperative that the individual’s performance be managed effectively. Since the stand of 

this research is that attitude affects behavior, it becomes clear that the attitude of an 

individual in the workplace affects his/her capacity to achieve desired results. 

Hampton et al. (1973: 534) with reference to Likert’s findings discuss organization 

systems as comprising three types of variables, namely, causal, intervening and end-result. 

Causal variables include the factors that managers shape and alter-such things as 

organization structure, controls, policies and leadership behavior. Intervening variables 

include attitudes, motivation and perceptions of all the workers. End result variables 

include measures of organizational performance, such as productivity, costs, and earnings. 

They claim that most companies measure and evaluate end results as company controls 

provide plenty of information on these variables. Most control systems however, pay little 

heed to the intervening variables. Consequently managers manipulate the causal variables 

in response to information on end results only, not on the intervening factors that also 

influence results (Ibid: 534). It is the intervening variables of attitudes, motivation and 

perceptions (values) that form a major portion of the conceptualization of this thesis. 

Thus the manner in which the workforce performs is critical for the organization’s success 

and sustainability. Meredith and Mantel (2006: 3-5) emphasize the importance of 

performance effectiveness and efficiency when they stress successful projects as having 

the consideration of not only the quality of outcome but the time within which the project 

will be completed as well as the cost at which the exercise will be completed. Thus it is fair 

to conclude that any activity that a person carries out in an organizational situation or 

indeed in any situation is always mindful of doing it within a timeframe, to a desired 

standard and at a budgeted cost.
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The continuous challenge to achieve congruence between employee actions/activities with 

the aims and objectives of the organization is critical for the survival and sustenance of the 

organization.

Consequently organizations devote significant time and energy in trying to manage the 

enhancement of employee capacity to perform to desired standards. Three aspects of 

attitude namely, values, motivation and competencies form the core of this investigation in 

trying to establish the extent to which these factors affect the Fijian’s capacity to engage in 

successful business. 

2.3 Managing Performance in the Fijian Context 
As outlined in chapter 1 this research focuses on performance issues of Fijians who are a 

unique group of people with a modern development history of some 130 years only. As 

such, this community of people possesses unique characteristics that need to be considered 

with care and caution. The enormous literature researched and developed by renowned 

authorities on productivity and performance constitutes theories, principles and practices 

that have been used throughout the world to bring about business success. However there 

are many countries where this same literature has not been able to produce corresponding 

outcomes.  

As Hofstede (1984: 261-262) mentions, MBO2 was successful in America due to the 

cultural systems prevailing within society. However the same ideology found it difficult to 

give corresponding results when applied in French and German societies due to differences 

in cultural orientations of these societies. Mejia et al. (1995: 627) further make the point 

clear that the more HRM practice contradicts prevailing societal norms, the more likely it 

is going to fail. Thus the notion that “one size fits all”, without cultural adjustments, can 

run into major problems.  

The same has happened in Fiji in numerous cases. This situation is further aggravated 

when accomplished foreign consultants are contracted to carry out consultancy services 

2 Management by objective. 
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without any clear understanding of local culture and traditions. Thus without a clear 

understanding of the complex value systems that prevail in Fiji it would be very difficult, if 

not impossible, to provide meaningful assistance to Fijians in the area of business.  

Similarly without a vivid understanding of the focal points that act as true motivating 

factors, no matter how many theories of motivation one masters, this will not enable 

identification of Fijian motivational pressure points that could be effectively targeted to 

elicit meaningful motivation amongst Fijians to actively participate and be successful in 

business.

Furthermore without a clear and in-depth understanding of the values and what motivates 

Fijian businessmen/women, identifying, designing and implementing learning programs 

and strategies to equip the participants with relevant competencies enabling them to 

manage business more successfully will be difficult to achieve. The next section focuses 

on values as a component of attitude in the overall scheme of this research. 

2.4 Values   
For centuries, philosophers have been thinking about values. There is no universal 

catalogue of human values and no established criteria for pruning and shortening the list 

one is working with to make sure that nothing essential is being omitted (Tyler, 1984: 47). 

Allport (1961: 454) defines value as “a belief upon which a man acts by preference” while 

Smith (1963: 332) describes values as “conceptions of the desirable that are relevant to 

selective behavior.” Lemin et al. (1994: 1) state values are determined by the beliefs we 

hold and that they are ideas about what someone or a group thinks is important in life. 

They play a very important part in decision-making and values are expressed in the way 

we think and act. 

Hofstede (1984: 18) views values as “a broad tendency to prefer certain state of affairs 

over others”. He claims that values are used in all social sciences with different though not 

completely unrelated meanings and it is as much an interdisciplinary term as “system”. 

Nearly all mental programs such as attitudes and beliefs carry a value component and 
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values have both intensity and direction. If one holds a value it means that the issue 

involved has certain relevance (intensity) and that he/she identifies certain outcomes as 

good and others as bad (direction). 

Somewhat in line with the conceptualization of this research, Rokeach (1973: 5) considers 

a value system as an enduring organization of beliefs concerning preferable modes of 

conduct or end states of existence along a continuum of relative importance. He further 

goes on to distinguish between instrumental and terminal values and considers how values 

are related to attitudes, interests, social norms, needs, and personality traits. Dutta (1971: 

68) considers values as “preferred modes of orientation to the specifiable categories of 

human experience”. 

From the above definitions two aspects of values are clear. Values involve preferences of 

one over another and that values impact the manner in which we behave towards 

situations, individuals or groups of individuals. Cole’s (2005: 94) definition of values 

appears to summarize the many perspectives outlined by clarifying that values are deeply 

and strongly held beliefs and principles. Value systems guide behavior and the way life is 

lived. Thus from the above discussions it becomes clear that values do affect the manner in 

which we behave.

The next section reviews the motivation component of attitude. 

2.5 Motivation
This section discusses the concept of motivation as it relates to the capacity of Fijians to 

carry out successful business. There are a number of motivational theories put forward by 

various authorities and each provides useful insights on ways and means of motivating self 

or others to enhance personal and/or organizational performance. Cole (2005: 292) 

emphasizes that ‘motivation isn’t about understanding 50-year old theories. It’s about 

putting them to work!’ This is a concern in the following review. 
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2.5.1 The Motivational Process and Framework for 
Analysis
Various definitions of motivation seem to have broad convergence on three issues as to 

what motivation is concerned with. They all agree that motivation is concerned with what 

energizes human behavior, what directs or channels such behavior and how this behavior is 

maintained or sustained (Steers and Porter, 1975). This is outlined in figure 2.1 below. 

 Fig 2.1: A generalized model of the basic motivation process 

Source: Steers and Port (1975: 7)

Reeves (2001: 1-5) notes that motivation theories are useful as they explain ‘what gives a 

person’s behavior its energy and direction’. Here energy implies that behavior has strength 

while direction suggests that there is a purpose of achieving a goal. He identifies four 

sources of motivation; namely: needs, cognition and emotions being part of internal 

motives; and external events which are part of environmental events. This is shown in 

Figure 2.2 below. 

Inner state of disequilibrium: 
Need, desire or expectancy, 
accompanied by anticipation  

Behavior or 
action  

Incentive or goal 

Modification or inner state 
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Fig 2.2: Hierarchy of 4 Sources of Motivation 

Source: Reeves (2001: 5)

Armstrong (2006: 253-254) and as theorized by Herzberg et al. (1957) put forward that 

there are two types of motivation. The first one being intrinsic motivation which includes 

self generated factors such as responsibility and autonomy while extrinsic motivation is 

what is done to or for people to motivate them and includes factors such as rewards and 

punishments.   

Furthermore in order to understand the complex concept of motivation, some form of 

conceptual framework is necessary as this will enable to organize thoughts, analyze the 

different motivational theories and relate them to practical situations faced in the 

workplace and related circumstances.  Steers and Potter (1975) offer a useful framework 

(Figure 3) for analyzing motivation that shall form the basis of analysis as to how 

motivation affects performance in the Fijian context.  

Motivation  

Internal Motives  External Events 

Need Cognition Emotions 
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Fig 2.3: Variables Affecting the Motivational Process in Organizational Settings

I. Individual Characteristics II. Job Characteristics 

(examples) 

III. Work Environment 

Characteristics

   

1.Interests  Types of intrinsic rewards 1. Immediate work environment 

� Peers

� Supervisor (s)

2. Attitudes (examples) 

� Toward self 

� Toward job 

� Toward aspects of 

job

                 situation

2. Organizational actions 

� Reward practices 

           System-wide rewards 

           Individual rewards

� Organizational climate 

3. Needs  (examples) 

� Security

� Social

� achievement 

Degree of autonomy 

Amount of direct performance 

feedback

Degree of variety in tasks 

Source: Steers and Porter (1975: 23) 

The above framework assumes that because motivation is a complex phenomenon it can be 

best understood within a multivariate framework where several important and distinct 

factors must be considered to explain motivational forces. The other aspect of the model 

which needs emphasis is that the motivationally relevant factors must be viewed from a 

systems perspective in the sense that the interrelationships and interactive effects need to 

be given significant consideration. The three elements of characteristics of the individual, 

characteristics of the job and characteristics of the work environment are important 

variables that need to be considered when viewing motivational forces. The list is not 

exhaustive and I shall hasten to add ‘competencies’ in the list under the ‘individual 
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characteristics’ heading. The broader perspective emanating from the three characteristics 

above will enable enhanced understanding and explanation of why employees, and indeed 

individuals in general, behave as they do from the perspective of motivation (ibid: 20-25).  

2.5.2 Motivation Theories and Significance 
Various theories on motivation have been developed and individuals and organizations 

have used these to motivate their people to boost personnel performance with a view to 

enhancing overall organizational performance. The most influential theories are classified 

under the categories of instrumentality theories, content theories and process theories 

Armstrong (2006: 254). 

While all these theories offer useful lessons for motivating people, for the purposes of this 

research Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory, Vroom’s expectancy theory and Skinner’s 

behaviorism theory will be discussed in detail to evaluate how these can provide useful 

information, knowledge and insights for the Fijian to carry out his/her business 

successfully. There will however be very brief mention of others to provide balance. 

The needs theories identify internal desire influencing behavior and under this category fall 

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory (1954), Adlerfer’s ERG theory (1972) and 

McClelland’s acquired needs theory. The cognitive theories, on the other hand, try to 

isolate thought patterns in deciding how to behave. Since it focuses on the thought 

processes of motivation, cognitive theories are sometimes referred to as process theories. 

Under cognitive theories comes Vroom’s expectancy theory, Adams equity theory (1965), 

and goal-setting theories (Latham and Locke, 1979). The reinforcement theories approach 

to motivation is not concerned with individual thought processes as an explanation of 

behavior and most famous of these is Skinner’s operant-conditioning theory or 

behaviorism. This theory explains behavior in terms of environmental consequences and is 

thus unnecessary to seek cognitive explanations. However Bandura (1977) claims that the 

reinforcement theory cannot be explained without incorporating the individual’s cognitive 

or thinking capacity. Thus the social learning theory evolved and it claims that learning 
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occurs through continuous reciprocal interactions of behaviors, various personal as well as 

environmental factors (Bartol et al., 1998: 499). 

2.5.2.1 Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs Theory  
Maslow (1970: 24-29) argues that Man is a wanting animal and rarely achieves a state of 

complete satisfaction except for a short time. Once one desire is satisfied, another one 

emerges to take its place and throughout his/her life is continuously striving to fulfill his 

numerous needs that keep on emerging. Furthermore human motivation virtually always 

actualizes in behavior in relation to the situation and to other people. The ‘hierarchy of 

needs theory’ is one of the most famous motivational theories. Although this theory has 

been criticized for its lack of rigorous research base due to the theory being based on 

informal interviews and observations over many years, the fact that so many theorists use 

this model as the foundation of their approaches is sufficient to demonstrate its versatility 

(McFarland, 1979: 545). 

The hierarchy of needs theory posits five major need categories hierarchically. It argues 

that as one level need is substantially satisfied; the next level need becomes dominant. As 

per this theory although no need is ever fully gratified, a substantially satisfied need no 

longer motivates. This starts from the fundamental physiological needs and moves up the 

hierarchical order with safety, social, esteem and finally to the self-actualization needs 

(Figure 2. 4).
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Fig 2.4: Hierarchy of Needs 

Source: Maslow (1970: 58) 

According to this theory, a person’s first need is for survival and this makes him/her 

concentrate on basic physiological needs such as food, water and shelter. Safety needs are 

those which relate to a desire to feel safe, secure and free from threats to well-being. After 

these are met concern moves to safety and security needs, then humans attempt to develop 

relationships to fulfill social needs of love, affection and belongingness. With support form 

loved ones the focus turns to esteem needs that constitute a desire to have a positive image 

and individual contributions valued and appreciated. Finally the highest level of needs is 

called self-actualization and this relates to developing capabilities and reaching full 

potential (Maslow, 1970: 35-46; Armstrong, 2006: 257-258; Bartol et al., 1998: 491-492 

and McFarland, 1979: 545). Fijians fit well within the framework of Maslow’s hierarchy of 

needs theory as will be discussed in the next section. 

2.5.2.2 Vroom’s Expectancy Theory 
Vroom’s Expectancy Theory offers significant insights into the manner in which 

individuals behave towards achievement of outcomes. Campling et al. (2006: 395-396) 

explain this theory as shown in Figure 2.5 below.  
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Figure 2.5 Elements in the Expectancy Theory of Motivation

Source: Campling et al. (2006: 395-396) 

The first one is expectancy which is an individual’s belief that if he/she works hard at a 

desired level task performance will be achieved (effort - performance expectancy). The 

second one is instrumentality which is an individual’s belief that successful performance 

will be followed by rewards and other possible outcomes (performance - outcome 

expectancy). And thirdly, valence is the value a person attaches to the possible rewards and 

other related outcomes.  

Cole (2005: 290-291; Armstrong, 2006: 259-260 and Bartol et al: 500-502) further explain 

Expectancy theory by pointing out that the strength of motivation depends on three 

considerations, the first one being how much we think we can succeed. Thus if the 

salesman feels that he cannot achieve the target set by the marketing manager, he will not 

spend a lot of time and energy on that (Expectancy). The second consideration is whether 

there is a reward that will be received as a result of successfully accomplishing the task 

(Instrumentality). And thirdly the reward received as a result of achieving the results is 

something that the individual values (Valence). The significance of Vroom’s theory for 

Fijian participation and performance in business is discussed in the next section. 
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2.5.2.3 Skinner’s Reinforcement Theory (Operant 
Conditioning or Behaviorism) 
Finally the reinforcement theory of motivation is not concerned with thought processes as 

regards to explaining the manner in which an individual behaves and Skinner’s operant-

conditioning theory or behaviorism is the best-known approach to this.  This theory relies 

on the concept known as the law of effect that states that behaviors with pleasant or 

positive consequences are more likely to be repeated and behaviors with unpleasant or 

negative consequences are less likely to be repeated. The way reinforcement works is that 

a stimulus provides a cue for a response or behavior which is then followed by a 

consequence. In the event of the consequence being rewarding, the behavior will be 

repeated when the stimulus occurs again, otherwise it is unlikely that the behavior will be 

repeated (Bartol, et al., 1998: 509; Carver and Scheier, 1988: 340; Schwartz, Wasserman 

and Robbins, 2002: 133). 

One of the major premises of Reinforcement Theory is that all behavior is learned. There is 

a general agreement among social scientists that learning can be defined as a relatively 

permanent change in behavior that results from reinforced practice or experience. The 

interrelationships between the three components of stimulus or environment; response or 

performance and consequences of reinforcements are known as contingencies of 

reinforcement (Steers and Porter 1975:  477-478). 

Reinforcement always entails moving the person’s state of affairs in a positive direction 

which can take place in two ways. The first is through receiving good things such as gifts 

and money that comes easily to mind as reinforcements and is termed as positive 

reinforcement. “Positive” implies adding something good. The second category of 

reinforcement, called negative reinforcement that occurs when something aversive or 

unpleasant is withdrawn. Removing something unpleasant also moves the present state of 

affairs in a positive direction-from unpleasant to neutral and is reinforcing. Negative 

reinforcement can be as potent as positive reinforcement (Carver and Scheier, 1988: 340 

and Schwartz et al., 2002: 134). 
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Bartol et al. (2005: 378-383) identify four reinforcement types that influence behavior 

modification. To the negative and positive reinforcements posited by Carver and Scheier 

(1988: 340-341) and Schwartz et al., (2002: 134), they add extinction and punishment. The 

behavior is increased by positive and negative reinforcements and decreased by extinction 

and punishment. Discouraging behavior by stopping previously positive results from it is 

termed as extinction while punishment involves giving negative consequences to 

discourage certain types of behavior.

Timing of reinforcements is also an important dimension of motivation. Bartol, et al., 

(2005: 378-383) put forward that different reward patterns affect time taken to learn a new 

behavior and level of behavioral persistence.  These patterns, which is referred to as 

‘schedules of reinforcement’, specify positive reinforcement’s bases and timing. Two 

major schedules, namely, continuous and partial have been identified. In continuous 

reinforcement, desired behavior is rewarded when it occurs; whereas with a partial 

schedule, desired behavior is sometimes rewarded. The four main partial reinforcement 

schedules are; fixed interval, fixed ratio, variable interval and variable ratio. 
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Fig 2.6- Basis for determining frequency of reinforcement 
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 Source: Bartol, et al. (1998: 513) 

In a fixed-interval reinforcement schedule, reinforcements are given using a fixed time 

schedule, assuming desired behavior has occurred whereas in a fixed-ratio reinforcement 

schedule, reinforcements are given after a fixed number of cases of desired behavior, not 

on a fixed time schedule. In a variable interval reinforcement schedule, a reinforcement is 

given on a variable or random time schedule which averages out to a specific frequency 

and in the case of variable-ratio reinforcement schedule, a reinforcement comes after 

varying, or random, frequency of desired behavior (not on a varying time schedule). So the 

reinforcement pattern averages out to a specified ratio of events per reinforcement.  
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Reinforcement theory within the Fijian context has its own significance; this discussed in 

the next section of this thesis. Focus now moves to the third component of attitude i.e. 

competencies. 

2.6 Competencies 

2.6.1 Introduction 
In the organizational context the capacity of employees to perform to desired standards 

aimed at enhancing organizational performance and sustainability is what speaks of their 

quality.  In fulfilling their role to the fullest an individual in an organization needs to 

possess mastery of the competencies required to execute the duties and responsibilities of 

the position effectively and efficiently (Blanchard and Thacker, 2007: 11). It thus becomes 

imperative to review the concept of competencies in some detail.  

2.6.2 Defining Competencies 
Competencies are general descriptions of the abilities necessary to perform work 

successfully. They are the universal performance expectations that an employee strives to 

achieve no matter what his or her specific role. Written in behavioral terms, competencies 

help explain how an organization and its employees will achieve common goals. 

Competencies are supported by a list of behaviors. Unlike competencies, which are 

universal throughout an organization, behaviors are specific to individual responsibilities. 

These behaviors must be clearly articulated, explicit, observable, and measurable. 

Competencies with expected behaviors provide a practical method to approach one’s work 

(http://www.library.yale.edu.; Blanchard and Thacker, 2007: 125). 

Furthermore competence is the state or quality of being adequately or well qualified to 

perform a task. It is synonymous with ability. A person gains competency through 

education, training, experience, or natural abilities. While there are many definitions of 

competency, most of them have two common components: competencies that are 

observable or measurable i.e. Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSA). Secondly, 
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competence exemplifies a motivational state that arises from psychological need for 

environmental mastery and is essential and necessary for psychological maintenance, well-

being and growth (http://www.nwlink.com).

Thus a competency is a combination of skills, knowledge, characteristics, and traits that 

contribute to outstanding performance in a particular job. When one puts a series of 

competencies together, it is called a competency model and shows the difference between 

outstanding and average performance of that job. Competencies create a common bond of 

understanding and a common language for discussing performance. They are used to 

clarify organization mission and goals and what it takes to achieve those goals. 

Competencies are also very useful in predicting the future skills that the organization will 

need (http://www.kramerconsulting.net).

Competency has also been explained in terms of a set of skills, attitudes and other personal 

qualities that combine to make a person effective in a particular aspect of their work. 

Competencies are distinguishable from outputs. Outputs answer the question “What do 

people contribute by way of their job?” Competencies answer the question “What 

knowledge or skills do people need to successfully carry out their jobs?” Competencies can 

also be called performance factors or performance dimensions.  Whatever we call them, 

the important point is that they break a job or role category down into sets of personal 

attributes, rather than into tasks or functions. This makes it easier to assess people’s 

potential, performance and development needs (http://www.thamesideconsulting.com).

2.6.3 Job Based and Competency Based Models 
The major difference between traditional job based models and the competency based 

model lies in their approach to identifying the KSAs needed for successful performance. 

The dominant approach in human resources has focused on designing organizations around 

job structures. This traditional job based approach starts with a job analysis to identify job-

related tasks, which are then used to identify a list of KSA that are required for successful 

job performance. On the other side of the coin are Competency-Based models that start 

with the observable behaviors of superior performers to produce a list of grouped 
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competencies, or behavioral indicators, related to effective or superior performance. The 

question is not which KSAs do we believe are required to perform a job, but which KSAs 

do superior performers in a job possess and use? Organizational success greatly improves 

upon hiring individuals who fit the organization, rather than the job. A person-to-

organization match provides an organization with the core competencies needed to 

maintain a competitive advantage by meeting the demands of a rapidly changing 

environment brought on by corporate restructuring and change initiatives. To generate 

superior performance, jobholders need core competencies that allow them to quickly jump 

into other jobs, and distinctive competencies to perform in specific positions. This requires 

the development of several competency models (http://www.nwlink.com; Blanchard and 

Thacker, 2007: 4-51) 

The first is a set of core or essential competencies. These are the organizational 

competencies that all individuals are expected to possess. These competencies define what 

the organization values the most in people. For example, an organization might want each 

individual to possess teamwork, flexibility, and communication skills. The goal of the core 

competencies is for individuals to be able to perform in a diverse number of positions 

throughout the organization (http://www.nwlink.com).

The second set is the professional or individual competencies. These distinctive 

competencies are grouped for each job within the organization. For example, a trainer 

requires a different set of competencies than an accountant. If there are different levels 

within the same position, then each job level might also have its own set of vertically 

derived competencies. The goal is to optimize performance by having the technical skills 

to perform a job (http://www.nwlink.com). Some jobs also require a third set of specialty 

competencies. For example, managers require the core and professional competencies 

discussed above, plus a set of leadership competencies since they occupy a leadership 

position (http://www.nwlink.com). The Fijian education system has played a key role in 

developing competencies in Fijians who form the subject of this research.  
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In this chapter, the key concepts of attitude, values, motivation and competencies have 

been reviewed in detail. The conceptualization of this thesis has values, motivation and 

competencies as three components that directly influence attitude in business performance 

among Fijians. 

2.7 The Fijian Society 
As society develops from its traditional stage characterized by subsistence levels of 

production and distribution and enters into the industrial mode of operations, certain 

changes in the manner in which society functions become evident. Dutta (1971: 55-59) 

groups these changes into three major characteristics of societies that are evident and 

empirically observed as they undergo changes from traditional to industrial mode of 

operation. Dutta’s analysis of society under these three characteristics forms the basis of 

analysis of Fijian society in this study. The three characteristics can be summarized as 

follows:   

The first one being referred to as the gemeinschaft-gesellschaft shift which involves the 

change from dominantly face-to-face interactions inside ones own ethnic and kinship 

group to interactions in associations outside of one’s own ethnic and kinship group. This 

change is caused by factors such as job opportunities, new channels of upward socio-

occupational mobility, and the resultant loosening of territorial, ethnic and kinship 

groupings. This change process is characterized by the loosening of the stratification 

system and the “leveling” effect upon it by the impact of the cash economy, the 

disequilibrating forces generated by increased communication facilities affecting the 

traditional definition of wants and satisfaction, and the loss of primary groupings; and after 

an initial transition period, the integrating forces of “interest group” formations and new 

differentiated institutional structures. 

The second characteristic is the increased rationalization and moralization of human 

thought and behavior. Rationalization is considered to be a method of approach to problem 

resolution. This approach necessitates greater abilities for objectivity, detachment and self-

criticism. These abilities increase as a consequence of both greatly improved 
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communication and progressive institutionalization of values of science. Evidence of this 

trend is found in the inversion of the relationship between ethics and religion. Formerly 

religion dominated ethics while today even the sacred scriptures may come under attack 

for violating modern conceptions of justice. In shouldering the burden of initiating social 

change, governments take a leading role not merely in the protection and development of 

the economy and industry, but also in social reforms - a requirement of modern economy 

and polity.

What is relevant for the purposes of this research is the repeated observation that with 

modernization comes changes in values, in preferred modes of orientation towards life. 

Dutta cites support for this empirically observed phenomenon through the Marxian 

perspective, in the sense that ideas change as the material environment changes, where 

value preferences emerge from the matrix of “actual life processes” here and now. To 

varying degrees the above two characteristics are evident in Fijian society. Empirical data 

relating to the extent to which this has actually modified the social, economic and political 

lifestyles of individuals is limited, if not non-existent.

The third characteristic of social change due to industrialization, as Dutta puts it, is that the 

experience of change has been very different from country to country and is caused by 

differences in pre-industrial conditions, in impetus to development, in paths towards 

modernization and also in the content and timing of dramatic events. These differences in 

experience also imply differences in values and norms from culture to culture. Fijian 

society has already undergone tremendous change to date in order to embrace the 

challenges of modernization, capitalism and the market economy.  Lasaqa (1984) gives a 

comprehensive account of the different ways in which these changes have been brought 

about and how they have affected Fijian society. He highlights that Fijian society has 

undergone considerable change over the last 20 years.

It goes without saying that Fijian society is unique and the manner in which it has 

responded to the forces of modernization, capitalism, commerce, trade and business is 

unique. The pre-industrial conditions or the traditional stage of Fijian society had unique 
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features while the thrust to development has had its own characteristics. The pathways 

chosen by stakeholders to initiate modernization, capitalism, commerce, trade and business 

processes and other dramatic events have all had very important effects on the current state 

of Fijian society and the direction it is moving towards. 

Thus one has to be extremely cautious about making generalizations regarding the manner 

in which Fijian society has responded to emerging social, economic and political 

challenges posed by the forces of modernization, capitalism, commerce, trade and 

business. In particular how they have responded to their desire to become an integral part 

of the business sector in their own land. In order to understand the manner in which Fijian 

society impacts on Fijian their capacity to conduct themselves competently in business, a 

clear understanding of relevant characteristics of overall Fijian society is important. 

Firstly, Lasaqa (1984: 18-33), Ravuvu (1988: 43-44) and Routledge (1985: 12) point out 

that Fijian society is traditionally hierarchical in structure. The essential social strata to 

which every Fijian belongs are the i tokatoka (family group), the mataqali (extended 

family), the yavusa (clan). A number of yavusa grouped together form a vanua that is a 

socio-political association cemented by social and economic ties, with common allegiance 

to a chief. A number of vanua grouped together through kinship links, social and 

ceremonial ties between the leading yavusa, supplemented with campaigns of conquest 

form the matinitu (state). Fijian society is largely patrilineal and the direct agnatic 

descendents of a legendary founder (the kalou vu or ancestor god) formed the yavusa. This 

belief in a common ancestor ensures the beginning of close communal links that 

characterize Fijian society.   

Secondly, the concept of vanua plays a very important role in the lifestyle of a Fijian. 

According to Ravuvu (1987: 14-15) the concept of vanua has physical, social and cultural 

connotations. Culturally vanua embodies the values and beliefs that people of a particular 

locality have in common and includes their philosophy of living together with the beliefs 

about the life in this world and in the supernatural world. Thus the concept of vanua is the 
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totality of the Fijian community and it further focuses on bonding Fijians into distinct 

closely-knit groupings.

Thirdly, the concept of vakaturaga governs the manner in which a Fijian needs to ideally 

behave. Ravuvu (1987: 18-19) writes that vakaturaga depicts ideal behavior among Fijians 

that embodies respect and deference, compliance and humility, loyalty and honesty. All 

individuals must display these qualities in relation to others. They comply ungrudgingly 

with their various social obligations and direct their services to others, respecting alike 

those who have authority over them and those who are either socially lower or with whom 

they have no known relationship, making them humble rather than arrogant. The individual 

displays certain chiefly qualities and shows love and kindness to all, irrespective of their 

social status and affiliations. The principle that one should know and recognize all people 

and establish real or putative kinship links with them is an essential element of the Fijian 

value system. Visitors are accommodated into the community with minimal 

embarrassment while cultural insensitivity and arrogant attitudes should be discouraged for 

the sake of achieving and maintaining togetherness, love and kindness. The centralization 

of compliance, humility and social obligations within the practice of vakaturaga ensures

that Fijian society operates as a whole rather than as fragmented individualistic and “lost” 

pieces.

Fourthly, (Ibid: 19-21) there are specific relationships between social groups which dictate 

associated behavior resulting in demonstration of mutual respect or joking and teasing. In 

both cases, however, the two groups co-operate and assist one another when necessary. 

Thus the concept of vikakimatani/vitabani allows two vanua or yavusa the freedom to 

tease, joke, harass and even play tricks upon each other so long as no ill feeling or serious 

damage is inflicted. The members of one group can help themselves to the property of their 

vikakimatani to the extent that no such actions are committed through spite or carried to 

the point of impoverishment and making the life of vikakimatani miserable and difficult. 

Although competition and rivalry are the norms between such groups, they remain close 

friends and often assist one another as kinsmen. This again helps binds Fijians across tight 

social groupings.
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Fifthly, (Ibid: 22-25) the whale’s tooth or tabus with a cord – the ends of which are 

attached to each end of the whale’s tooth - is supreme among all traditional valuables and 

is the highest symbol of respect, deference, loyalty, goodwill, acceptance, recognition, and 

even submission, which an individual or group may offer to another. It represents 

everything that is valuable and worthwhile in Fijian society. The tabua is an extremely 

valuable artifact and practice that helps smooth out disputes and turbulences under at times 

impossible-looking circumstances. It therefore, plays a key role in helping maintain unity 

and cohesion within Fijian society. 

Sixthly, (Ibid: 25-26) the word yaqona refers to both the plant and drink (made from piper

methisticum) and has a ceremonial importance. It is second only to the whale’s tooth but its 

spiritual significance, at times, is equal to or greater than the whale’s tooth. Yaqona acts at 

different times as a binding force, a leveler, and a medium for forging and reinforcing 

traditional bonds, an appeaser, and an entry provider. 

There is little doubt that, despite the prevalence of a communal orientation, fundamental 

changes have taken in Fijian society. These include transformation from subsistence to 

cash farming, from providing free labor in the villages to wage employment, educational 

advancements, a more materialistic attitude to personal possessions and the like. However 

the hard core changes demanded by a market based, capitalistic economy is not operating 

at the required pace and magnitude so as to meet the challenges effectively. Nayacakalou 

(1963) observed that Fijians are still saddled to the traditional paradigm that continues to 

hinder them from making significant progress in the business sector. Ravuvu (1988: 22)

put it clearly by saying that ‘Fijians are now trying to catch up with others from the 

stultifying effects of colonial rule under which they were restricted to develop, 

economically and politically. The understanding and cooperation of those who have made 

it in life to respect this Fijian aspiration is greatly needed.’

Fijian society as a whole has thus undergone considerable changes over the last 150 years 

as has been evident in the ways in which modern Fijians behave towards issues affecting 
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their lifestyles (Lasaqa, 1984; Ravuvu, 1988).  However the extent to which there has been 

an attitudinal change, from a communal to a more business/individualistic orientation, 

geared towards the enhancement of business performance in the domain of values, 

competencies and motivation, there is little literature providing instructive insights. 

Consequently, the findings of this research become vital as it uses empirical data on the 

issue of how the attitudes of Fijians affect business performance. It also opens up 

opportunities for further research on other aspects of Fijian social, economic and political 

attitudes. The next section discusses briefly the historical exposure of Fijians to business 

endeavors.

2.7.1 Fijians in Business 
Roth (1953: 92) notes that the question of economic prosperity for the Fijians was first 

brought into prominence in 1936 by a resolution of the Great Council of Chiefs. Narayan 

(1984: 15-27) points out that the stable nature of Fijian society was significantly altered 

and even had disastrous consequences as a result of trading relationships between Fijians 

and the Europeans. With the introduction of firearms and diseases, coupled with the 

cultivation of export-oriented agricultural commodities, deeper inroads were made into the 

social, political and economic landscape of Fijian society. The impact of western social, 

economic and political influences increased in scale and intensity on Fijian society from 

early European contact to the colonization by Britain on 10th October, 1874 thence from 

colonization to independence on 10th October 1970 and from then to date. Lasaqa (1984) 

gives a comprehensive account of the different ways in which these changes have been 

brought about and how they have affected Fijian society. He highlights that Fijian society 

has undergone considerable change over the last 20 years. Fijian society has thus been 

experiencing the full brunt of the capitalist economy and its attendant western value 

systems.  

Furthermore, it must not be ignored that certain elements of traditional forms of social, 

economic and political systems have affected the capacity of the Fijian to run businesses 

successfully. Watters (1969: 140-142) discusses a number of cultural barriers to change 

while Spate (1959) in his report on The Fijian People: Economic Problems and Prospects
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outlines a number of specific social and cultural challenges faced by Fijian entrepreneurs. 

An important point he highlighted was that these systems fully sufficed at that point in 

time, but to survive in the modern world of commerce, business and trade these had to be 

conveniently adapted, minimized and some aspects discarded altogether to successfully 

meet the emerging challenges Fijians as a whole had chosen to take up beginning with 

colonization, which amongst others included modernization, capitalism, and participation 

in the market economy.  

Firstly, the tensions between communalism and individualism are a major challenge to 

business success for the Fijians. The communal way of living and associated lifestyle of 

the Fijian since the beginning of their history has developed a complex system of 

relationships and occupies a central and unique place in Fijian society. This characteristic 

is a major hurdle in encouraging business entrepreneurship and its subsequent success. By 

living together for a long period of time various forms of relations have evolved with a 

clear understanding of the roles, responsibilities, privileges and limitations associated with 

such relations and positions. Such collective behavior demonstrates group cohesion, 

solidarity and survival (Tagi, 1989). 

Any deviation from the prescribed roles results in social alienation and in some extreme 

cases the risk of losing lives. Furthermore there are supernatural connotations/implications 

(mana) for conforming to expected behavior patterns and bad luck in various forms may 

befall the offending party (Appendix 1).  Secondly the huge amounts of time and resources 

that goes into observation of elaborate traditional ceremonies leaves less time, energy and 

resources for business entrepreneurial initiatives. Appendices 2a and 2b give details of this 

(Ravuvu, 1987). Thirdly, the lax attitude to time further makes it difficult to meet business 

deadlines. Tagi, (1989) emphasizes the historical lack of detailed concept of time amongst 

the Fijians while Meredith and Mantel (2006: 3-5) emphasize effective time management 

as a major indictor of performance excellence.  

Fourthly, special social relationships within Fijian society play a major role in the manner 

in which individuals relate to each other. This aspect also governs distribution of goods 
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and services within the community. Sahlins (1962) and Legge (1958) emphasize the 

relationships of vasu and tauvu and the special privileges that go with such relationships 

(Appendix 3 and 4). 

Fijian society has already undergone tremendous change to date in order to embrace the 

challenges of modernization, capitalism and the market economy. Despite numerous 

initiatives statistics indicate that less than 3 percent of businesses are owned and operated 

by Fijians despite the fact that concern for Fijian economic progress has been there from a 

very long time Taoi (2006: 3). It is hoped that this research will provide useful insights that 

would help in filling this gap in Fijian aspirations. 
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Chapter 3 Research Methodology 

This chapter outlines the procedures and methods used to investigate the hypothesis 

outlined in chapter 1. Following Walsh’s (1996: 143-144) outline regarding areas to be 

covered in the methodology section, the first part of this chapter examines the rationale 

behind selecting the research area. This is followed by a discussion of the null and 

alternative hypotheses. The second part of the chapter discusses Data Collection and 

Methodology under the headings: 

1. Sampling 

2. Data Collection 

3. Quantitative Data and Qualitative Data 

4. Respondents Profile 

5. Choice, Validity and Reliability of Instruments 

6. Quantifying the Data and  

7. Questionnaire Development. 

3.1 The Research Topic 
The question of peace and stability in any nation is a matter of grave concern to all its 

citizens. Any contribution as a group and/or an individual towards ensuring the 

achievement of the above is not only a privilege but a duty of every civic-minded 

individual. Thus selecting this theme that not only fulfils the purposes of this research but 

also attempts to contribute towards the short, medium and longer-term peace and stability 

in Fiji was not difficult. Economic participation and power plays a significant role in 

determining social status of a community and its capacity to fulfill its needs and wants 

from the environment.  

As mentioned elsewhere in this research, if the Fijians continue to play a marginal role in 

the business sector of Fiji, thereby leaving economic power in the hands of the other ethnic 

groups, particularly the Indians, problems will continue to fester. This scenario has and 
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continues to bring about serious agitations leading to social, economic and political 

instability in Fiji. Addressing the above in an honest, sincere and constructive manner will 

not only uplift the social and economic well-being of the Fijians, but will also contribute 

towards overall social, economic and political development of the country. 

The problem of inadequate Fijian participation in the business sector has been of concern 

to various governments, NGOs, Fijians themselves and concerned individuals for a long 

time now. Many voices, particularly from the Fijian camp, have identified the need for 

focused and meaningful assistance to address the growing discrepancy in business 

participation between the Fijians and other ethnic groups (in particular the Indians). 

Although a number of initiatives have been designed and implemented since independence 

in 1970, the level of success and sustainability of such initiatives has not been visible to 

any significant extent. 

To address this issue, various initiatives have been undertaken since independence in 1970 

by successive governments. The focus and intensity gained momentum since 1987 when 

Rabuka staged the first of two military coups to ensure Fijians gained economic eminence 

in their own country. Major initiatives taken up by that regime included providing a twenty 

million dollars interest free loan to Fijian Affairs Board to be invested on behalf of the 

provinces and other entities interested in and capable of raising their equity contributions, 

the establishment of Yasana Holdings and setting up of Fijian Trust Fund using funds 

accumulated from its shares in the Fijian Holdings Limited. The current total value of these 

fully owned Fijian initiatives collectively is nearly half a billion dollars in assets (The 

Sunday Times: 1 June, 2008: 7). In addition to this, loan procedures were slackened in the 

name of support for Fijian business at the National Bank of Fiji. This led to a total demise 

of the bank some six years later amounting to losses totaling approximately F$220-$250m 

(Greenberg, et al. 2002). The Speight coup of 2000 also used this rationale to gain Fijian 

support, but it is its aftermath that is of significance to this thesis. After Speight and his 

cohorts were subdued and an interim government set up in August 2000, interim PM 

Laisenia Qarase set up a farming assistance scheme for Fijians that distributed some 
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F$15m with little long-term impact.3 Other initiatives followed, but these also failed to 

make any marked impact on Fijian participation in the business sector. The literature 

review section covered details of these.

Fijian participation in business has been estimated at 3% of all registered businesses in Fiji 

by Taoi (2006: 3). A number of important questions arise from this:

- Why is it that Fijians have not been able to make it despite substantive national 

initiatives?  

- What is it that is lacking in these initiatives that continues to perpetuate the current 

state of affairs?  

- Why has the performance of a number of Fijian businesses been so dismal that they 

are continuously living with the fear of closing down or are finding it difficult to 

continue?

Concern arising from the above issues strongly contributed to the design of the research 

hypotheses and this overall research. It has been identified for this thesis that apart from 

other considerations, the attitudes of individuals play a significant role in their capacity to 

perform to acceptable standards, thereby achieving successes and failures in the various 

endeavors pursued in life.  

3.2 The Null and Alternative Hypotheses  
This research is viewed from the general perspective of linking attitude to business 

performance within Fijian society. It hypothesizes that success of Fijian business is 

significantly dependent on attitudes held and applied by the individual to the business. The 

literature review supported that values, competencies and motivation form an integral part 

of attitude and that they do affect the behavior of individuals in a business situation, 

thereby affecting performance. Performance is evaluated in terms of budget, time and 

standard. Consistent with the theoretical support that attitude significantly impacts Fijian 

business performance, the null and alternative hypothesis were constructed. 

3 A closer look at the recipients of this scheme revealed that most had supported the 2000 political upheaval. 
A number of businesses and individuals were later charged and taken to court as the scam unraveled. 
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This research asserts that values shape thinking and actions and influence decision making. 

Values involve preferences of one choice over another and that values impact the manner 

in which we behave towards situations, individuals or groups of individuals. Consistent 

with this thinking, null and alternative hypothesis (Ho and H1) respectively were 

constructed.

As per the literature review, motivation plays an important role in orchestrating the 

intrinsic and extrinsic energies of individuals in enhancing performance in the various 

tasks one gets involved in. Intrinsic motivation includes self-generated factors such as 

responsibility and autonomy, whereas extrinsic motivation involves what is done to or for 

people to motivate them. This includes factors such as rewards and punishments that impel 

individuals to achieve acceptable levels of performance. Steers and Porter (1975) point out 

that various definitions of motivation generally agree that motivation is concerned with 

what energizes human behavior, what directs or channels such behavior and how this 

behavior is maintained or sustained. Similarly Reeves (2001: 1-5) also points out that 

motivation is concerned with what gives a person’s behavior its energy and direction 

where energy implies that behavior has strength while direction suggests that there is a 

purpose of achieving a goal. Thus it is against this logic, that motivation impacts the 

capacity of individuals to carry out effective and efficient performance, that the null and 

alternative hypothesis (Ho and H2) were constructed. 

The relationship between competencies of individuals and their capacity to execute duties 

and responsibilities of the job effectively and efficiently has long been recognized. 

Competency being one of the factors that either inhibit or enhance the ability to achieve 

desired performance has been hardly disputed. As outlined in the literature review, Kenny 

and Reid (1988: 2) point out that it is employee competence and commitment that enables 

an organization to establish its aims and objectives regarding what it can and what it can 

not do. Thus, against the objective of establishing the extent to which the level of 

competence of Fijians affects their capacity to carry out their roles and responsibilities in 

business, the null and alternative hypothesis (Ho and H3) were constructed. 
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It is important to note that while a vast majority of Fijians live within a communal setup 

and practice features of communal life (see section dealing with values/vakaturaqa, etc) 

there exists a category of Fijians who espouse purely capitalist-type values of the business 

world. These entrepreneurs have successfully identified, started and have sustained 

businesses that provide models of success. They have managed their businesses on purely 

capitalist business principles and practices and proved that there are successful Fijian 

models that can be emulated by aspiring Fijians.

3.3 Data Collection and Methodology 

3.3.1 Sampling
Ghauri and Gronhaug (2005: 145) suggest that sampling involves taking a portion of the 

total population and inferring from it something about the larger group. This is important 

because the costs involved can be reduced significantly and the time taken to deal with the 

total population can be within parameters.  

A sample of 50 Fijian owned and operated businesses was drawn from the two major 

islands within the Fiji group, namely Viti Levu and Vanua Levu. The sample came from 

the main business centers of Viti Levu, namely; Suva, Sigatoka, Nadi, Lautoka, Ba, Tavua, 

Naiyavu and Tailevu and Nausori. On the other hand, the sample from the island of Vanua 

Levu came from Labasa, Nabouwalu and Savusavu. This wide geographical spread was 

used because Fijian businesses are scattered and restricting the survey to a few areas would 

not allow coverage of businesses operating under different social and economic 

circumstances, thereby raising issues of validity of the research. 

The stratified-random sampling technique was adopted to select the 50 Fijian owned and 

operated businesses. Hair, et al. (2003: 214-215) and Ghauri and Gronhaug (2005: 150-

151) describe stratified-random sampling as an approach to drawing a sample from the 

target population by the researcher by partitioning the target population into relatively 

homogenous sub-groups that are distinct and non-overlapping called strata. It is done on 
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some predetermined criteria. It is also claimed that this sampling technique increases the 

accuracy of the sample information without necessarily increasing the cost.  

The stratified-random sampling technique was chosen because this gave the researcher the 

opportunity to include what was considered important categories and types of businesses 

that needed to be part of the research. Thus businesses that were located in the wider rural 

and urban areas of Fiji as well as different types of businesses formed part of the sample. 

Inclusion of different strata of businesses permitted the study to take into consideration 

issues relating to values, motivation and competencies in a wide cross section of 

businesses types. The wider rural and urban area coverage enabled a wide mix of 

businesses as it was anticipated that the nature and extent of interplay of factors as regards 

to business success would be distinct in different environmental contexts. Businesses 

operating in the rural and remote areas have their own background against which they 

operate while the urban set up gives businesses their own factors and issues they have to 

deal with. 

The Fiji Indigenous Business Council (FIBC) provided its membership directory which 

mostly included names of indigenous businesses located in and around Suva together with 

a few names in the Western and Northern divisions. This provided much needed 

information on the types, location and contact details of the businesses registered with the 

FIBC. It assisted in drawing the sample as this research adopted the stratified random 

sampling approach to select the population. However a significant number of businesses 

that were not members of the FIBC were also included through following ups with other 

leads and contacts. 

A concerted effort was made to ensure gender proportionality but Fijian being a patriarchic 

society most of the businesses are named after males, although females actively assist in 

the running of their business.
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3.3.2 Data Collection 
The research was conducted from 10th December 2007 to 30th March 2008. The collection 

of secondary data to know and understand the history, development, operations and current 

status of Fijian businesses and to formulate strategies of qualitative and quantitative data 

collection took place between September to early December, 2007. 

The majority of interviews (44) were carried out by the principal researcher while some (4) 

were sent through the FIBC secretariat to its members to be completed and returned to the 

principal researcher through its secretariat. 2 questionnaires were sent to respondents 

through email to those identified who had agreed to this mode of interviewing. However 

this was not popular because most wanted the questionnaires to be filled in the presence of 

the researcher, as it was important to meet the researcher personally and ask related 

questions regarding the research. 

The scattered nature of Fijian businesses required extensive travel on the islands of Viti 

Levu and Vanua Levu and consequently two trips each to the western and northern 

divisions of Fiji were made. In the first trip business houses were identified, contact details 

noted, some interviews carried out, questionnaires left and ground work completed to 

return and complete the interviews in the second trip. Allowances had to be made for 

return trips to locations when the owners of the business were not at the premises due to 

other commitments, not an uncommon occurrence in villages and remote areas.  

Much needed information and logistic support with business houses in the greater Suva 

area was provided by the FIBC. It provided a list of names of its members through its 

business directory and wherever possible introduced the researcher to the members. The 

keen interest and support by the FIBC in this research was extremely valuable. The 

president of FIBC made special allowances to the researcher to use its facilities for the 

purposes of this research. The FIBC secretariat in Suva also made necessary appointments 

and bookings for the researcher to conduct interviews in the greater Suva area.
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Other businesses in outer locations had to be identified and located by the researcher and 

this was both time consuming and expensive due to the scattered nature of less-advertised 

businesses. It was the intention of this research to take into consideration the view of 

businessmen/women from all parts of the 2 major islands, Vanua Lavu and Viti Levu so 

that a cross section of these views could be considered for analysis and recommendation 

purposes. On one occasion special effort had to be made to interview the only successful 

supermarket in Fiji located in Nabouwalu, on the island of Vanua Levu, which is about 120 

kilometers from Labasa (the main centre on the island). 

Personal observations of the researcher by observing Fijian businessmen/women carry out 

business activities such as serving customers, time management matters, etc. were also 

conducted.

3.3.3 Quantitative Data and Qualitative Data 
A structured questionnaire which was both quantitative and qualitative in design 

(Appendix 5- Research Questionnaire) was used to interview the respondents. This 

approach was adopted as Bryman (2006) points out that there is a growth in studies that 

use a combined approach to research and it is possible that such research will become 

increasingly common and that the advantages of this approach will become so 

overwhelming that those who depreciate the strengths of such an approach will be 

overwhelmed. 

Ghauri and Gronhaug (2005: 109-120) point out that the main difference between 

qualitative and quantitative research is not of quality but of procedure while Walsh (1996: 

82) states that whether data is treated  quantitatively or qualitatively  depends on the 

decisions made by the researcher. He points out that all quantitative data can be made 

qualitative by putting them in categories; and qualitative can be made quantitative by 

giving them numbers and that most social science research involves a mix of qualitative 

and quantitative data, the exact mix being decided by the availability of data and the 

purpose of inquiry. It is further suggested that some people may think that quantitative data 

is superior to qualitative data but qualitative data often provides very useful insights.
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Much of what Walsh has suggested above has been adopted in this research. A mix of 

quantitative and qualitative approaches has been adopted. The qualitative questions have 

been quantified to allow for ease of statistical analysis and the information obtained have 

been interpreted for the purposes of drawing conclusions and providing recommendations.  

Furthermore the qualitative component of the questionnaire used open-ended type 

questions and gave an opportunity to discuss certain broader issues in detail and obtain 

various in-depth understandings of the issues at hand. Ghauri and Gronhaug, (2005: 133) 

and Gummesson (2000) point out that in-depth interviews allow to gain a more accurate 

and clear picture of respondents’ position or behavior. The respondent is not restricted to 

choices already provided but can answer according to his/her own thinking. It also allowed 

the researcher to observe the sentiments, expectations and body languages of the Fijian 

respondents in regards to this important and sensitive challenge in their community. The 

qualitative data gathered were converted into quantitative data for the purposes of 

statistical analysis and interpretation. 

In the Fijian social set-up, apart from doing the usual business of obtaining information as 

part of the research, it is very important to understand and show appreciation of their 

values, norms and expectations. This is an integral part of conducting research in this 

context. Sometimes, a small sevusevu has to be presented, particularly in the rural areas as 

a gesture of good-will and appreciation of accepting the researcher in the village and 

making time available for the interview. The process becomes fairly time-consuming and 

in order to get complete and honest responses sufficient effort needs to be devoted to 

explaining the aims and objectives of the research and how this will benefit them. However 

once the purpose of the research was fully understood the respondents went out of their 

way to give information and accepted the researcher in their homes without any 

reservations.  
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3.3.4 Respondents Profile 
A total of 50 respondents were interviewed. The sample consisted of the following 

categories and numbers: 

Table 3.1: Respondents Profile 

The majority of the respondents (34%) came from Suva/Nausori area because the greatest 

number of Fijian business is concentrated in the greater Suva area. However the Labasa- 

Nabouwalu-Savusavu region covers a significant area of Fiji geographically and a total of 

30% came from this region. 22% of the sample came from the Western division owing to 

the fact that this area business is characterized by urban-rural mix, features of which are 

adequately covered by the other categories. A further 14% came from the greater Tailevu 

zone. Businesses in the Tailevu area mostly formed part of the rural category of small 

businesses.  

The sample included both the duly registered businesses under the company laws of Fiji as 

well as the unregistered businesses that operated in the villages and settlements. Those that 

were not registered formed part of the sample as well because these were the ones who 

Number  Business Type Females  Males  Total  

1.  Retail- groceries  3 8 11 

2.  Farming  1 6 7 

3.  Transport  0 6 6 

4.  Tourism  4 0 4 

5.  Engineering  0 3 3 

6.  Fisheries  2 1 3 

7.  Professional  4 1 5 

8.  Property Investment 0 2 2 

9.  Communication  1 1 2 

10.  Supermarket   0 2 2 

11.  Restaurant  2 0 2 

12.  Bookshop  1 0 1 

13.  Office Supplies 0 1 1 

14.  Drapery  1 0 1 

 Total  19 31 50 
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face unique challenges of the nature where they are impacted upon by values, motivation 

and competency issues within their distinct social and economic rural environments. These 

businesses are operating where the impact of the community on business operations is 

constant, as the business exists to serve the needs of the community.  

3.3.5 Choice, Validity and Reliability of Instruments 
The sub-hypotheses were subjected to a suitable statistical test. The questionnaires used in 

the survey discerned a particular trait of interest, the measurement being on a nominal 

scale. While general discussions and observations have been made concerning the 

measurements on the nominal scale, statistical tests give a precise impetus to conclusions 

that can be arrived at using this scale of measurement.   

The statistical test of interest here is ‘the difference of two proportions’. It shows statistical 

differences, if any, between two populations concerning two traits of interest. This test is 

an example of the case wherein the normal probability distribution is applied to 

approximate a binomial probability distribution with an acceptable degree of accuracy 

(Mason and Lind, 1990). However, in order to use this test the binomial assumptions on 

which the test is based must be met.  

These four assumptions are fulfilled for the conduct of this particular test, namely, first that 

the sample data be classified as ‘an acceptable trait of interest’ and ‘not acceptable as a 

trait of interest’. Second that sample data measured are a result of counts. Third, the 

probability of success for each trial is the same and fourthly, the trials are independent of 

each other.

Further, the test is appropriate when both np and n (1- p) are greater than five, where n is 

the sample size and p is population proportion for ‘an acceptable trait of interest’ success. 

The calculations for np and n (1- p) indicate that the test can be applied to all sub-

hypothesis under consideration.
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The test involving the difference between two population proportions, given by the z-

statistics, is computed by: 
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where 1n  is the number of successes in category one, n2 is the number of success in 

category two and cp is the weighted mean of the two sample proportions. cp  is the 

pooled estimate of the population proportion and computed as 

samplesin thenumberTotal
n successesofumberTotalpc �

3.3.6 Quantifying the Data 
Singleton, et al. (1993: 381-387) list space-time measures, appearance, frequency and 

intensity as the most basic systems of quantifying data. The frequency system refers to the 

frequency with which a given category appears in the contextual unit. They also suggest 

that when attitudes and values are the objects of the research the content analysis may 

resort to measures of intensity where the extent to which the issue is important is 

measured. Thus these 2 systems have been the basis of quantifying the data for analysis 

purposes.

3.3.7 Questionnaire Development
A questionnaire was developed to investigate the research hypotheses. All the questions in 

the questionnaire were under the three major research domains, namely values, motivation 

and competencies. The questions aimed at investigating pertinent attributes of values, 

motivation and competencies with regards to their capacity to affect business performance 

excellence.    

The questions in the values domain reflected important aspects of the Fijian value system 

and were designed to elicit responses from the respondents as to the extent to which they 
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felt these aspects of values affected personal business performance while the motivation 

domain consisted of important concepts/principles of motivation and tried to elicit the 

extent to which respondents felt these as impacting the Fijian businessmen/women’s 

capacity to do successful business. Similarly important aspects of competencies were 

highlighted in the questions of the competencies domain. These were designed to ascertain 

respondents’ views as to what extent they felt competencies impacted the Fijian capacity to 

do successful business. 

For ease of statistical analysis the questions designed to obtain quantitative responses were 

constructed using the Likert method of question design. Each question had five choices 

and the respondents had to circle one of the choices to indicate their preference. Five 

choices were provided because it allowed respondents to think in a more detailed way and 

the scores became more scattered as opposed to having only three of four choices.     

In each section the questions consisted of quantitative and qualitative nature. The rationale 

for doing this has been discussed in section 4.3.3 above. 

3.3.8 Chapter Summary 
This chapter discussed the rationale and importance of selecting the topic and outlined 

procedures and methods used to investigate the hypothesis of the research. A total of 50 

respondents selected through the process of stratified random sampling were interviewed 

using a structured questionnaire and the results quantified to allow for statistical analysis of 

the data. Other issues pertaining to the manner in which the research data were collected 

were also highlighted.
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Chapter 4  Data Analysis and Results 

4.1 Introduction

This chapter analyzes both the quantitative and qualitative data and presents the results. 

The analysis of the first part of the data has been done through an application of the chi-

squared tests on the three categories (urban, semi-urban, and rural) of the sample. This data 

has also been supported with the major results of the qualitative research questions whose 

data was quantified through conversions to appropriate percentages for consistency of 

comparison and analysis.  

4.2 Part 1 Quantitative Analysis 

4.2.1 Measurement of Variables and Hypotheses
The aim of the research was to explore the extent to which the attitude of Fijian 

businessmen/women affected their capacity to achieve performance excellence in the 

management and operations of their business. The three major independent variables of 

attitude that were used in the three major hypotheses were values, motivation and 

competencies. These relationships were analyzed against the dependent variables of time, 

budget and standards. The section on Managing Performance in the literature review 

chapter has already established the relationships between the independent and dependent 

variables.

Three major hypotheses were developed for each of the three domains of the research 

design to investigate the research aim. The three domains were: values (V), motivation (M) 

and competencies (C). For each of the three major hypotheses, five sub-hypotheses were 

further developed to assist in the investigation of the principal hypotheses. The major and 

sub-hypotheses have been outlined in Table 4.1 below. 
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Table 4.1: Major and Null Hypotheses 
Major Ho
Hypothesis

Major Ha Hypothesis Relationships Null  Sub- Hypothesis Alternate Sub-Hypothesis 

VU/VS
VU/VR
VS/VR

Business success cannot be 
achieved by residing within the 
extended family.  

Business success can be achieved 
by residing outside the extended 
family.  

VU/VS
VU/VR
VS/VR

Effective time management is 
not important to meet 
performance deadlines. 

Effective time management is  
important to meet performance  
deadlines 

VU/VS
VU/VR
VS/VR

Achieving business results is 
not important than maintaining 
community obligations.   

Achieving business results is 
important than maintaining 
community obligations.  

VU/VS
VU/VR
VS/VR

Adhering to traditional values 
does not lead to business 
success. 

Not adhering to traditional values 
leads to business success. 

Ho: The types of 
values possessed by 
the Fijians do not 
inhibit their ability 
to carry out their 
business to desired 
performance
standards, within the 
budget and in the 
specified time. 

H1: The types of values 
possessed by the Fijians 
inhibit their ability to 
carry out their business 
to desired performance 
standards, within the 
budget and in the 
specified time. 

VU/VS
VU/VR
VS/VR

Business commitments are not 
a priority over social 
obligations.

Business commitments are a 
priority over social obligations 

MU/MS
MU/MR
MS/MR

Personal drive is not important 
for business success.  

Personal drive is important for 
business success 

MU/MS
MU/MR
MS/MR

Lower level needs do not have 
to be fulfilled before fulfilling 
higher level needs. 

Lower level needs do have to be 
fulfilled before fulfilling higher 
level needs 

MU/MS
MU/MR
MS/MR

The state has not played a 
constructive role in enhancing 
business success.  

The state has played a constructive 
role in enhancing business success. 

MU/MS
MU/MR
MS/MR

Maximizing profits is not  
important for business success 

Maximizing profits is  important 
for business success 

Ho: The manner in 
which Fijians have 
been motivated to 
carry out their 
business does not 
affect their capacity 
to perform within 
time, to specified 
budgets and to 
desired standards.    

H2: The manner in 
which Fijians have been 
motivated in business 
affects their capacity to 
perform within time, to 
specified budgets and to 
desired standards.   

MU/MS
MU/MR
MS/MR

Availability of market is not 
essential for business success.  

Availability of market is essential 
for business success 

CU/CS
CU/CR
CS/CR

Mastering quality and enough 
competencies is  not essential 
for business success 

Mastering quality and enough 
competencies is  essential for 
business success 

CU/CS
CU/CR
CS/CR

Acquiring competencies from 
reputable sources is not 
important for business success 

Acquiring competencies from 
reputable sources is important for 
business success 

3.
CU/CS
CU/CR
CS/CR

Possessing relevant 
competencies is not important 
for performance excellence in 
business

Possessing relevant competencies is
important for performance 
excellence in business  

CU/CS
CU/CR
CS/CR

Money is not a constraint in 
acquiring competencies. 

Money is a constraint in acquiring 
competencies 

Ho: The quality and 
quantity of 
knowledge and 
skills possessed by 
Fijians do not inhibit 
their ability to carry 
out their business 
within time, to 
specified budgets 
and to desired 
standards.   

H3: The quality and 
quantity of knowledge, 
skills and experiences 
possessed by Fijians 
inhibit their ability to 
carry out their business 
within time, to specified 
budgets and to desired 
standards.   

CU/CS
CU/CR
CS/CR

Training programs have not 
been conducted conveniently to 
assist performance excellence 
in business

Training programs have been 
conducted conveniently to assist 
performance excellence in business  
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4

A sample of 50 respondents chosen through the process of stratified random sampling was 

selected to investigate the hypotheses. On the bases of responses received, the 50 

respondents were divided into 3 categories. Table 4.2 below shows the categories, codes, 

total numbers and major characteristics of each category.    

Table 4.2: Details of Urban, Semi-Urban and Rural Domains5

Category Code Total Characteristics 
Urban  U 18 The ‘urban’ category of businesses are located in the major urban centers, are 

formally registered businesses having a formal structure and operate strictly 
under the policies and guidelines of the business organization. They generally 
depend on urban dwellers for their business. These businesses have 
accomplished major successes as indigenous enterprises. 

Semi-
Urban 

S 16 The ‘semi-urban’ category of business is generally located in the smaller urban 
centers, are registered businesses but have a heavy dependence on the 
traditional community/customers as their customer base. This category of 
businesses display organizational characteristics of the urban business but the 
manner in which the policies and practices are operationalized is very much 
characteristic of rural businesses. The semi-urban business culture reflects both 
capitalist/individualist as well as collectivist tendencies. 

Rural  R  16 The third category of respondents falls under the ‘rural’ category. These are 
generally small to very small businesses as per Fiji standards; some of these are 
not registered but have the potential to become successful and are trying to find 
their place in the business world through varied business practices. These 
businesses are small and owe their survival to the community within which they 
operate. Consequently their business principles and practices reflect the patterns 
of local tradition and culture.  

4The relationship column indicates the combinations between the categories of the sample. V, M and C are the major domains of Values, Motivation and Competencies 

respectively while U stands for Urban, S for Semi-Urban and R for Rural categories of the sample. Table R outlines details of the sample.  

5 For the purposes of detailed and meaningful analysis, relationships of each of the three domains (Values, Motivation and Rural) to each other have been analyzed and 

discussed between the 3 categories of respondents.  The 3 categories have come about because the responses received from the respondents form 3 distinct categories 

and easily lend themselves to 3 distinct groups. The combinations that have been used for analysis are coded in the three domains of the research as follows: Values (V) 

domain: Urban (U) and Sub-Urban (S) category- (VU/CS); Urban and Rural category-VU/VR and Sub-urban and Rural- VS/VR; Motivation (M) Domain the codes are: 

MU/MS, MU/MR and MS/MR and in the  Competencies (C) Domain the codes are: CU/CS, CU/CR and CS/CR. 
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4.2.2 The z test   
The sub-hypotheses were subjected to a suitable statistical test. The questionnaires used in 

the survey showed a particular trait of interest, measurement being on a nominal scale. 

While general discussions and observations have been made concerning the measurements 

on the nominal scale, statistical tests give a precise impetus to conclusions that can be 

arrived at using this scale of measurement.   

The statistical test of interest here is ‘the difference of two proportions’. It shows statistical 

differences, if any, between two populations concerning two traits of interest. This test is 

an example of the case wherein the normal probability distribution is applied to 

approximate a binomial probability distribution with an acceptable degree of accuracy 

(Mason and Lind: 1990). However, in order to use this test the binomial assumptions on 

which the test is based must be met.  

These four assumptions are fulfilled for the conduct of this particular test, namely, first that 

the sample data be classified as ‘an acceptable trait of interest’ and ‘not acceptable as a 

trait of interest’. Second that sample data measured are a result of counts. Third, the 

probability of success for each trial is the same. And fourthly, the trials are independent of 

each other.

Further, the test is appropriate when both np and n (1- p) are greater than five, where n is 

the sample size and p is population proportion for ‘an acceptable trait of interest’ success. 

The calculations for np and n (1- p) indicate that the test can be applied to all sub-

hypothesis under consideration.

The test involving the difference between two population proportions, given by the z-

statistics, is computed by: 
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where 1n  is the number of successes in category one, n2 is the number of successes 

in category two and cp is the weighted mean of the two sample proportions. cp is 

the pooled estimate of the population proportion and computed as 

samplesin thenumberTotal
n successesofumberTotalpc �

4.2.3 Overview of Values, Motivation and Competency 
Domain Results 

The overall results of the analysis of the three categories of the sample (urban, semi-urban 

and rural) reveal that there is a distinct difference between the urban and rural samples as 

far as the responses received. The urban category generally show better appreciation of 

capitalist/individualist inclinations in the management and operations of their businesses 

while the rural category display a fairly communal approach to managing and operating 

their businesses. The semi-urban category, while illustrating features of capitalist business 

systems also incorporates communal characteristics of managing and operating their 

businesses. Since the majority of their customers come from a communal background they 

have to be mindful of their values, mood and mindset to be able to continue to do business 

with them.     

Discussions of the results on each of the domains below starts with an overview of the 

results of the ‘difference between two population proportions’ obtained as a result of the 

investigation of each of the attributes of the values domain being presented in a table with 

the full discussions on each of the attributes immediately after the table.. The first column 

of the table represents five attributes of each of the domains with the numbers of the 

questions designed to investigate the attribute6. Column two gives the three relationships 

between urban, semi-urban and rural; the other columns are self-explanatory.  

6 For details of the questions refer to Appendix 5 
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4.2.4 The Values (V) Domain 
It has been claimed that values which form an integral part of Fijian society continues to 

influence the perceptions and behavior of individuals and groups. The values domain 

section of the research seeks to explore the extent to which this is significantly true as far 

as performing duties and responsibilities of Fijian businessmen/women who are both 

owners as well as employees in their businesses is concerned.  

The five major issues/attributes of values through which the impact of values on business 

performance excellence was investigated were:  

1. Extended family impact  

2. Time management  

3. Community considerations

4. Traditional Values Affecting Business Success  

5. Business commitment- Social Obligation Priority  

The discussions below analyze the extent to which the attitudes as viewed from the 

perspective of the issues/attributes listed above affect business performance of the 

respondents. As mentioned the z test analysis as well as the percentages have been used for 

the purposes of the analysis. 

The results and the discussions of the ‘difference between two populations’ proportions are 

presented below. 
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Table 4.3: Results of Values Domain 

4.2.4.1 Extended Family Impact 
In order to investigate the manner in which extended family lifestyles impacted the 

respondents capacity to carry out their roles and responsibilities in running their business 

successfully between the urban (VU) and semi-urban (VS); urban (VU) and rural (VR) and 

semi-urban (VS) and rural (VR), the null hypothesis that ‘business success cannot be 

achieved by residing outside the extended family lifestyle’ was tested. 

The overall results show that 67% of urban respondents, 44% of semi-urban respondents 

and 25% of rural respondents believe that extended family is not conducive to achieving 

business performance excellence.7

7 The overall values referred to here and all the sub-hypotheses are from columns p1 and p2 of Appendix 6.  

Attributes/
Question

Combin
ations

Z Value A= Ho Reject 
B= Ho Accept

Null Hypothesis 
Ho

Alternate Hypothesis 
Ha

VU/VS 1.899677 A
VU/VR 3.435921 R

1. Extended Family 
lifestyle

Q1, Q7   
VS/VR 1.579084 A

Business success cannot 
be achieved by residing 
within the extended 
family.  

Business success can be 
achieved by residing 
outside the extended 
family.  

VU/VS 1.810611 A 
VU/VR 3.778175 R 

2. Time management
Q2  

VS/VR 2.13809 R 

Effective time 
management practices are 
not important to meet 
business deadlines.  

Effective time 
management practices 
are important to meet 
business deadlines 

VU/VS 2.220956 R
VU/VR 2.008613 R

3. Community 
Relations preference 
Over business results
Q. 3, 5,6 VS/VR -0.21204 A

Achieving business 
results is not important 
than maintaining 
community obligations.   

Achieving business 
results is important than 
maintaining community 
obligations.  

VU/VS 1.733091 A

VU/VR 4.561565 R

4 Traditional Values 
Vs Business Success

Q. 4, 8,9  
VS/VR 2.867713 R

Adhering to traditional 
values does not lead to 
business success. 

Not adhering to 
traditional values leads 
to business success. 

VU/VS 2.020132 R

VU/VR 3.279767 R

5 Business 
Commitment Social 
Obligation
Q. 10,11,12  

VS/VR 1.280417 A

Business commitments 
are not a priority over 
social obligations.  

Business commitments 
are a priority over 
social obligations 
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More specifically the results of tests for the urban and semi-urban categories indicate a z 

value of 1.90.8 This indicates that the null hypothesis should be accepted at the 0.05 level 

of significance. Accepting the null hypothesis means that the extended family lifestyle is 

conducive to business success. The business then depends on the support of the members 

of the community and the various forms of relationships that are operational. However 

prudent business management practices and principles are based on treating brothers, 

sisters, uncles, and aunties as customers. This business rule applies to each one in a 

consistent manner. If an individual comes to the shop as to ‘kerekere’9 goods and services, 

the business is in trouble. Literature supports the view that communal lifestyle of Fijians is 

not conducive to business success (Nayacakalou, 1963, Ravuvu, 1987, Sahlins, 1962, 

Legge, 1958).

Additional demands placed on the business by extended family obligations puts pressure 

on resources that can be allocated strictly for business management and operational 

purposes and hence reduces their capacity to generate savings and re-use these savings as 

working capital or to generate further profits in current or new business ventures. Since the 

null hypothesis is accepted it indicates that there is no significant difference between the 

attitude of the two categories of respondents regarding their perceptions towards the 

extended family system. However in this case the z value is somewhat close to rejecting 

the null hypothesis. This may imply that there are important differences in attitudes 

between the urban and semi-urban respondents regarding the level of extended family 

lifestyle influence in achieving business performance excellence but these are not large 

enough to reject the null hypothesis.

The same sub-hypothesis tested for the urban and rural categories of respondents give a z-

value of 3.44. The null hypothesis has been rejected at 0.05 level of significance. Rejecting 

the null hypothesis means that the extended family is not conducive to business success. 

This result is expected because the urban and rural respondents differ in their perceptions 

8 The z-values referred to here and all the sub-hypotheses are from the z-column of Appendix 6. 
9 ‘kerekere’ is the notion of borrowing from ‘kith and kin’ in the Fijian culture where there is no compulsion  
for repayment.   
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regarding the extended family’s impact on performance excellence in business. The urban 

category is more oriented towards capitalist modes of running businesses while the rural 

have to depend on their community for business survival. Thus Lawler III (1976: 26) 

points out that experiencing the environment is an active process in which people try to 

make sense out of their environment. In this active process individuals selectively notice 

different aspects of the environment, appraise what they see in terms of their own past 

experience, and evaluate what they experience in terms of their needs and values.

The rural category has the extended family and the local community as their customer 

base. Thus, there is an inclination towards paying due considerations to the mood and 

demands of the communities within which they live and operate their businesses. Thus, 

while extended family obligations may help businesses in the short run, this may be sub-

optimal for business success in the longer run as pure business development and 

sustainability depends on prudent business management principles and practices.  

The comparison between sub-urban and rural categories gives a test z value of 1.58. This 

implies that there is no significant difference between the attitudes of sub-urban (VS) and 

rural (VR) categories of respondents with respect to the sub-hypothesis. The null 

hypothesis is accepted at 0.05 level of significance. The conclusion from the test is that the 

views between the two categories do not significantly differ on the extent of extended 

family lifestyle influence on business success as both the categories have extended family 

as business customers.  

The sub-hypothesis must also be evaluated against hard empirical evidence of relative 

success of Fijian businesses in urban, semi-urban and rural areas. Looking at the history, 

infrastructural investments and the financial business returns it can be postulated that urban 

businesses have been performing relatively well and that their strategies of attempting to 

follow the individualistic and capitalist mode of business operations are giving them 

acceptable returns on their investments. In the rural and semi-urban categories, short term 

gains are there but longer term sustainability in terms of ‘growing businesses’ is not 

evident.
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4.2.4.2 Time Management  
Meredith and Mantel (2006: 3-5) mention that performance has to be carried out within 

specified timeframes. Inability to meet deadlines leads to increased costs of time and 

money and unnecessary commitment of resources 

In order to investigate the manner in which management of time impacted the respondents’ 

capacity to carry out their roles and responsibilities in running their businesses successfully 

between the urban (VU) and semi-urban (VS); urban (VU) and rural (VR) and semi-urban 

(VS) and rural (VR) pairings, the null hypothesis that Effective time management 

practices are important to achieving performance excellence in business was

tested.

The overall results show that 89% of urban respondents, 63% of semi-urban and 25% of 

rural respondent claim that they can manage their time and meet deadlines effectively.   

More specifically the results of tests for the urban and semi-urban categories indicate a z 

value of 1.81. This indicates that the null hypothesis should be accepted at the 0.05 level of 

significance. Accepting the null hypothesis means that the perception of the urban and 

semi-urban categories as regards to the management of time to achieve business 

performance excellence is similar. This is expected as the two categories have to be 

mindful of meeting deadlines in business obligations or lose business to their competitors. 

These two categories are attempting to incorporate business principles and practices while 

at the same time are being cautious of the traditional implications of such a stance.  

Discussions in the literature review highlighted important characteristics of Fijian society 

regarding time management. Laxity in meeting deadlines is an important feature of Fijian 

society (Nabobo: 2001). The degree of laxity becomes more significant in the rural 

environment as opposed to the urban. This is sometimes apparent in the ‘operating hours’ 

of businesses where urban businesses show more consistency in this as opposed to rural 

ones.
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The same sub-hypothesis tested for the urban and rural categories of respondents give a z-

value of 3.77. The null hypothesis is rejected at 0.05 level of significance. This means that 

there is a significant difference between the attitudes of the urban and rural categories. The 

urban category has to be mindful of time in every aspect of their business as they operate 

in an urban environment where they have to deal with other business contacts as well as 

customers. Time is of the essence in these circumstances.   

However in the village situation time is not followed rigidly as pointed out in the literature 

review. Nabobo, (2000) mentions that Fijians are identified for their gauna vakaviti (Fiji or 

Fijian time) which means that exact time is not so important and those who are late could 

be patiently waited for by others so that all are together. In the rural setup time can wait for 

people and these interests have to be accommodated. Social relationships come before 

adherence to business considerations. The difference in opinion of the 2 categories is also 

expected because the urban community is time conscious whereas the rural has to 

compromise on time due to the casual nature of village life and behavior established by 

years of tradition and culture.

A comparison between the sub-urban and rural categories gives a z value of 2.13. The null 

hypothesis is rejected at 0.05 level of significance implying that there is a significant 

difference between the attitudes of the two categories in relation to management of time. 

The difference in attitudes of the two categories is expected primarily because of the nature 

of the customer base for the sub-urban businesses. As such time management becomes 

important.  

4.2.4.3 Community Relations 
In order to investigate whether achieving business results is important than maintaining 

community relations in between the urban (VU) and semi-urban (VS); urban (VU) and 

rural (VR) and semi-urban (VS) and rural (VR), the null hypothesis that achieving

business results is not more important than maintaining traditional community 

relations was tested. 
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The overall results indicate that 57% of urban respondents, 35% of semi-urban and 38% of 

rural respondents share the above view that they would attend to management and 

operations of the business rather than trying to devote significant effort towards 

maintaining traditional community relations. 

More specifically the results of tests for the urban and semi-urban categories indicate a z 

value of 2.20. This indicates that the null hypothesis should be rejected at the 0.05 level of 

significance. It means that there is a significant difference between the attitude of urban 

and sub-urban categories of respondents. Both the categories understand fully that business 

survival depends on the business achieving goals and targets. Consequently achieving 

business results is a priority over community relations. Community relationships can only 

be served if the business gives sufficient return on the investments for the urban categories. 

Sub-urban categories have business links with the rural areas and hence the need to 

maintain community relations. 

The same sub-hypothesis tested for the urban and rural categories of respondents gave a z-

value of 2.00. The null hypothesis is rejected at 0.05 level of significance. This means that 

there is a significant difference between the attitudes of the urban and rural categories 

which is the reality on the ground. Differences in the environment within which the two 

categories operate are distinctly different. In the urban setup it may be possible to ignore 

community relations but in the rural setup at crucial points, community relations are more 

important than business aims and aspirations. The consequences of ignoring community 

relations and sticking to business goals can be disastrous (Sahlins, 1962: 169 and Legge, 

1958: 6).

A comparison between the sub-urban and rural categories give a z value of -0.21 The null 

hypothesis is accepted at 0.05 level of significance implying that there is no significant 

difference between the attitudes of the two categories as related to preference of 

community relations over business results. Both the categories depend for business on the 

extended family and members of the broader community. Consequently community 

relations have been acknowledged.
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4.2.4.4 Traditional Values Affecting Business Success  
In order to investigate the manner in which traditional values affect business success   

between the urban (VU) and semi-urban (VS); urban (VU) and rural (VR) and semi-urban 

(VS) and rural (VR) pairings, the null hypothesis that adhering to traditional values 

does not lead to business success was tested.

The overall results show that 83% of urban respondents, 69% of semi-urban and 39% of 

rural respondents prefer to adopt capitalist values and achieve business success rather than 

observing traditional values that are in conflict with enhancing business performance 

excellence.  

More specifically the results of tests for the urban and semi-urban categories indicate a z 

value of 1.73. This indicates that the null hypothesis should be accepted at the 0.05 level of 

significance meaning that there is no significant difference between the attitudes of urban 

and sub-urban categories of respondents with regard to the manner in which traditional 

values affect the capacity of the Fijian businessmen/women to achieve performance 

excellence in business. Respondents agreed that adhering to traditional values inhibit 

business success.  

With a z value of 4.56 there is significant difference between the attitude of urban and rural 

categories of respondents. This indicates that the null hypothesis should be rejected at the 

0.05 level of significance. The urban categories operate their business in an urban 

environment where individualism is valued. The forces of modernization and the scarcity 

of resources make individuals accept values relating to individual lifestyles. Thus the 

physical, socio-cultural and technological environment has a significant impact on the 

manner behavior develops and operates (Luthans, 1977: 75-92). On the contrary the rural 

environment is such that the interplay of forces strengthens the communal way of life and 

reinforces them to conform to existing values. Deviations are considered anti-social and 

punishments such as ostracism leaves individuals with no choice but to conform.   
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With a z value of 2.87 there is significant difference between the attitude of sub-urban and 

rural categories of respondents. This indicates that the null hypothesis should be rejected at 

the 0.05 level of significance. The difference in opinion is normal because while the sub-

urban respondents rely on rural customers to market their goods and services, they are very 

much aware of the demand of business success as a significant portion of their customer 

base is non-rural and their businesses are exposed to intense business competition, much 

more than in rural areas.  

4.2.4.5 Business Commitment - Social Obligations 
Priority

In order to investigate the extent to which attending to business commitments was more 

important than attending to social obligations between the urban (VU) and semi-urban 

(VS); urban (VU) and rural (VR) and semi-urban (VS) and rural (VR) pairings, the null 

hypothesis that business commitments are not a priority over social obligations was 

tested.

Overall results show that 87% of urban, 71% of semi urban and 58% of rural respondents 

believe that they prefer to attend to business commitments ahead of social obligations.   

More specifically the results of tests for the urban and semi-urban categories indicate a z 

value of 2.02 which implies that the null hypothesis should be rejected at the 0.05 level of 

significance. This implies that business commitments are a priority over social obligations. 

It means that there is a significant difference between the attitudes of urban and sub-urban 

categories of respondents. The urban respondents are highly supportive of attending to 

business commitments ahead of social obligations. They can afford to do this as their 

business-operating environment is quite capitalistic in nature and, to survive competition, 

social obligations have to be contained. On the contrary, while the semi-urban also 

demonstrate certain degrees of capitalist values, since they depend on the extended family 

and the broader community for a significant source of business, they have to make 

compromises to maintain rural links.  
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Thus the business has to respond effectively to the external environment within which it 

operates (Blanchard and Thacker, 2007: 32).

The same sub-hypothesis tested for the urban and rural categories of respondents gave a z-

value of 3.28. The null hypothesis is rejected at 0.05 level of significance. Rejecting the 

null hypothesis means that there is a significant difference between the attitudes of the 

urban and rural categories with regards to attending to business commitments over social 

obligations. This can be attributed to the more communal life-style that the rural 

businessmen/women must adhere to as compared with the urban category. Attending to 

social obligations is a requirement for residing and operating business in that locality 

(Researchers findings).

The comparison between the sub- categories urban and rural categories gives a test z value 

of 1.28. This implies that there is no significant difference between the attitudes of sub-

urban (VS) and rural (VR) of respondents with respect to the sub-hypothesis. The null 

hypothesis is accepted at 0.05 level of significance. Thus the conclusion from the test is 

that the views between the two categories do not significantly differ on the extent of giving 

priority to business commitments over social obligations. This is attributed to the close 

social and kinship relationships that exist in the overall business environment. Since the 

sub-urban and the rural both depend on the local community for business, due 

consideration must be given to communal expectations, obligations and perspectives. 

4.2.5 Motivation (M) Domain 
For a person to act in a particular manner there has to be some kind of a motivation to do 

so. In a business situation the Fijian businessmen/women have motivational factors that 

energize him/her to participate in business and perform to desired standards. The factors 

that have been investigated in this research and are considered to provide motivation to 

achieve business success for the Fijian businessmen/women are:  

1. Personal drive

2. Fulfillment of hierarchical needs 
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3. Role of state

4. Profit maximization and  

5. Market availability   

Each of these factors has been tested for their level of significance in providing motivation 

to the Fijian to achieve business performance excellence. The results the z-test on the 

‘difference between two population proportions’ are presented below.

Table 4.4: The Results of Motivation Domain 
Attributes /Question 
Numbers 

Combinations   Z Values A= Ho Rejct 
B= Ho Acept 

Null Hypothesis 
Ho

Alternate Hypothesis 
Ha

MU/MS 1.78207 A Personal drive is not 
important for business 
success.  

Personal drive is 
important for 
business success 

MU/MR -0.08693 A

1. Personal drive
Q1,3,4,9

MS/MR -1.81164 A

MU/MS -2.74874 R Lower level needs do 
not have to be fulfilled 
before fulfilling higher 
level needs. 

Lower level needs do 
have to be fulfilled 
before fulfilling 
higher level needs 

MU/MR -3.50065 R   

2. Fulfillment of 
hierarchical
needs
Q2

MS/MR -0.90582 A   
MU/MS 1.330727 A The state has not played 

a constructive role in 
enhancing business 
success.  

The state has played 
a constructive role in 
enhancing business 
success. 

MU/MR -0.84828 A

3. Role of state

Q5,6 

MS/MR -2.80351 R
MU/MS 1.98216 R Maximizing profits is 

not  important for 
business success 

Maximizing profits is  
important for 
business success 

MU/MR 0.121478 A   

4. Profit 
maximization

Q7, 10 
MS/MR -2.06559 R   
MU/MS 2.035264 R Availability of market 

is not essential for 
business success.  

Availability of 
market is essential for 
business success 

MU/MR 2.389071 R

5. Market 
availability.

Q8  
MS/MR 0.372194 A

4.2.5.1 Level of Personal Drive 
Armstrong (2006: 253-254) points out that self generated factors play an important role in 

influencing people to behave in a particular way or to move in a particular direction. Some 

of these factors include responsibility, autonomy, scope to use and develop skills and 
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abilities, interesting and challenging work and opportunities for advancement. Thus in 

order to investigate the manner in which personal drive is linked to achieving performance 

excellence in business between the urban (MU) and semi-urban (MS); urban (MU) and 

rural (MR) and semi-urban (MS) and rural (MR) pairings, the null hypothesis that

Personal drive is not important for enhancing performance excellence in business

was tested.

The overall picture shows 68% of urban respondents, 53% of semi-urban and 69% of rural 

respondents believe that they are able to effectively use personal drive, enthusiasm and 

initiative to achieve business performance excellence.   

More specifically, the results for the tests for the urban and semi-urban categories indicate 

a z value of 1.78, for the urban and rural categories a z value of -0.09  and for the semi-

urban and rural categories a z value of -1.81. In all the cases the null hypothesis should be 

accepted at the 0.05 level of significance. This means that there is no significant difference 

in the attitudes between different categories that personal drive is not important to enhance 

performance excellence in business between all the combinations of the three categories.  

The above perception where all the three categories indicate that personal drive is not 

important for achieving performance excellence can be attributed to, as pointed out in the 

literature review, the fact that Fijian society is fundamentally a collective society. 

Communal way of living is an important characteristic of Fijian life whereby things are 

done together. Historical patterns of living and the socialization process have strengthened 

and sustained communal patterns of life. In such patterns of living, the individualistic

approach was not given significant prominence and this is expressed in the computed z 

values. The members of society take a collective approach to carrying out societal 

functions and this mindset permeates throughout the society. This personality trait is still 

very powerful in this society. Individualism is not a strength of this society and 

consequently business activities/initiatives are rarely taken on an individual mode 

(Nayacakalou, 1963; Ravuvu, 1987). 
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4.2.5.2 Hierarchy of Needs 
As pointed out in the literature review under the section on motivation, Maslow’s 

Hierarchy of Needs theory outlines that an individual firstly seeks to satisfy his/her basic 

physiological needs such as food, water and shelter. After having fulfilled this he/she 

attempts to move onto the next order needs of safety and security (Maslow, 1970: 35-46; 

Armstrong, 2006: 257-258 and Bartol et al. 1998: 491-492). The traditional Fijian society 

was generally concerned with fulfilling physiological and security needs with the society 

not geared towards accumulation of wealth. This characteristic is prevalent even today. 

Money is not accumulated in the classic manner of economics and the lax way in which it 

is viewed is well documented in the literature review. Money is thus mostly used for 

fulfillment of lower level needs.  

In order to investigate the manner in which the desire to fulfill lower level needs of the 

hierarchy motivated to achieve performance excellence in business between the urban 

(MU) and semi-urban (MS); urban (MU) and rural (MR) and semi-urban (MS) and rural 

(MR) pairings, the null hypothesis that lower level needs do not have to be fulfilled 

before fulfilling higher level needs was tested.

The overall picture showed that 28% of urban respondents, 75% of semi urban and 88% of 

rural respondents believe that they work towards fulfilling their lower level needs before 

they attend to their higher level needs. More specifically results obtained for the tests for 

urban and semi-urban categories indicate a z value of -2.75, for urban and rural categories 

a z value of -3.51 and for semi-urban and rural categories a z value of -1.97 

In all the cases the null hypothesis has been rejected at the 0.05 level of significance. This 

means that there is no significant difference in attitude of the three categories.  

It is expected that lower level needs, as put forward by Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 

theory, must be fulfilled first before higher level ones. The Fijian community appears to be 

at a level of development where there is heavy emphasis on fulfilling lower level needs as 

opposed to higher level ones. Most people devote significant time and energy in gathering 
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basic needs of food, water, shelter and security and not directing any real efforts towards 

meeting higher order needs.  

4.2.5.3 Role of State 
Carter (1993: 206) outlines that natural resources are no longer the key to wealth. We have 

to accept that national borders now have little to do with the real flows of industrial 

activity and that information and knowledge - a trained and literate population, not military 

hardware - are the real source of strength. All responsible governments’ role therefore, 

becomes to educate their people and see to it that they have as much information (and as 

much choice) as possible. Any other action is, at best, a holding action. 

The Fiji government had introduced a number of initiatives to assist Fijians become more 

successful in business. Verebalavu in her masters thesis (1998) outlines specific projects 

such as, the Uluisaivou Corporation, Seaqaqa Cane Scheme, Yalavou Rural Development 

Project and the Equity Investment Company Limited including broader ones such as Fijian 

Commercial Development Unit of the Central Planning Office of the Ministry of Finance 

and Economic Planning to provide research and advisory services, the Co-operative 

Movement and similar training and funding initiatives. 

In order to investigate the manner in which the state has assisted Fijian 

businessmen/women in achieving performance excellence between the urban (MU) and 

semi-urban (MS); urban (MU) and rural (MR) and semi-urban (MS) and rural (MR) 

pairings, the null hypothesis that the state has not played a constructive role in 

enhancing business success was tested. 

Overall results indicate that 17% of urban respondents, 6% of semi urban and 25% of rural 

respondents believe that they feel the state has played an effective role in assisting Fijian 

businessmen/women achieve business success.   

More specifically the results of tests for urban and semi-urban categories indicate a z value 

of 1.33. This indicates that the null hypothesis should be accepted at the 0.05 level of 
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significance. Accepting the null hypothesis means that the state has not significantly 

assisted in the achievement of performance excellence in business. However since the z 

value is very close to rejecting the null hypothesis, it indicates that there is notable 

difference in the attitude with regards to whether the state has played a significant role in 

providing assistance in achieving performance excellence i.e. the null hypothesis is only 

marginally accepted. The implication is that a considerable number of respondents did 

believe that government assistance enhanced their desire for personal performance 

excellence in business success. However the z value is not large enough to reject the null 

hypothesis.

The same sub-hypothesis tested for the urban and rural categories of respondents give a z-

value of -0.85 therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted at 0.05 level of significance. 

Accepting the null hypothesis means that there is no significant difference between the 

attitudes of the two categories. The literature review confirms that there have been efforts 

by successive governments to provide incentives to improve business performance 

capacity of the Fijians. This has not made an impact due to the manner in which these 

efforts have been identified and implemented. Training and management capacity of 

recipients was inadequate while some initiatives have been identified and implemented in 

haste. Some have also lacked sufficient follow up in the form of monitoring and 

evaluation.

The same sub-hypothesis tested for the semi-urban and rural categories of respondents give 

a z-value of -2.07. The null hypothesis is rejected at 0.05 level of significance. Rejecting 

the null hypothesis means that there is a significant difference with regards to the attitudes 

of the two categories. Certain initiatives by the Micro-Finance Agency and certain rural 

development projects by the government appear to have assisted in enhancing business 

performance in rural areas.  

4.2.5.4 Profit Maximization
Redding (1990: 8-10) outlines that maximization of profits is one of the pillars of 

capitalism. Without profits businesses cannot survive. However as pointed out in the 
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literature reviews the importance of money and profit as required in the capitalist sense is 

not a strong feature of Fijian society. Ratu Mara, (1992: 3) emphasized the limitations of 

Fijians to manage money from a capitalist perspective. Wealth was measured using 

traditional means in Fijian society; this trend appears to continue to a significant extent. 

Hence acceptance of the null hypothesis reflects this characteristic of Fijian society.

In order to investigate the manner in which maximizing of profits motivated the 

respondents to achieve excellence in business performance between the urban (MU) and 

semi-urban (MS); urban (MU) and rural (MR) and semi-urban (MS) and rural (MR) 

pairings, the null hypothesis that profit maximizing is not important for business 

success was tested. 

The overall results indicate that 94% of urban respondents, 94% of rural and 78% of semi-

urban respondents believe in maximizing profit as the way forward for business success.

More specifically the results of tests for urban and semi-urban categories indicate a z value 

of 1.98. This indicates that the null hypothesis should be rejected at the 0.05 level of 

significance. Rejecting the null hypothesis means that making profits is important for the 

urban and semi-urban category. This is the category of Fijian businesses, particularly the 

urban category that adapt to prudent business practices. The z-value is only marginally 

rejected and shows the strong influence of tradition and culture overshadowing business 

practices.

The same sub-hypothesis tested for the urban and rural categories of respondents give a z-

value of 2.26. The null hypothesis is rejected at 0.05 level of significance. Rejecting the 

null hypothesis means that there is a significant difference in attitude towards profit 

maximizing not being important for business success. This may be so because of the nature 

of the rural sector. Distance from regular markets and poor rural populations do not lend 

themselves to the profit maximization motives that would serve well in urban areas. 
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The same sub-hypothesis tested for the semi-urban and rural categories of respondents give 

a z-value of 0.29 that allows for the acceptance of the null hypothesis at 0.05 level of 

significance. The above rationales of the urban-rural and urban-semi-urban categories 

apply.

4.2.5.5 Market Availability 
In order to investigate the extent to which the availability of market has motivated Fijian 

businessmen/women in achieving performance excellence between the urban (MU) and 

semi-urban (MS); urban (MU) and rural (MR) and semi-urban (MS) and rural (MR) 

pairings, the null hypothesis that availability of market is not essential for business 

success was tested. 

Overall results show that 72% of urban, 38% of semi-urban and 31% of rural respondents 

believe that the availability of market assists in achieving business success. 

The results of tests for the urban and semi-urban categories indicate a z value of 2.04.   

This indicates that the null hypothesis should be rejected at the 0.1 level of significance. 

Rejecting the null hypothesis means that there is significant difference between the two 

categories as relates to the manner in which market availability motivates to enhance 

performance excellence in business. This can be attributed to the fact that for the urban 

category market is an important factor for business success, as they have to struggle to get 

their market share. However the sub-urban category generally depends on their extended 

family and the local community for business. The market is mostly available and less 

competition means that additional efforts to secure markets do not have to be made.  The 

market is not the overriding concern for them. 

The same sub-hypothesis tested for the urban and rural categories of respondents give a z-

value of 2.39. The null hypothesis is rejected at 0.05 level of significance that means that 

market availability is a motivating factor for enhancing business success. The rationale for 

this would be the same as for the urban/semi-urban categories given in the above 

paragraph. In the rural areas securing markets is not an overriding concern.  
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The same sub-hypothesis tested for the semi-urban and rural categories of respondents give 

a z-value of 0.37. The null hypothesis is accepted at 0.1 level of significance. Accepting 

the null hypothesis means that market availability is not a motivating factor for business 

success. Since these two categories have their virtually captive markets available to them 

considerations for finding more market is not a priority.  

4.2.6 Competencies Domain   

The competitive environment, even without technical innovation, demands that organizations continuously 

upgrade the knowledge of their workforce. Consumer demands for higher-quality products and services and 

the fiercely competitive global economy require employees at every level who are knowledgeable, more 

committed to quality, show better judgment and demonstrate more competencies than ever.  

Source: Blanchard and Thacker ( 2007: 11) 

The capacity of any person to perform his/her duties and responsibilities effectively and 

efficiently, apart from other factors, depends significantly on individual competency levels. 

The individual must possess relevant, enough and quality knowledge and skills to be able 

to perform to desired standards. The technical aspects of competency identification, 

development and its relationships with job requirements though is a complex phenomenon 

and requires specialist knowledge and understanding to make decisions on matters of 

training and development (Stone, 2005). 

This section investigates the attitude of Fijians regarding the manner in which the attributes 

of:

1. Mastering Quality/Quantity Competencies 

2. Acquiring Competencies from Reputable Sources 

3. Relevance of possessed competencies 

4. Financial Constraints to Acquire Competencies and 
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5. Convenience of training affect their capacity to achieve business excellence 

performance  

As mentioned earlier z test analysis as well as percentages have been used for the purposes 

of this analysis. The results and discussions of the ‘difference between two populations’ 

proportions’ are presented below: 

Table 4.5: The Results of Competencies Domain 
Attributes /Question 
Numbers 

Combination
s

Z
Values

A= Ho Reject
B= Ho Accept 

Null Hypothesis 
Ho

Alternate Hypothesis 
Ha

CU/CS 2.061757 R Mastering quality and 
enough competencies 
is  not essential for 
business success 

Mastering quality and 
enough competencies is  
essential for business 
success 

CU/CR 1.791631 A

1.  Mastering Quality and 
Quantity Competencies   

Q1, 6 

CS/CR -0.27359 A
CU/CS 2.067372 R Acquiring 

competencies from 
reputable sources is 
not important for 
business success 

Acquiring competencies 
from reputable sources 
is important for 
business success 

CU/CR 3.133994 R   

2. Acquiring 
Competencies from 
Reputable Sources 

Q2, 7,8  

CS/CR 1.074431 A   
CU/CS 2.003227 R Possessing relevant 

competencies is not 
important for 
performance
excellence in 
business

Possessing relevant 
competencies is  
important for 
performance excellence 
in business

CU/CR 3.445327 R

3. Relevance of 
possessed competencies 

Q3, 4,9 

CS/CR 1.507874 A

CU/CS -2.03792 R Money is not a 
constraint in 
acquiring 
competencies. 

Money is a constraint in 
acquiring competencies 

CU/CR -3.80631 R   

4. Financial Constraints 
to Acquire Competencies 

Q5

CS/CR -1.96589 R

CU/CS -1.00060 A Training programs 
have not been 
conducted
conveniently to assist 
performance
excellence in 
business

Training programs have 
been conducted 
conveniently to assist 
performance excellence 
in business

VU/VR 0.342405 A

5. Convenience of 
training

Q10

CS/CR 1.282854 A
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4.2.6.1 Mastering Quality/Quantity Competencies 
In order to investigate the manner in which mastering of quality and quantity competencies 

has assisted Fijian businessmen/women achieve performance excellence in business 

between the urban (MU) and semi-urban (MS); urban (MU) and rural (MR) and semi-

urban (MS) and rural (MR) pairings, the null hypothesis that mastering quality and 

enough competencies is not essential for business success was tested. 

Overall results show that 53% of urban, 28% of semi-urban and 31% of rural respondents 

believe that mastering quality/quantity and enough competencies assist in achieving 

business performance excellence.  

More specifically the results of tests for the urban and semi-urban categories indicate a z 

value of 2.06. This indicates that the null hypothesis should be rejected at the 0.05 level of 

significance. Rejecting the null hypothesis means that there is a significant difference 

between the two categories regarding the manner in which mastering of quality and enough 

competencies have assisted them achieve performance excellence in business. This 

difference can be attributed to the question of what quality and quantity mean in the 

different contexts. The nature and complexity of businesses these two categories are 

involved in, particularly the urban category require specialized competencies to carry out 

duties and responsibilities. Competency requirements are not the same for individuals as 

different individuals need to acquire competencies that they are incompetent at or need 

further strengthening in. The different roles also demand different sets of competencies 

(Blanchard and Thacker, 2007: 111). Thus competency issues relating to quality and 

quantity are viewed from the respondents’ own perspectives. The urban respondents 

operate in a strictly urban environment while the semi-urban have a mix of urban and rural. 

Furthermore, while the two may need certain common competencies, there are also distinct 

competency requirements to carry out duties and responsibilities in the different 

environments.  

The same sub-hypothesis tested for the urban and rural categories of respondents give a z-

value of 1.80. The null hypothesis is accepted at 0.05 level of significance indicating that 
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there is no significant difference between attitudes in the two categories. Once again 

certain competency requirements are different for each of the two categories. This can also 

be attributed to the fact that urban respondents have the capacity to make more informed 

judgments about quality issues pertaining to training. The urban respondents are well 

educated and have the knowledge and exposure regarding training matters whereas rural 

ones are constrained in these matters, both by their lower educational levels and 

geographical isolation from the center of information availability and exchange. 

Furthermore this can be attributed to the fact that the urban respondents are more aware of 

the complexities of doing business due to the environment, nature and scale of businesses 

they are involved in. This requires specialization in knowledge and skills. On the other 

hand the rural respondents are involved in small scale businesses and do not require 

specialized training. Thus, they are unable to realize and appreciate the importance of 

possessing quality and enough knowledge and skills and be able to use them to bring about 

business excellence. 

The same sub-hypothesis tested for the semi-urban and rural categories of respondents give 

a z-value of -0.27. The null hypothesis is accepted at 0.05 level of significance, which 

implies that there is no significant difference in attitude between the two categories with 

regards to mastering of quality and quantity competencies assisting the Fijian 

businessmen/women achieve performance excellence in business. Both the categories do 

not strictly require achieving competencies to operate their usually small business 

enterprises because of the nature of their businesses.  

4.2.6.2 Competencies from Reputable Sources 
In order to investigate the manner in which obtaining knowledge and skills from reputable 

sources has assisted Fijian businessmen/women in achieving performance excellence 

between the urban (MU) and semi-urban (MS); urban (MU) and rural (MR) and semi-

urban (MS) and rural (MR) pairings, the null hypothesis that acquiring competencies 

from reputable sources is not important for performance excellence in business

was tested. 
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The overall results show that 60% of urban, 39% of semi-urban and 29% of rural 

respondents believe that competencies must be acquired from reputable sources whose 

courses meet national and international accreditation requirements  

More specifically results of tests for the urban and semi-urban categories indicate a z value 

of 2.07. This indicates that the null hypothesis should be rejected at the 0.05 level of 

significance. Rejecting the null hypothesis means that there is a significant difference 

between the two categories of respondents regarding the extent to which acquiring 

competencies from reputable sources is essential for achieving performance excellence in 

business.

The difference in attitude stems from the notion of who is a reputable training provider. 

The urban respondents being closer to centers of information have a good knowledge of 

the various training institutions and are in a better position to evaluate the courses and 

training strategies. Training from such reputable agencies requires substantial funding. The 

urban respondents have more capacity to generate training funds than their counterparts in 

either semi-urban or rural sectors. However the semi-urban category are comparatively 

limited in their capacity to evaluate the various aspects mentioned above. Furthermore the 

nature of businesses urban respondents are involved in requires them to ensure the 

competencies obtained are from recognized training providers. This will ensure necessary 

accreditation requirements have been met and the training providers have fulfilled all 

statutory obligations governing their conduct and course requirements. The semi-urban 

respondents businesses are not at that stage where there is a rigorous need for such 

considerations.

The same sub-hypothesis tested for the urban and rural categories of respondents give a z-

value of 3.13. The null hypothesis is rejected at 0.05 level of significance. Rejecting the 

null hypothesis means that there is a significant difference between attitudes of the two 

categories. For the urban category, ensuring the competencies obtained are from reputable 

sources is important because the nature of their business is complex and big. However for 

the rural category whose business is small and not very complex, together with their 
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ignorance of training provider accreditation and recognition issues, they are not in a 

position to make informed considerations on such issues.  

The same sub-hypothesis tested for the semi-urban and rural categories of respondents give 

a z-value of 1.07. The null hypothesis is accepted at 0.05 level of significance. Accepting 

the null hypothesis means that there is no significant difference between the attitudes of the 

two categories for business success. Accepting the null hypothesis can be attributed to the 

fact, as noted above, that these two categories do not have the capacity to analyze 

accreditation levels of training providers and depend on the training providers themselves 

to ensure that the quality and accreditation issues have been fully met. 

4.2.6.3 Relevance of possessed competencies 
Gehee and Thayer (1961: 3) emphasize the importance of relevant training. They advocate 

that training in industry has specific purposes. It should provide experiences that develop 

or modify the behavior of employees in such a way that what the employee does at work is 

effective in the attainment of the goals and objectives of the organization. 

Thus in order to investigate the extent to which the competencies possessed by Fijian 

businessmen/women are relevant to achieving performance excellence in business between 

the urban (MU) and semi-urban (MS); urban (MU) and rural (MR) and semi-urban (MS) 

and rural (MR) pairings, the null hypothesis that competencies possessed are not 

relevant to achieving performance excellence in business was tested. 

The overall results show that 46% of urban, 27% of semi-urban and 15% of rural 

respondents believe that the competencies they possess are relevant to achieving business 

performance excellence.    

Moreover the results of tests for the urban and semi-urban categories indicate a z value of 

2.00. This indicates that the null hypothesis should be rejected at the 0.05 level of 

significance. Rejecting the null hypothesis means that there is a significant difference 

between the attitudes of the two categories regarding the relevance of competencies 
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possessed to achieve performance excellence in business. This difference in opinion stems 

out of the notion of relevance of competencies to individual organizations as opposed to 

individuals. The training needs of individuals and organizations are different. 

Competencies may be relevant to one may not be so to another. Relevant competencies are 

only identified after the individual training and development needs have been identified 

(Blanchard and Thacker, 2007: 111). Thus the difference in attitude of the two categories 

regarding relevancy of competencies fundamentally comes from the notion that 

competency requirements are worked out on an individual requirement basis.   

The same sub-hypothesis tested for the urban and rural categories of respondents give a z-

value of 3.44. The null hypothesis is rejected at 0.05 level of significance. Rejecting the 

null hypothesis means that there is a significant difference between attitudes of the two 

categories regarding the relevance of competencies possessed to achieve performance 

excellence in business. Apart from the rationale mentioned for the urban and semi-urban 

category above, the urban category being more informed and aware of training and 

development issues seek training relevant to their business needs. Competency acquisition 

for them needs to match job requirements so that after attending training there are 

performance improvements in the workplace. However the inadequate capacity of the 

semi-urban category to evaluate training from these perspectives seems to account for this 

difference in opinion. 

The same sub-hypothesis tested for the semi-urban and rural categories of respondents give 

a z-value of 1.51. The null hypothesis is accepted at 0.05 level of significance. Accepting 

the null hypothesis means there is no significant difference between the attitudes of the two 

categories regarding the relevance of competencies. The relative ignorance of the two 

categories regarding technical aspects of competency identification, development and 

implementation could help justify acceptance of the null hypothesis. 

4.2.6.4 Financial Constraints to Acquire Competencies 
The fact that money is always a major constraint in business can hardly be disputed. Thus 

in order to investigate the manner in which financial constraints to acquire competencies 
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has affected the Fijian businessmen/women in achieving performance excellence between 

the urban (MU) and semi-urban (MS); urban (MU) and rural (MR) and semi-urban (MS) 

and rural (MR) pairings, the null hypothesis that money is not a constraint to acquiring 

competencies was tested. 

The overall results show that 22% urban, 56% semi-urban and 88% of rural respondents 

face money constraints to achieve competencies that enhance business performance 

excellence.

More specifically, results of tests for the urban and semi-urban categories indicate a z 

value of -2.0; for the urban and rural categories of respondents the z-value is -3.80 and for 

the semi-urban and rural categories of respondents the z-value is -1.97. In all three cases 

the null hypothesis is rejected at 0.05 level of significance. Rejecting the null hypothesis 

means that there is a significant difference between attitudes of the two categories 

regarding the issue of financial constraints to acquire competencies.  

Training from reputable educational institutions and consultants for the purposes of 

acquiring quality, convenient and relevant knowledge and skills is expensive. It requires 

significant sums of monies and becomes difficult for business houses, especially those who 

are barely surviving to sustain their businesses, to attend training. Thus financial assistance 

is always a concern and all the three categories by rejecting the null hypothesis reveal that 

financial constraints are a barrier to acquiring appropriate knowledge and skills to manage 

their businesses. The urban category who generally are doing well in business may be not 

that constrained but money being a very rare commodity, always poses severe challenges 

to everyone.  

4.2.6.5 Convenience of Training 
In order to investigate the extent to which training has been offered conveniently by the 

various training providers to assisted Fijian businessmen/women in achieving performance 

excellence in business between the urban (MU) and semi-urban (MS); urban (MU) and 

rural (MR) and semi-urban (MS) and rural (MR) pairings, the null hypothesis that training 
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programs have not been conducted conveniently to assist performance excellence 

in business was tested. 

The overall results indicate that 17% of urban, 31% of semi-urban and 13% of rural 

respondents indicate that current training offered by training providers is not convenient 

for them in terms of time and venue.  

More specifically the results of tests for the urban and semi-urban categories indicate a z 

value of -1.0. This indicates that the null hypothesis should be accepted at the 0.05 level of 

significance. Accepting the null hypothesis means that there is no significant difference 

between the attitudes of the two categories regarding convenience of training programs. 

The respondents being businessmen/women have tight business schedules and training 

programs for them need to be conducted at convenient times and locations. This will assist 

them in paying attention to their business commitments as well as attend training. In a 

situation where choice has to be made as to whether to attend training or attend business 

commitment, the preference has always been work as it means revenue generated that 

enables meeting of all financial commitments. Thus convenience of training has to be 

given a high priority. 

The same sub-hypothesis tested for the urban and rural categories of respondents give a z-

value of 0.34. The null hypothesis is accepted at 0.05 level of significance. Accepting the 

null hypothesis means that there is no significant difference between the attitudes of the 

two categories regarding training being conducted conveniently. It suggests that both the 

categories find it difficult to attend training due to inconvenient time and venue 

arrangements. 

The same sub-hypothesis tested for the semi-urban and rural categories of respondents give 

a z-value of 1.30. The null hypothesis should be accepted at the 0.05 level of significance. 

Accepting the null hypothesis means that there is no significant difference between the 

attitudes of the two categories regarding the issue of training being offered conveniently. 
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Training programs are generally conducted in urban locations that may pose difficulty for 

respondents from rural and semi-rural areas to attend.   

4.2.7 Implications of Sub-Hypotheses on the Major 
Hypotheses.

4.2.7.1 The Values Domain  
The z values of the urban and semi-urban categories indicate that there is a significant 

difference in opinion between them regarding the manner in which values affect their 

capacity for business performance excellence. This difference is expected because the 

urban respondents generally adopt capitalist business values in conducting their businesses 

and do not depend heavily on relatives and members of extended families for business 

support as customers. On the other hand, the semi-urban respondents who depend heavily 

on their business for extended family relationships have to be mindful of traditional values, 

as this has to be catered for while carrying out business transactions. Thus while they are 

mindful of carrying out business following strictly business values they cannot afford to 

lose their communal relationships with the broader extended members of the family.  

Similarly when we compare the attitude of urban and rural respondents the z values reveal 

significant differences of attitude between the 2 categories. The difference is expected 

because as mentioned above the urban respondents generally adopt capitalist business 

values in conducting their business and do not depend heavily on relatives and members of 

extended families for business support as customers. On the other hand, the rural 

respondents are completely dependent on the members of the clan or mataqali for the 

survival of their business.

The overall z values between the categories of semi-urban and rural indicates a significant 

difference in attitude of the 2 because the semi-urban are to a certain extent mindful of the 

capitalistic aspects of the business and do give due consideration to that effect, but as 
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explained above the rural category cannot afford to ignore the extended family due to their 

heavy reliance on them for business survival. 

4.2.7.2 Motivation Domain 
The various z values generally indicate that the urban and semi-urban categories appreciate 

the importance of effective motivation to achieve performance excellence in business. The 

z value of 2.74 relating to fulfillment of lower level needs of motivation, 1.98 relating to 

profit maximization and 2.04 relating to market availability indicate rejection of the null 

hypothesis, thereby proving the alternate hypothesis. However the z values of the rural 

category as relates to the motivation attributes accept the null hypothesis, thereby rejecting 

the alternate hypothesis. This indicates the lax attitude of the importance of motivation in 

achieving performance excellence in that category. A similar situation prevails with the 

semi-urban category.  

Thus the attributes of motivation tested indicate that these are not significantly motivating 

the semi-urban and rural categories to enhance performance excellence in business. In 

most cases the null hypothesis is accepted, revealing that the alternate hypothesis is 

rejected. It appears that the factors that motivate Fijians are quite distinct from others. One 

explanation could come from the fact that much of the literature in the area has a western 

bias and this does not have the same significance for the Fijian.   

4.2.7.3 Competencies Domain 
The z values of the attributes of competencies tested for the urban and semi-urban 

categories generally indicate that these two categories reject the null hypothesis and accept 

the alternate hypothesis meaning they consider competencies as important in achieving 

performance excellence. The rural category generally accepts the null hypothesis and 

rejects the alternate hypothesis. This is quite understandable because the urban and the 

semi-urban categories are generally more informed about job-competency requirements, 

particularly the urban category, as their business requirements demand the right knowledge 

and skills to achieve performance targets.   
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On the other hand, the rural respondents’ environment within which they operate is very 

different from the urban. The rural category is rather constrained in their capacity towards 

understanding and assessing competency requirements of the job and how these contribute 

towards enhancing or inhibiting achievement of business performance excellence.   

4.3 Part 2 - Qualitative Analysis: Values, Competencies 
and Motivation Domains 

Once the research was focused and data collected regarding the extent to which the 

attributes of attitude namely, values, motivation and competencies affect business 

performance excellence, it was logical to also ascertain from the respondents their 

responses as to how these attributes can be more effectively managed to bring about 

enhanced performance excellence in business. These businessmen/women are the actual 

practitioners in the field and they can provide much needed information, meaning and 

understanding of their strengths and challenges faced on the ground. Their thoughts were 

gathered through focusing in more detail on the factors that affect successful performance 

achievement in business.  

Two open-ended questions in each of the domains of Values, Motivation and 

Competencies formed the basis of the qualitative research portion of this paper. Data10

collected in each of the domains were grouped and descriptors assigned to each category. 

Appendix 7 provides results as percentages that were obtained through the qualitative 

survey. The data has been presented in this section using column graphs for ease of 

interpretation by visual inspection. Only those categories that were of significance have 

10 The results have been analyzed as proportions of the total sample (50) and not been categorized under the 
urban, semi-urban and rural categories as done in Part 1 because the respondents were not restricted to 
choosing certain responses from the choices given. The questions were open-ended which provided the 
respondents liberty to provide responses as they chose to do so. Thus the issues raised by the respondents 
were fairly generic and did not depict any distinct pattern/trend warranting discussions under the urban, semi-
urban or rural categories. The responses revealed issues concerning their capacity to achieve performance 
excellence and how these could be addressed irrespective of their business nature, size and/or geographical 
locations in Fiji.
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been analyzed and discussed below. Details of the analysis as per the individual domains 

have been presented below.

4.3.1 The Values Domain 

4.3.1.1 Traditional Values that Inhibit Business 
Performance Excellence 
On the issue of traditional values that have significantly affected the capacity of Fijian 

businessmen/women to achieve performance excellence in business the respondents 

identified eight of them. Figure 4.1 shows the values identified and the percentage of 

respondents who feel that these values inhibit their capacity to meet their business targets 

successfully.  

90% of the sample felt that meeting social obligations, 84% that casual attitude to time and 

money, 76% that high expectations from members of the community to contribute towards 

social functions and similar projects, significantly affect their capacity to achieve 

performance excellence in business. The above data concurs with the literature review that 

traditional values affect the capacity of the Fijians to achieve performance excellence in 

business. The data further contributes towards proving the hypothesis that values affect 

business performance. 
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Figure 4.1: Traditional Values Inhibiting Business Performance Excellence
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4.3.1.2 Traditional Values That Enhance Business 
Performance Excellence 
The results obtained point out a few values that have assisted Fijians enhance business 

success. 50% of the respondents demonstrated that the community either as direct 

customers assisting in providing market for their goods and services or as contact points 

through which business success is enhanced, helped enhance business performance. 

Without this market base there could be difficulty in selling the goods and services. 

Similarly 20% felt that social events, such as church services and deaths that occur in the 

vicinity of their business provide valuable sales. Figure 4.2 below shows this data. 
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Figure 4.2: Traditional Values That Enhance Business Performance Excellence 
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4.3.1.3 Strategies for Improvement 
The bar column graph below outlines some aspects of culture that can be improved upon in 

order to achieve business performance excellence. 82% of respondents felt that strict 

adherence to business culture and capitalist values are the way forward while another 82% 

highlighted strict adherence to timetable and schedules. 80% noted that there is a need to 

demonstrate greater commitment, self-confidence and perseverance while 80% felt 

practicing prudent financial management practices and principles were important. 60% 

suggested that moving out of the traditional mindset should enhance business success. 50% 

suggested that community education to bring about greater awareness of the challenges 

encountered by Fijians in business must be pursued while 52% felt that knowing where to 

draw the line when it comes to business and tradition can assist in enhancing business 

performance.    
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Figure 4.3: Strategies for Improvement 
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4.3.2 Competencies Domain 

4.3.2.1 Assistance to Upgrade Competency Standards 
Without mastery of appropriate knowledge and skills relating to the duties and 

responsibilities executed, it is very difficult to perform to acceptable standards. On the 

issue of the nature of assistance needed to upgrade competencies, respondents indicated 

specific areas of improvement. Figure 4.4 below provides the details. It shows that 76% of 

the respondents felt that focused and tailor-made training is the most important area of 

training that must be addressed followed by 64% suggesting basic and practically useful 

financial management courses as the second in importance. 60% felt that business 

management courses need to be conducted and another 60% felt that free training by 

government/agencies must be addressed. 52% felt that professional conferences/workshops

need to be organized as many of the businessmen/women being fairly old will not cope 

with the classroom type of teaching/learning. 32% felt that learning through joint venture 
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schemes will pair businessmen/women with others such as the Indians while 12% felt that 

networking initiatives will expose them to acquisition of better knowledge and skills.

 Figure 4.4: Assistance Required to Enhance Competencies 
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4.3.2.2 Competency Improvement
Gaps in training will continue to inhibit performance improvements if they are not 

adequately addressed. The respondents identified important training needs that if addressed 

satisfactorily could lead to improvement in business performance of the Fijian 

business/women and contribute significantly towards the realization of their businesses as 

well as their personal potential. The Competency Improvement and Assistance to Upgrade 

Competency Standards section have some commonality as both will assist in improving 

the capacity of Fijians to achieve business success.  

76% of the respondents felt that free training needs to be provided by the government or 

appropriate agencies so that they are equipped with adequate and relevant competencies to 

run their businesses while 66% are of the view that the training provided must be relevant 

to the competencies required in their business roles and responsibilities. These training 

courses must not be too generic. It should also be easy to follow and practical enough for 

them to use without having seek complex options at the workplace. 52% wanted training 

brought to the people so that they do not have to travel to training venues that may not be 
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convenient. 30% wanted the national school curriculum at some level to introduce learning 

of basic business competencies so that by the time a student leaves the school or drops out 

of the system, he/she has some understanding of how to run a business11. 28% felt that they 

could acquire some knowledge and skill though networking with other 

businessmen/women.  

Figure 4.5 Strategies to Provide Competencies 
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4.3.3 Motivation Domain 

4.3.3.1 Barriers to Practice Effective Management 
Principles and Practices 
Although a number of barriers that inhibit effective practice of management principles and 

practices, thereby making it difficult to achieve performance excellence has been 

highlighted through the secondary data in the previous sections of this chapter, the 

respondents themselves also provided responses that confirm the above.

11 This used to be a part of the school curriculum as Modern Studies at Forms 3&4 level in the 1970s. 
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84% of the respondents felt that social/cultural obligations and expectations were a major 

barrier to achieving performance excellence while 80% felt that shortage and access to 

capital made it difficult to implement best practice at the workplace. On the other hand 

68% felt that ineffective time management practices posed significant challenges to 

implementation of effective management principles and practices. 64% felt that unstable 

political environment, 66% felt that cultural versus business value conflicts,  34% felt that 

lack of networking and another 34% felt that lack of commitment, perseverance, and 

honesty were the major barriers to the practice of effective management principles and 

practices and subsequently led to poor business performance.  

   

Figure 4.6: Barriers to Effective Management Principles and Practices 
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4.3.3.2 Suggestions to motivate adoption of effective 
business management/practices 

Practicing effective management principles and practices in the execution of duties and 

responsibilities in business is important for enhanced performance excellence. Some of the 
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ways in which the respondents felt the Fijian businessmen/women can be motivated 

to adopt effective business management and practices have been illustrated in 

Figure 4.7 below. 

84% of the respondents suggested that that there needs to be personal discipline, hard 

work, perseverance, and integrity built into work habits. 80% felt that traditional values 

and business values must be kept in their separate compartments, 54% felt that time needs 

to be managed with much greater efficiency and effectiveness, 76% felt that financial 

management practices must be more prudent, 44% felt that business mentoring needs to be 

introduced and strengthened and 42 % felt that quality and customer satisfaction concepts 

must be given more emphasis. 

Figure 4.7: Motivational Factors for Effective Management Principles and Practices 

Source: (Respondents Data, 2008) 

Chapter summary 
This chapter has presented the results of the findings in two parts. The results of the 

findings were quantified and analyzed so as to establish relationships and understand its 

implications. The z tests formed the basis of Part 1 while the percentages were calculated 

for Part 2 analysis. 
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Chapter 5 Discussion of Results 

5.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the results of the data analysis presented in the previous chapter and 

acknowledges some of the limitations of this research. Each of the major hypotheses has 

been discussed together with an outline of some of the recommendations.   

5.2 Discussion of Hypothesis One 
The types of values possessed by Fijian businessmen/women inhibit their ability to carry out their 

businesses to desired performance standards, within the budget and in the specified time.  

The first hypothesis investigated the proposition that the values possessed by Fijian 

businessmen/women affect their capacity to achieve performance excellence in their 

businesses. To investigate this in detail, 5 sub-hypotheses were developed relating to 

specific attributes of Fijian values and these were studied in terms of three categories of the 

sample, namely urban, semi-urban and rural. The overall analysis and assessment revealed 

that values had a significant impact on the capacity to achieve performance excellence in 

their businesses.

The result is consistent with observations of respected researchers discussed in the 

literature review. Values are intrinsic and emotionally linked to individuals within any 

society and these cannot be parted with easily. This aspect of values is emphasized by Cole 

(2005: 94). He writes that values are deeply and strongly held beliefs and principles that 

express what a person believes as right or wrong, good or bad, what should and should not 

be, and that it provides an inner compass that guides actions and decisions. As discussed in 

chapter 1, Naycakalou (1963: 9-10) emphasized that the value system influences the 

manner in which Fijians perceive things and that it needs to change to keep up with the 

economic transformations that comprise the reality of the contemporary Fijian.  
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In the Fijian society values are an essential and indispensable attribute of the individual as 

well as the group. These values get strengthened through the social institutions established 

within the society. The socialization process further strengthens and facilitates the value 

learning and assimilation process while the social structures assist in ensuring that there is 

conformity to the established social practices and any deviation becomes unacceptable. 

The status quo thus is sought to be maintained as these values give order to the society and 

also provide status and authority to individuals who form the basis of traditional 

leadership. In Fijian society the chiefs had and still have a strong influence on decisions 

made for the majority of Fijians (Appana, 2005; The Fiji Times, 22 May, 2008: 9). 

Those individuals and/or groups that derive authority and status from the system of values 

would naturally want to ensure that these are maintained and perpetuated. The established 

rights and privileges are of particular importance to these stakeholders. These therefore, 

comprise vested interests of the social elite that ensures that the social order perpetuates 

through the continued observance of these traditional values. Communal institutions and 

systems are used to ensure compliance with the status quo. Chapter 3 discussed in detail 

the various attributes of communalism/collectivism and how this leads to behavior of the 

individuals being directed towards ensuring group cohesion and meeting group objectives.

On the other hand those who derive no such benefits are convinced that the way forward 

for them would be turn to other avenues to derive status and authority. These are the 

individuals who turn to the forces of modernization that bring about material wealth and 

fame and subsequently give status and authority that is different from the traditional 

method of ascribed social ascendancy. However there is constant struggle between the two 

paradigms; one that is supporting the traditional value systems and the other preferring to 

take on modernization which is a powerful requirement in the modern world.  

The extent to which the first paradigm affects the second one is really the essence of the 

first hypothesis and both the literature review and the results of the analysis confirm this. 

The degree to which the second paradigm prevails through the social processes of 

integration and/or assimilation is what allows for business success in the modern world. 
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One of the successful ways of achieving performance excellence in business is through the 

adoption and practice of capitalistic business values. Those who have successfully 

integrated or taken on such values have succeeded significantly in meeting contemporary 

challenges and have become successful businessmen/women.  

As pointed out in the literature review, communalism permeated the traditional social 

fabric of Fijian society and was a potent force that dictated the manner in which Fijian 

society operated. The communal mode of management and operations of society is still 

prevalent as revealed by the responses to the questionnaire by the rural category of 

respondents. For example (as presented in section 4.2.4 of chapter 4 on Data Analysis and 

Presentation) only 25% of rural respondents believe that extended family is not conducive 

to achieving business performance excellence. In other words 75% feel that the extended 

family provides the right environment to do business, even though such businesses keep 

closing down and emerging frequently. Similarly only 38% of rural respondents chose to 

attend to the management and operations of their business rather than trying to devote 

significant effort towards maintaining traditional community relations; meaning 62% had 

to give up commitment to business operations when faced with the choice of maintaining 

community relations. Other similar trends have been outlined in Chapter 4.

However this pattern of behavior appears to be fast changing as revealed in the manner in 

which the urban and to some extent the semi-urban category had responded to the 

questionnaire. On the above issues of extended family providing conducive environment 

for business and preference of attending to management and operations of the business 

over community relations, the urban respondents, who generally have successful 

businesses, scored 67% and 57% respectively. Out of the three categories of the sample, 

the urban category generally represents success stories of Fijian businesses. The businesses 

studied in this category are successful in the sense that they are making profits and the 

owners boast of embracing business values. Their responses show that their preferences are 

inclined more towards capitalist values while the rural responses are more aligned towards 

communal values. The urban category pursues their business aims and aspirations through 
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utilizing the concepts and principles of individualism whereas the rural are more inclined 

towards communal value systems (See Appendix 6). 

The tension between the two paradigms is ongoing and a genuine concern for finding a 

common way forward is critical. If this does not eventuate, this tension will continue to 

prolong the time taken for the process of modernization to permeate the society as 

mentioned elsewhere in this paper. This paper postulates that since change is inevitable; 

it’s only a matter time.   

It is clear that survival in this modern era means modifying or adopting modern non-

communal values as a means of creating wealth for social and economic development. In 

the Fijian context true adoption of modern values can only be brought about through the 

good will and understanding of traditional leadership whose support is necessary for Fijian 

success in business. It is heartening to note that such efforts are being increasingly 

recognized even though no definitive comments can yet be made on the effectiveness of 

these.

Therefore, regarding the issue of showing preference for traditional values over business 

values, 66% of the urban respondents showed high preference for business values while 

only 25% of the rural category showed this preference. Similarly on the issue of time 

management, 89% in the urban category managed their time well whereas only 25% fell in 

that category among the rural respondents.  

Since the urban category is successful in business, references from the research show that 

the capitalist/individualistic attitude of conducting business roles and responsibilities 

provide better returns than the communal way.  

Furthermore in their response to whether extended family lifestyle or individual lifestyle 

was more conducive to business success, there was a distinct difference between the 

responses of the urban and the rural category. 67% of urban respondents preferred to 

follow the individualistic lifestyle, as this was more conducive to business success while 
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only 25% of the rural category chose to follow the individual lifestyle. Similarly in the 

analysis of data in Part 2 of chapter 5, 90% of the respondents revealed that meeting social 

obligations whereas 76% (Appendix 6) indicated that high societal expectations were the 

two top most factors inhibiting the capacity to achieve business performance excellence.  

The above discussion of the results clearly indicates that various attributes of the value 

system have significant impact on the capacity of the Fijian businessman/woman to 

achieve performance excellence in their business. As discussed in the literature review, the 

communal way of life in the Fijian context is a major stumbling block for enhanced 

performance in business (Appana, 2005; Nayacakalou, 1975).

Fijian society has evolved with a relatively rigid social structure from pre-colonial times 

and conformity to established customs and traditions was the acceptable pattern of 

behavior. The literature review showed that this was further strengthened by colonial rule 

for various reasons. Any deviant behavior was unacceptable and the offenders punished, 

sometimes through societal ostracism and even by death. Conformity gave order to Fijian 

society; this suited the colonial masters; and the communal way of life continued to 

flourish within the different generations. This led to peace and stability within Fijian 

society and in the country while the Fijian entrepreneurship continued to suffer. In the pre-

European contact era the final authority and decision making power was in the hands of the 

various chiefs (Routledge, 1985). Even today the Great Council of Chiefs is a potent force 

in making decisions affecting the Fijians’ social, economic and political well being 

(Appana, 2005).

Given such significant leadership powers, it is advisable that working through the chiefly 

system would ensure the achievement of prosperity and welfare of the Fijians as a whole 

within a much shorter period of time. This also applies to achieving performance 

excellence in business. The chiefs need to accept and give approval towards relaxation of 
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certain traditional value systems that enhance promotion of business results and 

subsequently make more Fijians participate successfully in the business sector of Fiji.12

On the face of current innovations and practices of the business world, traditional 

leadership needs to exercise restraint and be more responsible in achieving good for their 

people just as the government of the day has the responsibility to work towards the 

development, welfare, peace and security of the citizens of the country. In essence both 

have a common goal. However the strategies need to be thought through with great 

understanding and care so as not to jeopardize the achievement of the common goal. 

Current initiatives by the traditional leadership and the interim administration do not seem 

to align with the common goal. It appears that the struggle is more to do with the issue of 

‘who’ is doing it rather than ‘what’ is being done.

On the other hand, it is almost a truism that change is inevitable as all societies have to 

face this reality today or tomorrow. The issue is not whether it is going to happen but the 

issue is of time and magnitude. Where society has rigid and unyielding structures and 

social systems that struggle to maintain the status quo, the time taken to embrace the new 

order will be longer but the change will ultimately take place. The phenomenal 

developments in information technology (IT) and the speed with which information is 

readily available in every corner of the globe is and will continue to change the way things 

are done. It has and will continue to impact severely on the manner in which the individual 

thinks and acts. It will also impact on what is valued in life.

The issue is how this change process could be managed so as to cause minimum disorder 

and turbulence to established societal institutions and systems. The way forward hinges on 

value alignment as opposed to value rejection. The feudal systems of medieval Europe and 

the caste systems of India have progressively given way through developments in 

education and technology, to a society that is based more on capitalist business values and 

individualism rather than strict adherence to traditional and customary values which stifle 

12 This holds potential danger for the very institution of the chief, but the choice is to help and accommodate 
the change while consolidating the institution of the chief or to let the change happen none-the-less and play 
the role of obstacle that could inevitably lead to the total demise of the chiefly system.  
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entrepreneurship and development (Holton, 1985; Bose, 1968). The change process took a 

longer time to eventuate due to the low level and rate of information fusion and exchange. 

With the current level and rate of information exchange, coupled with the fact that the 

world is a global village, the time taken for change is reduced significantly. Furthermore 

the ease with which choices can be made as a result of information availability is having a 

huge impact on contemporary generations.    

One of the expedient ways to facilitate the change process is to solicit support of the major 

stakeholders and work in agreement with each other as much as possible so that there is 

minimum antipathy generated. As outlined in the extract in the Fijian context where the 

chiefs hold pivotal powers, to accelerate the process of change i.e. from communal to 

individual way of viewing business management, support, recognition and endorsement is 

necessary from the chiefs.  

This will provide a win-win situation for both the businessmen/women and to the 

established chiefly system of the Fijian community. The chiefs will continue to feel that 

they are recognized/consulted in the change process and their social position given due 

recognition and importance while the business community will get the comfort of knowing 

that they have the backing and support of their traditional authorities and social 

institutions. Both will be able to work in harmony and contribute to the social and 

economic development of the Fijians and indeed for the nation in general. 

In a situation where there is consent for change from both stakeholders the energy, time 

and resources taken is minimized as opposed to a situation where there is resentment. The 

concept of Force-Field Analysis is very much applicable here.  
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Figure 5.1 Force-Field Analysis Model 

Source: Blanchard and Thacker (2007: 45) 

This fundamentally involves a paradigm shift which was highlighted in the values section 

of the literature review of this paper. It was emphasized through the views presented by 

Dutta (1971: 55-59) that changes in society occur as society moves from the subsistence 

levels to industrial stages and it was through Dutta’s model of the analysis of society that 

Fijian society has been conceptualized here. Other pertinent considerations have also been 

discussed under the heading of Paradigm Shift in the values section of the literature 

review.

However, the process of dialogue and discussions between the major stakeholders of 

change must be managed with utmost care and concern. Solutions must be found within 

the ambit of Fijian conceptualization of handling such fragile issues first; this has to then 

be blended via persuasion with conviction in the benefits derived from such a change in the 

social, political and economic spheres of the economy and in particular benefits that will 

flow to the various ethnic groups living in the country, including the Fijians. Support and 

assistance from the international community such as those sought by the Fiji President’s 

office as mentioned in the news abstract below is a fine strategy.

Driving Forces 

Current Situation 

Restraining Forces 
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Source: The Fiji Times (11 June, 2008: 3) 

5.3 Discussion of Hypothesis Two  
Fijian motivation for business affects their capacity to perform within timeframes, to specified 

budgets and to desired standards.  

The objective of the second hypothesis was to assess the extent to which motivation of the 

Fijians affected their capacity to achieve performance excellence in business. Five 

important aspects/attributes of motivation were used to develop the sub-hypotheses, which 

were then used to investigate the extent to which they motivated the Fijian 

businessmen/women in achieving performance excellence in business. These were 

personal drive/entrepreneurship, meeting lower level needs in the Hierarchy of Needs 

theory, incentives provided by the state, desire for profit maximization and market 

availability. 

The z values derived generally reject the null hypothesis, thereby accepting the alternate 

hypothesis (Appendix 6). This means that the attributes tested did not provide significant 

motivation to the Fijian in achieving performance excellence in business. In other words 

the hypothesis was not proved. 

However looking at specific sub-hypotheses meeting lower level needs in the Hierarchy of 

Needs theory, this was the only attribute with z values of -2.75 (urban and sub-urban 

category), -3.51 (urban and rural category) and -1.96 (semi-urban and rural) indicating that 

it had a significant impact on motivating the Fijians to achieve performance excellence in 

business. Thus the all-time tested theory of Maslow once again held its ground. The 

literature review covered details of this theory but suffice to mention here that Fijian 

society is at a stage of development where fulfilling lower level needs seems to be a 

priority over higher level ones. This further implies that resources (such as money) are 

Ratu Iloilo had written to the commonwealth and the UN last month asking for their support for the forum. 

Last month UN resident representative Richard Dictus confirmed receiving a letter from Ratu Iloilo asking 

support for a proposed political forum  
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devoted to meeting the physiological and safety needs, leaving little consideration for 

investments through which other higher-level needs can be met, an orientation not 

favorable for business development.  

Although in theory the motivational factors studied should have led to increased 

motivation and increased performance excellence, in reality this did not happen. However 

the results of the research depict the actual situation that is prevalent on the ground today. 

The motivational factors of personal drive as a motivator, incentives provided by the state 

and desire for profit maximization have been analyzed below to explain how these were 

generally not able to motivate Fijians achieve performance excellence in business.   

5.3.1 Personal Drive as a Motivating Factor 
As covered in the literature review Fijian society is based on the concept of communalism 

where things are done together and group well being is a priority. Contrary to this, business 

creation and development is individualistic in nature13 where the individual is expected to 

do things on his/her own, at times with support from immediate family members. 

Individualism is not strength of Fijian society (Nayacakalou, 1963: 9-10). Consequently 

this phenomenon explains that in a situation where things have to be done on an individual 

basis, the cultural upbringing and the long established mindset make it difficult for the 

Fijian to achieve success. Communal orientation in almost all aspects of Fijian society has 

significantly affected the will and personal resolve of Fijians to pursue business-like 

initiatives on an individual basis.

Falling back on each other and the social network for intrinsic and extrinsic motivation has 

become the norm and this explains why success in business creation and management is 

low. This is demonstrated in communal ventures which have proved highly successful. 

Some of the businesses, which are highly successful, have been undertaken on a collective 

basis. Macuata Holdings Limited and Yatu Lau Company Limited are two companies, 

13 This has been illustrated by the American business model that is predominantly based on individual 
rationalism. 
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which were part of the sample, are operated on a collective basis and have been very 

successful.

Yasana Holdings and Fijian Holdings are two other collective companies that have been 

very successful holding combined assets of some $0.5b as of 2007 (Fiji Times: 1 June, 

2008: 7). On the other hand, many businesses, which operated on the basis of 

individualism, have ceased to operate.

Thus the pervasive impact of communal lifestyle affects the capacity of the Fijian to 

achieve performance excellence in business. However it must also be noted that 

collectivism in certain countries have given very positive results in terms of enhanced 

business performance. Redding (1990: 43-44) mentions that the Chinese value system 

places constraints on individualism and sponsors group sharing of limited resources. The 

Chinese state is a super family of Chinese people and the society is constructed of morally 

binding relationships connecting all. In the Chinese scenario the ultimate judgment on how 

to behave is not based on some distant religious ideal conceived in abstract terms but 

instead on family piety whereas in the Fijian case belief in Christianity is based on certain 

abstract thinking. Thus periodic contributions to the church is important for blessings from 

God and this demands sacrifices with regards to fulfilling the daily social and economic 

requirements of the family, leaving limited resources for investments and personal 

development.   

It must also be noted that there is an emergence of a successful individual entrepreneur 

class of Fijian businesses who have recorded significant successes and boast of models of 

successful business based on the concept of individualism. A few that were part of this 

sample include Hot Bread, U-Tec, Ad Time Limited, Freight Services and Northern 

Property Limited. These entrepreneurs have been able to break away from the collectivist 

mode of operations and have successfully taken up the principles of individualism and 

capitalism. For them aspects of individualism such as business values as opposed to 

traditional values and strict adherence to deadlines are of high priority and they have a 
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strong sense of will power to follow these. The responses provided clearly illustrated this 

(Appendix 6). 

5.3.2 Incentives by the State  
The survey showed that incentives provided by the state also failed to motivate Fijians 

significantly to perform to expected standards in business. A number of initiatives have 

been designed and implemented to enhance Fijian participation in business and improve 

their economic status.  

Verebalavu (1998) vividly describes initiatives such as the Co-operative Movement, 

Uluisaivou Corporation, the Seaqaqa Cane Scheme, Yalavou Rural Development Project 

(RDP) and the Equity Investment Company Limited (EIMCOL) aimed at assisting and 

enhancing Fijian participation in business. All failed generally due to challenges of 

conflicting value systems, inadequate motivation and knowledge as well as skills 

deficiency. Furthermore she states that in 1992 a Fijian Commercial Development Unit 

was set up in the Central Planning Office of the Ministry of Finance and Economic 

Planning to provide research and advisory services for indigenous Fijian advancement in 

business.

Hailey (1988: 57) points out other initiatives to promote and encourage the integration of 

Fijian people into all works of commerce and industry. The famous Business Opportunity 

and Management Advisory Service (BOMAS) established in 1975, the Fijian and 

Investment Development Corporation established in 1989 and various commercial and 

industrial loans schemes set up in the Fiji Development Bank were some of these. 

Success rates have been dismal as these efforts have not been successful in achieving set 

aims and objectives. This could be attributed to either government failure in doing proper 

homework before providing the assistance or recipient failure to perform to expectations. 

While the government had good intentions in providing the necessary incentives and 

support for Fijians in business in terms of policies and intentions, the prevailing social 

structures hindered the achievement of set objectives. The Seaqaqa project, EIMCOL, the 
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cooperative initiative in villages and assistance under the banner of “Blueprint” all had 

sound, but failed to make any real impact. It can be concluded that none of them have 

really achieved the mission of enhancing Fijian participation and success in business.  

Government may be held responsible for not providing necessary support in areas such as 

training and management services. It may have had other agendas for its initiatives in 

assisting Fijian business enterprise, but the fact still remains that millions of dollars of 

taxpayers’ money has been spent on these initiatives. This trend and strategy for assisting 

Fijians to achieve performance excellence in business have not had any real motivating 

impact for Fijians to participate in business. Such motivational initiatives must discontinue 

as these have only given cosmetic results.   

A fair part of the answer lies in the ideology of Fijian collectivism. It can be postulated that 

had it not been for the collective mode of Fijian lifestyle the failure rate would not have 

been as dismal as has been recorded?  

5.3.3 Desire for profit maximization 
Maximization of profits is an important aspect of business. Without profits a business 

cannot exist, leaving aside issues relating to its sustainability. As pointed out in the 

literature review and emphasized by Milward (2003: 40), the basic canon of capitalist 

enterprise is to search for profits and continue to explore new ways to expand the profits 

margin. If this is not done competitors will soon increase their market share and the 

complacent firm will perish.  

As discussed in the literature review money and the concept of making profit is not an 

overriding concern in Fijian society. Ravuvu (1988: 67-68) points out that the traditional 

Fijian society is interlocked with the communal system of lifestyles where important 

aspects of society relating to the daily social and economic transactions is carried in 

consideration for each other. The system of kerekere enables borrowing when in need; the 

principle of vakaturaga enables showing of generosity while the system of barter enables 

people to exchange goods and services. These characteristics do not emphasize the values 
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of modern society. These structures and orientations have been a lived reality that has 

become ingrained into the social fabric of Fijian society. It is therefore, very difficult to act 

apart from it.  

It takes a lot of courage and determination to go against these socially accepted behaviors 

as the community has various social systems to ensure conformity. The fears of various 

forms of retribution for such deviant behavior is present both in its visible and latent forms. 

These can come through the living environment as well as the ancestral spirits.

Thus moneymaking is not a widespread characteristic of the Fijian. However the Fijian 

entrepreneur is faced with this constant juggling as to how he/she should navigate the two. 

If he/she concentrates on making money in business, he/she lives with the fear of 

alienation from the traditional societal system. In an urban set-up the task becomes less 

onerous while in the rural environment this presents formidable challenges. The results of 

the research show this in all the comparisons made using the attributes of values, 

motivation and competency. The rural scores are always biased towards the communal 

characteristics while the urban tend to lean more towards individualistic orientations when 

seen in the light of business inclinations and perceptions of requirements.  

Making money therefore, does not show up as a motivator for achieving performance 

excellence in business.

5.4 Discussion of Hypothesis Three 
The quality and quantity of knowledge and skills possessed by Fijian businessmen/women inhibit 

their ability to carry out their business within time, to specified budgets and to desired standards 

The objective of the third hypothesis was to assess the extent to which possessing quality 

and adequate knowledge and skills affected the capacity of the Fijian businessmen/women 

to achieve performance excellence in their businesses. Once again five sub-hypotheses 

were developed on various important aspects of competencies to investigate the knowledge 

and skills variables.
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The overall analysis and assessment of the data provided by the respondents and the z 

values generally confirm the notion that the quantity and quality of knowledge and skills 

possessed by Fijian businessmen/women significantly impacts their capacity to achieve 

performance excellence in business.   

It has been widely accepted that it is only through the mastery of appropriate knowledge 

and skills that an individual can perform his/her duties and responsibilities to desired 

levels. It will be inappropriate and wrong to expect an individual to carry out business 

roles and responsibilities to acceptable standards without possessing adequate and quality 

knowledge and skills. 

The overall results of the research using the competencies domain shows that there is a 

vital need to equip Fijians with adequate and relevant competencies so that they can carry 

out their duties and responsibilities more effectively and efficiently. The results further 

show the general pattern of the urban category possessing higher level of competence 

relative to the other two categories. Thus the adequate knowledge and skills they possess to 

carry out their roles and responsibilities is reflected in their businesses being more 

successful.

On the issue of the extent to which they possess enough (quantity) knowledge and skills to 

carry out their duties and responsibilities efficiently and effectively, 56% of the 

respondents in the urban domain, 34% of the respondents in the semi-urban domain and 

31% of the respondents in the Rural domain revealed that they had enough or more than 

enough competencies to carry out their businesses. In other words the 44% of the 

respondents in the urban domain, 66% in the semi-urban domain and 69% in the rural 

domain felt they did not have an adequate level of knowledge and skills to carry out their 

businesses to acceptable standards. 

Data obtained on the issue of relevance (quality) of competencies possessed to carry out 

duties and responsibilities effectively and efficiently 46% in the urban category, 27% in 
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the semi-urban and 14% in the rural category fell in the 60-100% relevance region, 

indicating that their knowledge and skills as well as whatever training was available 

equipped them to execute their business roles. In other words 54% of the urban, 73% of the 

semi-urban and 71% of the rural fell within the region of 0-59%, indicating that their 

knowledge and skills were at only 0-59% level of relevance. Thus a large percentage 

indicated that their knowledge and skills were not very relevant.

In the presence of such severe gaps in knowledge and skills to run the business effectively 

and efficiently, it is not surprising that there is reluctance in many Fijians to enter into 

business. This is also reflected in the high rate of business failures. The gaps are severe in 

the rural areas where respondents claim that the opportunities for them are restricted due to 

geographical isolation from the main urban centers.   

The Fijian education system has had its challenges right from the colonial era (Mamak, 

1978: 86-88; Narayan, 1984: 91-95). They continue to struggle with providing relevant, 

adequate and quality education even today. As outlined in the literature review Narsey

(2004: 217-222) points out that factors ranging from inadequate resources through to poor 

performance of teachers, parents and students and finally to Fijian cultural obligations are 

the major problems inhibiting Fijians from acquiring knowledge and skills to meet the 

competency requirements of the different professions, including achieving performance 

excellence in business. He emphasized the sentiments of other educationists by pointing 

out that the basic causes of poor academic performance is deeply rooted in the social, 

cultural and political sacred cows that the Fijians find difficult or are unwilling to address.

This therefore means that addressing the competency requirements of Fijians must 

incorporate social, cultural and political dimensions. The issues, as mentioned by Narsey, 

(ibid) need to be examined honestly, sincerely and with a clear mind so as to enhance 

competency standards for Fijians to be more successful in business and other spheres of 

life.   
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One of the ways it can be done is through developing courses which highlight the social 

and cultural aspects of Fijian society that pose challenges to achieving performance 

excellence in business. The values domain has already identified certain areas of Fijian 

values that inhibit the capacity of the Fijian to achieve performance excellence in business. 

These needs to be complemented with the findings of a comprehensive training needs 

analysis could be used to identify other areas of Fijian social, cultural and political aspects 

that inhibit business performance excellence. Once definite areas of training have been 

identified, suitable courses could be developed and conducted for Fijian 

businessmen/women to meet their competency requirements and assist them enhance 

performance excellence in whatever business ventures they may like to embark on.

For far too long teaching and learning in Fiji and the general curriculum in the primary, 

secondary and tertiary levels have been based on the western education system (Ravuvu, 

1988: 67-68). Western culture is supportive of that type of curriculum and associated 

teaching/learning strategies. However Fijian culture and the general western system of 

education currently adopted in the country do not seem to be compatible. Local cultural 

aspects need to be urgently incorporated into the existing design of the curriculum and 

teaching/learning strategies. 

From a strategic point of view the Fijians have to be given that opportunity to teach and 

learn in an environment that is best suited for them. Apart from learning the management 

(60% of the respondents opted for this preference) and accounting (64%) aspects of 

business that the research has identified, the proposed courses have to incorporate 

suggestions made by Narsey (ibid). Social, cultural and political components have to be 

included in the course design. It is by honest appreciation, recognition, and discussion of 

these limitations/issues that suitable solutions can be found. These types of 

learning/teaching can best be done where the Fijians can freely talk and discuss these 

issues without any fear of embarrassment and ridicule from others who may not show 

understanding and appreciation of the issues at hand and which may be regarded as 

unusual or naïve. They must be given the opportunity to discuss issues amongst themselves 

and assimilate the learning without any fear of embarrassment and ridicule and in a manner 
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that best suits them in terms of level of complexity, time and pace. Since the educational 

needs of the Fijians are unique, it is suggested that unique curricula and strategies be 

designed and implemented specifically for them to benefit them the most.  

Thus a series of special courses leading to a qualification needs to be designed and 

conducted at appropriate levels so that after graduating from the course the participant is 

not only able to master the technical competencies such as management and accounting, 

they are also able to get deeper understanding of their value systems, motivational issues 

and other aspects of the social, cultural and political worlds that hinder or strengthen their 

capacity to achieve performance excellence in business. These courses need to introduce 

the participants to the historical and contemporary challenges faced by Fijians and the 

manner in which they need to show commitment, enthusiasm and perseverance in order to 

excel in business performance. In this regard 84% of the participants suggested that there is 

greater need for Fijian businessmen/women to demonstrate personal discipline, integrity 

and perseverance so as to achieve performance excellence in business.  

It may be argued that the Fijians need to learn with other ethnic groups for exchange of a 

mix of ideas and experiences. However knowing that the silent culture amongst the Fijians 

is very much live and operational, this strategy is unlikely to bring about honest 

discussions and debate on the various social, cultural and political issues facing the Fijians.

The other issue as demonstrated by the results of the research is one concerning financial 

inability of the Fijians to attend training. 76% of the respondents felt that government or 

some other appropriate agency must provide free training so that they are equipped with 

adequate and relevant competencies to run their businesses. Special funding therefore 

needs to be provided so that those that are in business and also the aspiring ones are able to 

attend generic and specialized consultancy training to meet the competency requirements 

of their jobs. With the right type of curriculum and financial capacity to attend such 

training initiatives, competence levels of the Fijians can be enhanced. 
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Another aspect relating to the competency domain that stood out was the issue of making 

training convenient for participants to attend. 52% wanted training brought to the people so 

that they do not have to incur additional expenses by traveling to training venues which 

sometimes are very far and may not be convenient. The courses need to be conducted in 

locations where participants can attend easily so that more take interest in developing their 

knowledge and skills.

Hailey (1988: 48) outlines that the manifesto of the Fijian Nationalist Party presented at a 

pre-election convention in March 1982 stated that the party wanted the setting up of a 

Fijian Development Institute for educating and promoting Fijians to go into industrial and 

commercial enterprises. This theme was expanded in more detail by the National 

Federation Party/Western United Front Coalition manifesto of 1982 that Fijians would be 

given help by setting up communal ventures. Under the initiative, processing and 

marketing support, training to provide appropriate knowledge and skills and facilitates for 

on-the-job training and experience were to be provided. 

It has therefore, been recognized widely that the availability of quality and enough 

knowledge and skills certainly affect the capacity of Fijian businessmen/women to achieve 

performance excellence. Relevant courses and teaching/learning strategies need to be 

identified and implemented to address these.      

The capacity of Fijians to achieve performance excellence in business can further be 

understood through discussions in the literature review as well as insights highlighted by 

the results of this research. By examining the attitude of Fijians relating to the manner in 

which they view achieving success in business through the perspectives of the value 

systems, motivation and competency development, enormous capacity can be identified, 

developed and implemented to assist them. However it is absolutely critical that the 

analysis be carried out honestly, neutrally and meticulously. It is important to do it with an 

honest belief and commitment that genuine peace and prosperity to the nation will only 

come about through more meaningful Fijian participation in business.  
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5.5 Limitations of the Research 

Researches are designed, conducted and analyzed by people and human beings are not 

infallible. Thus like other similar researches, this research was faced with certain 

limitations. One of the natural limitations faced arose from what has already been 

discussed in detail in the attitude section of the literature review.  This is concerning 

whether respondents actually practice what they write on the paper. As discussed in detail 

in the literature review chapter, that case mentioned by Festinger (1964: 404-417) 

regarding Richard La Peire, a Californian sociologist between 1930 and 1932 who claimed 

that what people say does not mean that they actually will do it in reality. In the case of the 

respondents in the rural category, they frequently had to draw a distinction between what 

they actually practiced and what they wrote on the paper. They wanted to embrace 

capitalist business values but the environmental circumstances did not allow that. This 

aspect was sometimes overlooked with respondents giving responses that they liked as 

opposed to what they really did. It is hoped that whatever the respondents have indicated 

as their responses through the questionnaire is what is also happening in reality. If this is 

not the case the findings and subsequent conclusions/recommendations may be misplaced. 

Another limitation arose from the subjectivity of thought and feelings towards ones 

personal ethnic group. A number of questions in the questionnaire dealt with an objective 

assessment of the Fijian’s attitude and value systems. It required a critical analysis of ones 

ethnic group from an objective perspective. If the participants overlooked this aspect or 

showed leniency, the results could be distorted. 

Furthermore shortage of adequate and current literature on issues relevant to this research 

makes it difficult to refer to a variety of sources for illustration purposes. More research in 

such areas is needed.  

Being a businessman there is a tendency for the respondents to think that they know a lot 

about business. Training and development of employees is an integral function of all 

businesses and even the top managers in successful businesses require additional 
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knowledge and skills. The belief that “this is my business and I know what to do” made 

respondents, particularly in rural areas, choose responses in the Competencies domain that 

avoided the extremes. Thus the respondents were hesitant to admit that they had little 

knowledge of business management or farming practices despite the poor set up of the 

shop, poor farm husbandry and similar irregularities that were very visible to the 

researcher. 

5.6 Chapter Summary 
This chapter has discussed the results of the research and presented some valuable 

recommendations, together with an outline of potential limitations of this research 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions 

6.1 Conclusions and Opportunities for Further Research 
This exploratory research was conducted within the Fijian society to ascertain the extent to 

which the attitude of Fijian businessmen/women affected their capacity to achieve business 

performance excellence. Attitude was defined as a composite of values, motivation and 

competencies while performance was ascertained on the bases of time, budget and 

standards. 

A total of 50 Fijian businessmen and women involved in a wide range of businesses from 

diverse socio-economic backgrounds and geographical locations were interviewed with a 

view to collecting quantitative and qualitative data to ascertain the validity of the 

hypotheses which were formulated to investigate the objectives of the research. The 

quantitative data were analyzed using the z test while qualitative questions were also 

converted to quantitative data and were analyzed using the histogram to visually examine 

the relationships.

Overall, the results of analyses showed that the values and the competency domains 

significantly affected the capacity of Fijians to achieve performance excellence in 

business. The overall analysis conducted for the two domains confirms this. The urban 

category seems to be achieving performance much better than the semi-urban who are 

managing better than the rural category.   

A general trend evident from the analysis is that the impact of traditional values is more 

significant in the rural areas and as focus moves through the smaller towns to the larger 

ones and thence to the city, particularly Suva, the impact is reduced and the respondents in 

the urban locations are able to, and at times forced to, ignore certain traditional values that 

inhibit their capacity to achieve performance excellence in their businesses. They are more 

orientated towards business values and aims as seen from a non-traditional more 
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capitalistic perspective. Indeed there are some who manage their daily lives on the basis of 

a very capitalist value system.    

These urban respondents and the rural ones are at the opposite ends of the spectrum. Their 

mindsets, modes of business operations and the socio-economic environment within which 

they operate are significantly different in many respects.  

The rural ones take on a more traditional approach to their performance in business. Their 

environment is significantly controlled by local habits, customs and traditions and these 

have to be continuously factored into the manner in which business policies and practices 

are designed and implemented. Even though the entrepreneurs would prefer not to do so, 

there is little choice. The costs of not conforming to the norms and customary practices 

bring fears of being ostracized from the community as well as the fear of annoying the 

ancestral spirits and bringing about bad fortune.

The ones that fall in between the two extremes and have been referred to as semi-urban in 

this research, display characteristics seen in both the urban and the rural 

respondents/subjects. This group is aware of the modern approaches to performance 

excellence in business and tries to follow these as best as they can, but have to be very 

mindful of the social customs and traditions as they are heavily dependent on their clans 

and kinships for business transactions. This is their customer base and the mood and 

orientation of the people has to be kept in sight at all times. 

As far as the motivation domain was concerned, certain attributes investigated affected 

significantly the capacity of the Fijian to achieve performance excellence in business. 

However the majority of the attributes investigated and tested using the z test did not 

indicate significance that those attributes affected their capacity to achieve performance 

excellence in business significantly. This concurs with the reality on the ground. There 

have been various initiatives by governments to motivate Fijians to become successful 

businessmen/women. To date the success rate has been dismal. The respondents through 

the questions asked in the questionnaire have highlighted some of the true motivational 
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factors. These have been discussed in some detail in the second part of Chapter 4 on Data 

Analysis and Presentation.

The Competencies Domain highlighted the need for providing adequate, accessible and 

relevant competencies to the Fijian businessmen/women for them to gain mastery over 

competencies needed to achieve performance excellence in business. Since the Fijian 

businessmen/womens’ training needs are special, they ought to be given special attention 

as relates to the provision of competencies to enhance their capacity to achieve 

performance excellence. Too much emphasis has been given to general areas of training by 

lumping Fijian students with other ethnic groups. The social, cultural and political 

dimensions that affect the learning process need to be incorporated into the training to 

make it more meaningful. Urban respondents showed greater competence in managing and 

operating their businesses than the rural ones while the complexity of urban businesses was 

also greater.

In general the business life and indeed the total lifestyle of the Fijian can be viewed from 

the concepts of communalism and individualism. This is a reflection of the history of 

Fijian society from the early pre-contact European era through to colonial rule and into 

independent Fiji. In the pre-contact era the Fijians lived a communal lifestyle and this 

acquired an enduring stronghold on Fijian society. However there are significant numbers 

who have made or are in the process of making that transition from the communal lifestyle 

to the western individualistic way of thinking. They have had exposure to capitalist values 

through being employed in various kinds of businesses or have capitalized on their 

entrepreneurial talents by emulating their friends and neighbors who have taken up 

successful business ventures.

The communal way of life continues to affect the Fijians’ capacity to achieve performance 

excellence in business in many ways. The social structure that still has a firm hold on the 

manner in which Fijians behave towards each other and towards their traditional 

institutions continues to exert a strong influence on the total way of living, including the 

capacity to achieve performance excellence in business. This social structure is further 
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strengthened through the political system as both lend support to each other for mutual 

existence and sustainability. The social obligations, customary observations and kinship 

ties permeate Fijian society to such an extent that it becomes very difficult to live a 

lifestyle of individual choice; this situation being strongly prevalent in rural areas. 

However society is changing and this is particularly evident in the urban areas where 

certain businessmen/women follow the capitalist mode of executing business roles and 

responsibilities. Some are very successful in their businesses and strongly advocate 

adherence to western styles in order to be successful in this modern age of globalization. 

Given the fairly recent time frame of 150 odd years of contact with the western world, the 

length of the journey Fijian society has made in terms of advancements in the different 

spheres of social, economic and political life is worthy of praise. However there is yet even 

a longer journey to be made before the full inclusion of the relevant values of the modern 

business world can be incorporated into the system to enable contemporary best practice of 

the business world to be fully ingrained and operational in the Fijian business world.  

The choice to make that extra journey is purely a matter for Fijian society to decide and 

pursue. The pros and cons of the choice are there. However ‘no man is an island’. Since 

the world is considered to be a global village now, Fiji cannot afford to pursue its personal 

preferences of adhering to its own culture and tradition and at the same time be part of the 

international community. The only choice available is to either integrate successfully the 

capitalistic values into their own or to do away with the Fijian values totally. Whichever 

path is taken, it is Fijian society that will have to bear the positive and negative 

consequences of the decision. 

The results of this research bring out areas that need further research. A very important 

area of research that has been highlighted relates to motivational aspects of the Fijians to 

achieve performance excellence in business and subsequently enabling greater 

participation in the business sector. 
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Certain important factors such as financial assistance, market availability, profit 

maximization, personal drive and entrepreneurship and patriotism as investigated through 

this research do not seem to provide significant, meaningful and real motivation for Fijians 

to achieve performance excellence in business.  

What then, are the true motivational factors that can effectively drive Fijians to achieve 

performance excellence in the business sector? This is definitely an area of research that 

needs to be given the highest priority, not only for Fijians to participate significantly in the 

business sector of Fiji but for the longer term peace and stability of the nation as a whole. 

Unless the real motivators of performance excellence in business of the Fijians are 

identified, only distorted and vague knowledge and understanding of what is to be done 

will continue to persist. Without a clear understanding of what are the true motivating 

factors, meaningful initiatives cannot be identified, designed and implemented to enhance 

performance excellence in business of the Fijians and thereby increase participation of 

Fijians in business.  

Another area of research that could be pursued concerns the culture of Fijian society in 

general and the manner in which certain facets of the culture could be effectively 

integrated into the business culture in the capitalist sense. All societies have their own 

social systems, values and other attributes that are dear and they also at some point in time 

become concerned about losing them. However despite these concerns they have also 

successfully adopted capitalist business values and have become very successful in 

business. How have these societies been able to successfully bridge this apparently 

contradictory gap that the Fijian society is finding problems with? Japanese society has 

been tremendously successful in incorporating their cultural values and systems into their 

business world and has become a global economic power (Abe & Fitzgerald, 1995; 

Nakane, 1970). There are obvious lessons in the Japan case.

In fact focused research in all aspects of how Fijians can be successfully persuaded to 

become successful in business needs to be carried out so that deeper insights and 

understandings regarding other aspects of Fijians limitations and strengths can be 
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ascertained to plan and implement calculated initiatives for more meaningful participation 

in business.

Although the Fijians have had a recent history, such types of research would generate 

information and knowledge that will speed up the pace of Fijian participation in business 

which otherwise will take considerable time and energy to materialize. Research will 

enable understanding of the weaknesses, strengths, opportunities and threats rapidly and 

they do not have to wait for ages to learn through trial and error as other traditional 

societies have had to do. Fijian participation and success in business in not only crucial for 

the sake of the Fijians themselves, it is important for other ethnic groups residing in Fiji, 

and for the overall productive participation of Fiji as a respectable global citizen.
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Appendix 5 

Research Questionnaire

Research Title 

Linking Attitude to Business Performance: the case of 

indigenous Fijian businesses 

Masters Thesis Research  

This questionnaire seeks to obtain information about your views on how 

attitude of indigenous Fijians who own and operate businesses affect 

their performance. The information obtained will be used for research 

purposes and will not be disclosed.

Personal Details 

Name: ________________________________________________Gender: Male / Female Age
(Optional) ___________ 

Business Name: _______________________________________Business Type: 
____________________________ 

Location: ______________________  Date Business Started: ______________________ No. Employed 
____________ 

Address________________________________________________________________________________
________________ 
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Research Questionnaire 

The following questions are designed to find out the extent to which indigenous Fijian 
owned and operated businesses are affected by the type of attitude (values, motivation and 
competencies) the businessmen/women hold. 

Please indicate your choice by circling the alphabet of your choice. 

Section 1. Values Domain 

1. To what extent do you think business success can be achieved by residing outside 
the extended family lifestyle?    
A. not at all  B. only a little  C. little D. some 

 E. totally  

2. I am ________________ able to manage my time to complete all my business 
obligations.
A. never B. seldom C. sometimes  D. often E. always 

3. When I have to make business decisions I am ___________ worried what my 
members of the community will think of me. 
A. never B. seldom C. sometimes  D. often E. always 

4. To what extent do you let your traditional obligations influence business decisions?  
A. Not at all  B. Slightly C. Average D. Greatly E. Extremely 

5. My relationships with my community ____________ helps my business grow. 
A. never B. seldom C. sometimes  D. often E. always 

6. Maintaining kinship relationships is _______________ important than achieving 
business results. 
A. not at all B. only slightly    C. sufficiently D. very E. extremely 

7. How often do my extended family members understand my business 
commitments/obligations 
A. never B. seldom C. sometimes  D. often E. always 

8. To what extent do the traditional indigenous Fijian values affect the profit of your 
business? 
A. not at all B. only a little  C. little D. some E. totally  

9. How often do you allow your traditional values to influence your business 
decisions? 
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A. never B. seldom C. sometimes  D. often E. always                

10. If you have to choose between your social traditional obligations and business 
commitments what do you do? 

I ____________ attend to my business commitments first. 
A. never B. seldom C. sometimes  D. often E. always 

11. How does attending to your business commitments ahead of your social obligations 
affect your personal relationship with other members of the community?  
A. Not at all  B. Slightly C. Average D. Greatly E. Extremely 

12. My business values are _____________ more important to me than my traditional 
social values. 
A. Never B. Seldom C. Sometimes  D. Often E. Always 

� Explain how some of your traditional values have/have not helped you rum your business 
successfully.

� What can be done about this?  

Section 2.  Motivation Domain 

1. I was encouraged to start my business____________. 
a) through my personal ambitions 
b) by the members of my immediate family  
c) by the members of my extended family   
d) by my friends/villagers  
e) the Provincial Council 
f) Government 

2. The purpose of my business is to____________. 
a) provide my family with better food 
b) provide my family with safe and modern house 
c) become part of the business community 
d) help me get recognition as an important member of my society 
e) assist in the development of my society 

3. To what extent do stereo-types about Fijians in business affected your desire to 
start your business.

A. Not at all  B. Slightly C. Average D. Greatly E. Extremely 

4. To what extent did the desire to enhance Fijian participation in business motivate 
you to do business? 
A. Not at all  B. Slightly C. Average D. Greatly E. Extremely 
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5. To what extent did incentives provided by government motivate you to start your 
business? 

A. Not at all  B. Slightly C. Average D. Greatly E. Extremely 

6. To what extent did the help provided by government assist you in your business. 
A. Not at all  B. Slightly C. Average D. Greatly E. Extremely 

7. My business work habits are ____________ guided by my desire to earn more 
profit for my business.

A. Never B. Seldom C. Sometimes  D. Often E. Always 

8. To what extent did availability of market to sell your goods and services affect 
your decision to start your business? 
A. Never B. Seldom C. Sometimes  D. Often E. Always 

9. To what extent did availability of money affect your decision to start your 
business? 
A. Never B. Seldom C. Sometimes  D. Often E. Always 

10. Before I started the business I was _________ clear that everybody will have to 
pay for the goods and services from my shop. 
A. not at all   B. vaguely  C. averagely   D. very clear  E. Absolutely  

� Explain some of the ways Fijian businessmen/women can be encouraged to 
practice effective business management principles and practices. 

� Explain some of the barriers faced by Fijian businessmen/women in practicing 
effective business management principles and practices. 

Section 3.  Competencies Domain (Knowledge and Skills)

1. I possess ____________ knowledge and skills to carry out my business 
successfully. 
A. none B. a few C. some D. enough E. more than enough  

2. I acquired the knowledge and skills to run my business ______________. 
A. From my parents  
B. Through formal education   
C. By working in another company   
D. From specialized government training program on Fijian 

entrepreneurship 
E. Through my personal entrepreneurial qualities  
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3. How relevant are the knowledge and skills you have to the business you are in? 
A. Not at all B. Slightly C. Averagely D. Greatly E. Extremely 

4. To what extent do the courses run by major training providers in Fiji (USP, FIT 
and TPAF) are relevant to your needs? 
A. Not at all B. Slightly C. Averagely D. Greatly E. Extremely 

5. To what extent did money affect your ability to learn knowledge and skills 
needed for your business? 
A. Not at all B. Slightly C. Averagely D. Greatly E. Extremely 

6. To what extent did lack of suitable knowledge and skills affect the profits of 
your business? 
A. Not at all B. Slightly C. Averagely D. Greatly E. Extremely 

7. Are you aware of the relevant training programs available to you to assist in 
managing your business? 
A. Not at all B. Slightly C. Averagely D. Greatly E. Extremely 

8. I have attended __________ training programs designed specifically to manage 
my business more profitably 
A. None B. 1  C. 3  D. 4  E. More than 4 

9. Whatever training programs you are aware of are they designed to help you 
improve your business? 
A. Not at all B. Slightly C. Averagely D. Greatly E. Extremely 

10. Are the Training programs that you are aware of convenient for you to attend in 
terms of time and venue? 
A. Not at all B. Slightly C. Averagely D. Greatly E. Extremely 

� What help do you need to gain more knowledge and skills for managing 
your business successfully? 

� How can these be provided? 

END OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
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 Appendix 6- z values       
  Suces 1 Suces 2  p1 p2 Pc n1 n2 z=     
VU/VS 24 14 0.666667 0.4375 0.558824 36 32 1.899677 1 Extended Family lifestyle 
VU/VR 24 8 0.666667 0.25 0.470588 36 32 3.435921     
VS/VR 14 8 0.4375 0.25 0.34375 32 32 1.579084       
VU/VS 16 10 0.888889 0.625 0.764706 18 16 1.810611 2 Time management 
VU/VR 16 4 0.888889 0.25 0.588235 18 16 3.778175  
VS/VR 10 4 0.625 0.25 0.4375 16 16 2.13809       
VU/VS 31 17 0.574074 0.354167 0.470588 54 48 2.220956 3 Community Relations preference 

VU/VR 31 18 0.574074 0.375 0.480392 54 48 2.008613  
Over business 
results

VS/VR 17 18 0.354167 0.375 0.364583 48 48 -0.21205       
VU/VS 45 33 0.833333 0.6875 0.764706 54 48 1.733091 4 Tradition Values 

VU/VR 45 19 0.833333 0.395833 0.627451 54 48 4.561565  
Vs Business 
Success

VS/VR 33 19 0.6875 0.395833 0.541667 48 48 2.867713       
VU/VS 47 34 0.87037 0.708333 0.794118 54 48 2.020132 5 Business Comitment 

VU/VR 47 28 0.87037 0.583333 0.735294 54 48 3.279767  
over Social 
Obligation 

VS/VR 34 28 0.708333 0.583333 0.645833 48 48 1.280417       
MU/MS 49 34 0.680556 0.53125 0.610294 72 64 1.78207 6 Importance of Personal drive 
MU/MR 49 44 0.680556 0.6875 0.683824 72 64 -0.08693    
MS/MR 34 44 0.53125 0.6875 0.609375 64 64 -1.81164     
MU/MS 5 12 0.277778 0.75 0.5 18 16 -2.74874 7 Lower level needs over higher 

MU/MR 5 14 0.277778 0.875 0.558824 18 16 -3.50065 
level
ones

MS/MR 12 14 0.75 0.875 0.8125 16 16 -0.90582     
MU/MS 6 2 0.166667 0.0625 0.117647 36 32 1.330727 8 Role of state 
MU/MR 6 8 0.166667 0.25 0.205882 36 32 -0.84828 
MS/MR 2 8 0.0625 0.25 0.15625 32 32 -2.06559     
MU/MS 34 25 0.944444 0.78125 0.867647 36 32 1.98216 9 Profit maximization 
MU/MR 34 30 0.944444 0.9375 0.941176 36 32 0.121478 
MS/MR 25 30 0.78125 0.9375 0.859375 32 32 -1.79787     
MU/MS 13 6 0.722222 0.375 0.558824 18 16 2.035264 10 Market availability 
MU/MR 13 5 0.722222 0.3125 0.529412 18 16 2.389071 
MS/MR 6 5 0.375 0.3125 0.34375 16 16 0.372194     
CU/CS 19 9 0.527778 0.28125 0.411765 36 32 2.061757 11 Mastering Quality/quantity  
CU/CR 19 10 0.527778 0.3125 0.426471 36 32 1.791631 competencies 
CS/CR 9 10 0.28125 0.3125 0.296875 32 32 -0.27359     
CU/CS 33 19 0.6 0.395833 0.504854 55 48 2.067372 12 Competencies from reputable  
CU/CR 33 14 0.6 0.291667 0.456311 55 48 3.133994  sources
CS/CR 19 14 0.395833 0.291667 0.34375 48 48 1.074431       
CU/CS 25 13 0.462963 0.270833 0.372549 54 48 2.003227 13 Relevant Competencies 
CU/CR 25 7 0.462963 0.145833 0.313725 54 48 3.445327 
CS/CR 13 7 0.270833 0.145833 0.208333 48 48 1.507874     

CU/CS 4 9 0.222222 0.5625 0.382353 18 16 -2.03792 14 
Money not a 
constraint 

CU/CR 4 14 0.222222 0.875 0.529412 18 16 -3.80632 
CS/CR 9 14 0.5625 0.875 0.71875 16 16 -1.96589   
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CU/CS 3 5 0.166667 0.3125 0.235294 18 16 -1.0006 15 Conducting training conveniently 
CU/CR 3 2 0.166667 0.125 0.147059 18 16 0.342405  
CS/CR 5 2 0.3125 0.125 0.21875 16 16 1.282854     
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Appendix 7
Data Obtained Through Qualitative Survey

Part 2- Qualitative Data for Analysis
VALUES DOMAIN  

 1.Traditional Values Inhibiting Business Performance Excellence
1 Social obligations 90 
2 Casual time/money Attitude 84 
3 Sociétal Expectation  76 
4 Extravagance 59 
5 Grog Ceremonies 40 
6 Cultural not conducive to business 36 
7 Over-generosity  20 
8 Communal land ownership 22 

2. Traditional Values That Enhance Business Performance Excellence
1 Community Customer Base 50 
2 Social events- business 20 

    
3. Strategies for Improvement
1 Strict Adherence to business culture 82 
2 Strict adherence to time 82 
3 Commitment, self-confidence, perseverance 40 
4 Prudent Financial mgt practices 40 
5 Get out of traditional mindsets 30 
6 Community Education 50 
7 Know where to draw the line 46 

COMPETENCIES DOMAIN 

1. Assistance Required to Improve Competence 
1 Focused/tailor made 76 
2 Basic/practical financial mgt course 64 
3 Mgt courses- small business 60 
4 Free training   60 
5 Professional conferences/workshop 52 
6 Learning through joint ventures 32 
7 Best practice training 12 

2.  Strategies to Provide Competencies  
1 Free training by government/agencies 76 
2 Ensure training is relevant, practical and easy 66 
3 Bring training to people 52 
4 Education through school curriculum 30 
5 Networking initiatives 28 
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MOTIVATION 

1. Barriers to Practice Effective Management Principles and Practices
1 Personal Discipline/ Perseverance, integrity 84
2 Keeping traditional and business apart 80
3 Meeting deadlines 54
4 Financial Management 76
5 Business mentoring 44
6 Quality and customer satisfaction 42
7 Business partnership arrangement 14

2. Motivational Factors for Effective Management Principles and Practices

 1 Socio/cultural obligations  84 
 2 Shortage/access capital 80 
 3 Ineffective time mgt  68 
 4 Unstable political environment 64 
 5 Cultural-business value conflict 66 
 6 Lack of networking 34 
 7 Lack of commitment/perseverance 34 
 7 Inflation 24 
 8 Market fluctuations 24 


